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SUMMARY 

The heavy water demand projections based on the work of Sub-Group 1A/2A are 

presented. The projections are a reflection of 

a) national responses to a questionnaire on planned nuclear programs up to 

the year 2000 and on studies by the World Energy Conference and the 

Nuclear Energy Agency for the period 2000 to 2025. 

b) postulated scenarios or strategies regarding the mix of the various 

reactor types. These strategies are meant to be illustrative rather 

than predictive. 

Strategies involving rapid penetration of the HWR give rise to the largest 

heavy water requirements. Depending on the economic growth rate, these 

(cumulative) requirements are from 425 to 800 Gg by 2010 and 1150 to 2700 

Gg by 2050. An annual requirement of 9 Gg/a in the year 2000 for the low 

growth case expands to 60 Gg/a by 2025. For the high growth case the 

annual requirement grows from 14 Gg/a to 155 Gg/a' in the same time period. 

For the so-called "mixed strategy" wherein the HWR captures an increasing 

share of the nuclear market after 2000 (approaching 40% by the year 2025), 

the heavy water demands are considerably less. For example, the cumulative 

requirement would expand smoothly from 25 Gg in 1990 through 450 Gg in 201C 

to 1200 Gg in 2025 for the high growth case. For the low growth case the 

corresponding requirements are 20, 250 and 550 Gg, respectively* Mixed 

strategies wherein the HWR captures a nuclear market share approaching 10% 

in the post-2000 period give rise to modest heavy water demands. For 

example, the cumulative demand grows to 300 Gg by 2025 for the high growth 

case and to 150 Gg for the low growth case. 
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Strategies involving increasing predominance of the LWR give rise t o . 

minimum heavy water requirements. Sapid penetration of fast breeder 

reactors would result in heavy water requirements between those of the LWR-

predominant situation and those of the mixed strategies wherein the HWR 

captures a market share approaching 10Z in the post-2000 period. 

For strategies involving rapid penetration of the HWR the period 2000-2005 

i s a time of particularly rapid growth in heavy water requirements. To 

service the growing requirements during this period 20 to 40 new production 

plants per year, each producing 400 Mg/a, would be required. Clearly, such 

a program would require good coordination of f inancial, technical and human 

resources. 

The heavy water requirement i s more sens i t i ve to the reactor mix than i s 

the case for the requirement for fuel and enrichment s e r v i c e s . The major 

reasons for this are f i r s t l y , only the HWR requires heavy water whereas a l l 

reactors require fuel and, secondly, the fuel and enrichment requirements 

depend on the total capacity of reactors in operation while the heavy water 

requirement depends on the rate at which the t o t a l capacity i s being 

augmented through HWR additions. Addition rate i s of course more variable 

than total- instal led capacity. 

It takes l ess time to build a heavy water production f a c i l i t y than a 

nuclear power s tat ion. Since i t i s unlikely, however, that a heavy water 

plant committed at the same time as a HWR could produce al l of the heavy 

water required for the i n i t i a l reactor charge, advance planning of heavy 

water supplies to meet projected requirements Is necessary. 
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There appears to be little need at present for special institutional 

arrangements of an international nature to secure future world heavy water 

requirements• 

The main reserves of deuteriua are water and hydrocarbons. Hydrogen, which 

is produced from water and/or hydrocarbons is an intermediate from which 

deuterium can be extracted* The natural concentration of deuterium in most 

hydrogeneous substances is between 130 x 10~° and 150 x 10~6 atoms 

of deuterium per atom of hydrogen. 

The world's natural water systems constitute a virtually inexhaustible 

supply of deuterium at low concentration. Extraction from these water 

bodies of the quantities of deuterium which would be required for the most 

ambitious world HWR program conceivable would not have any measurable 

effect on the concentration that remains* 

While no economically feasible technology for extracting deuterium directly 

from hydrocarbons has yet been demonstrated, projected oil and gas recovery 

rates through to 2025 could easily enable all deuterium requirements to be 

met* Projected hydrogen availability is capable of supporting all heavy 

watar requirements of some reactor strategies* 

Heavy water production plants are generally large and both capital and 

energy intensive* This is a consequence of the fact that deuterium in the 

feed is present in very low concentration, hence large amounts of material 

must be processed, and because Isotope separation requires a large number 

of separative elements* 
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Deuterium separation technology currently available generally employs 

isotope exchange or disti l lation. Of the two, isotope exchange is usually 

used for primary concentration from the naturally occuring deuterium 

concentration to 5-20X by weight-. Distil lation, usually of water, is 

normally used for the remainder of the concentrating process, i . e . , from 

5-20Z to reactor grade or 99.75Z by weight. This phase of concentration is 

known as final enrichment.* 

The best known isotope exchange process is the Girdler-Sulfide or GS 

process in which deuterium exchange occurs between water and hydrogen 

sulfide successively at two different temperature levels. There is more 

than 50 plant-years of experience with this process and it i s the only 

demonstrated process for producing heavy water in large quantity. 

Another isotope exchange process which is being used is the ammonia-

hydrogen process. Both monothermal and dual temperature versions of this 

process have been developed. The dual temperature version is similar in 

principle to the GS process. In both cases deuterium exchange occurs 

between liquid ammonia and hydrogen gas, the latter being obtained from an 

ammonia production unit. In terms of recoverability of deuterium, hydrogen 

is a more desirable deuterium feedstock than water. However, dependence on 

hydrogen imposes constraints with respect to plant siting, maximum 

production rate and plant operabillty. The ammonia-hydrogen process has 

been used only on a relatively small scale. 

It is unlikely that there will be major improvements in heavy water 

production technology over the next 10 to 15 years. The methylamlne-

hydrogen process, though offering some advantages over the ammonia-
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hydrogen process, has the same limitations. Both processes can be made 

independent of hydrogen supply by adding an additional isotope exchange 

step to enable deuterium to be recovered from water. However, this has not 

been demonstrated commercially. Development work is in the early stages on 

a process which would employ molecular photoexcitation by means of lasers 

to separate deuterium-containing molecules from non-deuterated molecules. 

It is unlikely that this process, if development work continues to be 

successful, would be commercialized before the year 2000. 

The industrial infrastructure required for a heavy water production program 

is, in many ways, similar to that required for modern conventional petro

chemical plants. There are a number of special and unique requirements, 

however, including reliability of steam and electrical energy supply and 

leak-tightness of equipment, particularly in those portions of the plant 

containing high deuterium concentrations. Also, because a heavy water 

plant is usually considered to be a nuclear installation, it may be subject 

to more rigorous standards and quality control related to design, 

construction and operation than is the case with chemical or petrochemical 

plants. Despite the similarities to petrochemical plants, there is 

sufficient uniqueness to heavy water production technology that the 

required practical experience and know-how takes years to develop. 

With the GS process, equipment must be designed and manufactured to high 

integrity and safety standards because of the toxicity and corrosivity of 

hydrogen sulfide. Except for soall plants, the columns are too large to be 

transported and therefore must he fabricated and stress-relieved in the 

field. This requires a high degree of competence. 
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Use of the gas-* fed ammonia-hydrogen process presupposes the existence of 

ammonia production plants or some other large source of hydrogen with low 

levels of impurities* The materials of construction and technology 

employed in the process are not unlike those encountered in an ammonia 

plant. Special, proprietary gas-liquid contacting equipment is required. 

For final enrichment technology, leak-tightness and equipment reliability 

are important. The technology, however, is well established. 

The reliability of energy supply to a heavy water plant is more critical 

than is the case with most other types of plant. This is a consequence of 

the fact that even short interruptions in operation due to failures of 

steam or electricity supply can result in production losses far exceeding 

those that might be expected on the basis of the fraction of the time that 

there is an energy outage. 

In selecting a site for a heavy water plant, the main considerations are 

availability of a deuterium source, reliability of energy supply, environ

mental impact, availability of skilled personnel and proximity to services. 

A feedwater flow of 100 kg/s from a fresh water lake or river is required, 

for each 100 Mg/a of GS plant capacity. For a plant extracting deuterium 

from hydrogen, siting must be adjacent to the hydrogen supply. The 

hydrogen associated with a 1000 Mg/day ammonia plant will support 70 Mg/a 

of heavy water production. 

The environmental impact of plants using the ammonia-hydrogen process is 

very similar to chat of ammonia production plants or of petrochemical 

plants. GS plants, because of their hydrogen sulfide inventories, are best 
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located in areas of low population density. By providing special equipment 

to mitigate the potential effects on the public of accidental hydrogen 

sulfide releases, however, it may be possible to locate a plant closer to 

populated areas than would otherwise be the case. Good plant design and 

operations practices can ensure that the normal hydrogen sulfide releases 

to air and water are acceptably small. 

The cost of producing heavy water depends on the capital cost of the 

production plant itself, and on the costs of energy, operations and 

maintenance. The distribution of total cost among these components varies 

greatly from one situation to another and will particularly depend on the 

age of the plant. Roughly half of the cost.of heavy water from a new plant 

is subject to escalation. Thus the operating cost components, as a percent 

of total cost, increase with time while the capital cost portion 

diminishes. 

Over 90% of the separative work required to produce reactor grade heavy 

water is required to raise the deuterium concentration to IX by weight. It 

follows that the economics of heavy water production are dominated by the 

primary concentration portion of the plant and are relatively insensitive 

to the final enrichment portion. 

The capital cost of a heavy water plant is less than 5% of the total 

capital cost of all HWR power stations for which the heavy water 

inventories and make-up is supplied by the plant during its lifetime. 
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The IAEA is authorised under Article III A. 5 of its Statute to establish 

and administer safeguards on special fissionable and other materials, 

services, equipment and facilities: 

(a) at the request of the parties to any bilateral or multilateral 

arrangements (Safeguards Transfer Agreements) 

(b) at the request of a State, to any of that State's activities In the 

field of atomic energy (Unilateral Submission Agreements) 

(c) in connection with assistance supplied by the IAEA (Project Agreements) 

While the Statute does not specifically mention heavy water, safeguards 

could be applied to heavy water, a non-nuclear material. 

The subject of heavy water safeguards is also dealt with in the reports of 

Working Groups 3 and 8. 

The IAEA has been informed by certain Member States that heavy water, 

deuterium, deuterium compounds, facilities In which these materials are 

used and the facilities for the production of these materials would trigger 

IAEA safeguards when exported by these member states (INFCIRC/254). 

The IAEA is developing safeguards measures relevant to heavy water and 

heavy water production facilities; these measures could be administered at 

power reactors, research reactors, heavy water production facilities, and 

at their associated storage facilities and up-graders, if any* The IAEA is 

presently exploring with several Member States how these measures night be 

applied. 
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HEAVY WATER REQUIREMENTS AND AVAILABILITY 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Working Group 1 was established to examine the availability of fuel 

and heavy water. At the 1978 January 26-27 meeting of WG 1, 

Sub-Group D was established to concern itself with heavy water 

availability. The first meeting of this Sub-Group was on 1978 

January 27. 

1.1 Participation in Study 

At the 1978 January 26-27 meeting of WG 1 it was agreed that 

each Sub-Group would have representation from interested 

countries and agencies* 

The following countries and the IAEA were represented in Sub-

Group D: 

Participants 

Argentina 

Brazil 

Canada 

Federal Republic of Germany 

France 

India 

Republic of Korea 

Romania 

Switzerland 

Yugoslavia 

U.S.A. 

Canada was proposed and accepted by WG 1 as the country 

responsible for chairing Sub-Group D. The chairman was 

W.E. Lockerby. 
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1.2 Work Program and Organization of Work 

The scope of the work of Sub-Group D was proposed by the 

co-chairmen of WG 1 (INFCE/WG.1/4) as shown below: 

a) implications of the growth rate of heavy water nuclear 

programs on heavy water industries and strategies for 

smoothing demand. 

b) lead times for constructing heavy water f a c i l i t i e s . 

c) technical infrastructure requirements. 

d) plant siting constraints. 

e) economics of heavy water production f a c i l i t i e s . 

f) safeguards considerations and nuclear self-sufficiency. 

This scope of work was adopted by WG 1 at the 1978 January 26-27 

meeting with the exception that an additional term of reference 

was added. This was "international collaboration on financial 

risk of heavy water production" (INFCE/WG.1/5). However, at 

subsequent Sub-Group D meetings a view was expressed that heavy 

water safeguards was not within the mandate of Working Group 1 as 

provided by the Washington Organizing Conference. 

Sub-Group 0 adopted a work program based largely on preparing 

papers or reports on' selected topics relative to the adopted scope 

of work. The task of preparing reports was distributed among a 

number of countries and in most cases only one country prepared a 

report on a given topic. Draft reports submitted to the Sub-Group 

were reviewed by the Sub-Group'members. Appendix 1 is a l i s t of 

these reports as well as minutes of Sub-Group meetings. 
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The Sub-Group chairman drafted the Sub-Group's final report 

largely by drawing on the reports previously submitted to the 

Sub-Group. Several drafts of the report were reviewed and 

reworked at Sub-Group meetings* 

To assist with information gathering, the Sub-Group prepared a 

questionnaire which was sent to all INFCE countries. The 

questionnaire, reproduced as Appendix 2, sought information 

regarding projected heavy water requirements and details of 

national heavy water production programs. The response to the 

questionnaire was generally poor and it was of very limited 

use in the Sub-Group's work program. 

For projected heavy water requirements, Sub-Group D used data 

supplied by Sub-Group 1A/2A. These data were based on a 

questionnaire on projected nuclear capacity and reactor type and 

on an IAEA computer code which translated this information into 

heavy water requirements. 

The IAEA acted as a secretariat for Sub-Group D and the efforts of 

this organization are gratefully acknowledged. 

1.3 Sub-Group ID Meetings 

All meetings were held at the IAEA offices in Vienna. Appendix 3 

is a list of meetings. 
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2. HEAVY WATER DEMAND PROJECTIONS 

Heavy water demand projections rare determined by Sub-Group 1A/2A using 

a computer model* This was dore by projecting installed nuclear 

capacity, the share of this ctlacity held by heavy water reactors 

(HWR'S) and, finally, translating HWR capacity into a heavy water 

demand* The procedures used for the post-2000 period result in 

aggregated estimates, i.e., there is little break down of the estimates 

by region or country. The following sections provide a brief outline 

of how the heavy water demand was projected. For more details, the 

reader is referred to Chapter 2 of the Working Group 1 report (1). 

2.1 Outline of Methodology for Reactor Capacity Projections 

Sub-Group 1A/2A produced base forecasts for nuclear energy growth 

for both high and low growth cases. For the period up to the 

year 2000 the forecast was based largely on the response to a 

questionnaire circulated by Sub-Group 1A/2A to 110 countries of 

which 48 responded. 

For the period 2000 to 2025 the high estimate is adapted from the 

H5 scenario of the World Energy Conference report^). This 

scenario assumes a world GNP growth rate of 4.2% per annum during 

the period with electricity growing from 33% of world primary 

energy in 2000 to 45% in 2020. Nuclear power is assumed to 

represent 50% of the market share by 2020. The low estimate for 

the period 2000 to 2025 is derived by extrapolation of the nuclear 

growth projections of the NEA report^). In adapting this 

methodology, nuclear growth rates dropping gradually from 5.4% per 
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year in 2000-2005 to 1.7Z per year in 2020-2025 were used. The 

projections for the period 2000-2025 do not include the CPE* 

countries• 

The reactor nix for the period up to the year 2000 is based on the 

questionnaire responses. For the period 2000 to 2025 the total 

projected installed nuclear capacity was allocated by Sub-Group 

1A/2A among a nunber of reactor and fuel cycle strategies. Each 

strategy assumes a certain aix of reactor and fuel cycle types as 

well as certain introduction tines and penetration rates. These 

strategies are referred to as "illustrative single-type reactor 

strategies" and are based on extreme situations assuming rapid 

dominance, in the post-2000 period, of one reactor concept. These 

strategies are illustrative in nature and are presented to give a 

clear demonstration of the nature of the effects associated with 

alternative choices. They are not intended to be realistic 

projections nor should the upper and lower bounds be construed to 

represent the edges of any form of probability distribution curve. 

The illustrative single-type reactor strategies are: 

1A i) Pre-2000 reactor mix as indicated by INFCE questionnaire 

responses, 

ii) After 2000, current technology LWRs are installed exclu

sively, phasing out other types at the end of their 30 

year life. 

* CPE - Countries with Centrally Manned Economies. 
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i l l ) No reprocessing i s assumed, either before or after 2000, 

and the FBRs in the questionnaire returns are allowed to 

run in plutonium d e f i c i t . 

IB i ) Pre-2000 reactor mix as indicated by INFCE questionnaire 

responses, 

i i ) Improved technology IWR with 152 reduction in uranium 

demand introduced in 1990 with retrofitt ing of pre-1990 

LWRs by 2000 followed by a further technical improvement 

in the year 2000 with retrofitt ing of a l l pre-2000 LWRs 

by 2010, giving about 30Z overall reduction In uranium 

requirements. 

i l l ) No reprocessing i s assumed, either before or after 2000, 

and the FBRs in the questionnaire returns are allowed to 

run in plutonium def ic i t* 

2A i ) Pre-2000 reactor mix as indicated by INFCE questionnaire 

responses, 

l i ) Post-2000 the rate of natural uranium HWR capacity 

additions doubles each two years until HWRs capture 100-% 

of the market, 

i l l ) Post-2000. non-HWR capacity additions are LWRs operating 

on the once-through cycle; a l l LWRs incorporate 15% 

improvements beginning in 1990 (retrofit complete by 

2000). 

iv) No reprocessing i s assumed, either before or after 2000, 

and the FBR in the questionnaire returns are allowed to 

run in plutonium d e f i c i t . 
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2B As in 2A above except that FWRs installed after 200O operate 

on a slightly enriched uranium once-through fuel cycle* Pre-

2000 HWRs continue to operate on the natural uranium cycle. 

3A i) Pre-2000 reactor mix as indicated by INFCE questionnaire 

responses* 

ii) FBR capacity increases at a constant rate to 150 GW in 

2005 for the high nuclear growth case, with that same 

rate being applied to the low nuclear growth forecast 

case* After 2005, the FBR is allowed to capture 100Z of 

market, subjet to plutonium availability, 

iii) The FBRs will be "current technology" (oxide fuelled) 

reactors with a two year* out of pile time throughout, 

lv) Other than FBRs, only HWRs and LWRs are introduced post-

2000, retaining the year 2000 HWR/LWR share ratio from 

the questionnaire returns, 

v) The LWRs will use improved technology (15%) beginning in 

1990 with retrofit of all pre-1990 LWRs completed by 

2000. 

vi) HWRs built pre-2000 are natural uranium fuelled, and 

those built post-2000 are slightly enriched uranium 

fuelled. 

3B As in 3A above except that an advanced (carbide fuelled) FBR 

design with a one year out of pile time is used from 2000 on. 

*The two-year out of pile time for recycle material (both plutonium 
and recycle uranium) was used In all recycle strategies, except 
for the advanced (carbide-fuelled) FBR strategy, where one year 
was used. 
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4A This follows the same pattern as the once-through upper 

uranium case with current technology LWRs (1A) but with 

plutonium recycle commencing in the year 1990 for new reactors 

and phased into pre-1990 reactors over a 10 year period. It 

is assumed that sufficient fuel is reprocessed to meet the 

plutonium needs of the LWRs. 

4B As in 4A above but employing plutonium recycling LWRs with 

improved characteristics introduced in the year 2000. 

5A As in 2A above except that all post-2000 HWR additions operate 

on the natural uranium fuel cycle with plutonium recycle. 

Reprocessing capacity is assumed to be available to support 

the HWR fuel recycle. 

5B As in 5A above except that all post-2000 HWR additions operate 

on the thorium/uranium fuel cycle using highly enriched 

uranium for recycle and make-up. 

Tables 1 and 2 show the projected operating reactor capacity, 

according to type, for both the high and low growth cases, 

respectively* 

In terms of heavy water, these illustrative single-type reactor 

strategies result in either very low requirements (Strategies 1A, 

IB, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B) or very high requirements (Strategies 2A, 2B, 

5A, 5B). 
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Since these two groups of single-type reactor strategies give rise 

to such extreme heavy water requirements and there is a high 

probability that the reactor mix actually adopted will fall 

somewhere in between, it is instructive to look at some cases 

which give rise to intermediate heavy water requirements. These 

are the "illustrative mixed reactor Strategies 1 to 5" which have 

been defined by Sub-Group 1A/2A. 

In the illustrative mixed reactor strategies the reactor mix up to 

the year 2000 is as indicated by the questionnaire response. 

After 2000 HWRs using a slightly enriched uranium fuel cycle 

capture up to 10Z of the new and replacement W0CA* nuclear market 

in the illustrative mixed reactor strategies. In the case of 

mixed reactor Strategy 5, HWRs with either a thorium or 

once-through natural uranium fuel cycle eventually capture close 

to a further 30Z of the market.** 

Table 3 shows reactor capacities for both high and low growth 

cases corresponding to illustrative mixed reactor strategies. 

*jforld £utside jJentrally Planned Economy toeas 
**HWRs based on a thorium with plutonium startup are used subject to 

the availability of plutonium. To the extent that plutonium is 
not available, HWRs with a once-through natural uranium fuel cycle 
are used* 
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2.2 Outline of Methodology for Heavy Water Demand Projections 

Having developed combinations of growth cases and'reactor 

strategies, Sub-Group 1A/2A used these data to establish the 

demand for nuclear resources and services including heavy water. 

The reference HWR is a 1000 MWe CANDU. The reactor 

characteristics relevant to heavy water requirement are: 

Initial D20 charge 760 Mg* 

Initial n2° charge required 6 months prior to 

start of commissioning 

Make-up D2O 

From start-up to 100 full power days(fpd) 7.6 Mg 

From 100 fpd to 365 fpd 7.6 Mg 

From 365 fpd to end of l i fe 7.6 Mg per year 

D20 credit at end of 30 year l i fe 760 Mg 

2.3 Demand Projections 

Tables 4 to 6 show the projected cumulative and annual heavy water 

demand for both the high and low growth cases and for various 

strategies. The figures assume that the heavy water from 

decommissioned reactors is available for charging to new reactors. 

*The heavy water requirements above are for reactors with a once-
through natural uranium fuel cycle or for reactors operating on a 
thorium cycle with the uranium being recovered and recycled. In 
the case of a CANDU with a slightly enriched uranium, once-through 
fuel cycle, the initial D2O charge is taken as 650 Mg and 
make-up as 6.5 Mg per year. 
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3. PRODUCTION STRATEGIES TO MEET DEMAND PROJECTIONS 

3.1 Upper and Lower Demand Limits 

The heavy water requirements established by the different combi

nations of reactor strategies and growth cases are shown graphi

cally in Figures 1 to 4. Single-type reactor Strategies 2A, 2B, 

5A and SB, in which the HWR growth rate dominates over the growth 

rate of all other reactor types after the turn of the century, 

result in a far greater heavy water requirement than the other 

strategies. The strategies giving rise to minimum heavy water 

demand are Strategies 1A, IB, 4A and 4B (the demand from Strategy 

3B is almost as low). The envelope of heavy water demand is 

bounded on the upper side by Strategies 2A, 5A or 5B combined with 

a high growth rate. The lower bound is.given by Strategies 1A, 

IB, 4A or 4B combined with a low growth rate. Intermediate 

demands arise from the mixed reactor strategies. 

3.2 Demand Variability 

As will be noticed from Figures 1 to 4, the variation in heavy 

water requirement with reactor strategy is quite large and, in 

fact, is larger than for uranium and enrichment services. 

The reasons for the relatively larger variation for heavy water 

than for uranium fuel and enrichment services warrant some 

discussion* 

Perhaps the most obvious reason is that only heavy water reactors 

require heavy water while most of the reactor types considered in 

the various strategies require uranium for their fuel cycle. 
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Thus, the demand for heavy water can vary greatly, depending on 

the extent to which the HWR is a component of the reactor mix. 

Though uranium demand is also influenced by reactor mix, generally 

all of the reactor types need some uranium; this tends to moderate 

uranium demand variation* 

A second point is that heavy water is not consumed in a reactor as 

is uranium. When a HWR is decommissioned, the heavy water from 

the reactor is reclaimed and is available for use in new reactors. 

The situation with uranium or enrichment services is, of course, 

quite different. 

In an expanding HWR program heavy water is required almost 

exclusively to provide the initial reactor charge (make-up 

requirements are very small in comparison). The demand for new 

supplies of heavy water therefore is approximately directly 

proportional to the net rate of power reactor additions, i.e., new 

construction less decommissionings. This contrasts with the 

situation for fuel for reactors employing once-through fuel cycles 

where the demand is approximately proportional to the total 

quantity of installed reactor capacity. Fluctuation in the growth 

rate of reactor capacity thus has a greater impact on heavy water 

demand than it does on fuel demand. A linear growth rate of 

installed HWR capacity requires almost no expansion at all In 

heavy water production capacity whereas the production of fuel 

must increase linearly. 
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The demand pattern for individual countries will frequently not be 

as smooth as indicated by Tables 4 to 6 and Figures 1 to 4. 

Factors such as economic recession or boom, difficulties in 

obtaining fossil fuels, or exhaustion of hydro-electric resources 

will result in the heavy water demand for individual nations being 

somewhat more irregular than when averaged over a much larger 

number of countries. 

3.3 Production Programs 

Current world heavy water production capability is summarized by 

country in Table 7. At a 70% capacity factor about 2000 Mg/a is 

now available or will be within a year while an additional 1100 

Mg/a can be made available on three years notice from plants in 

Canada which are in advanced state of construction but on which 

further work has been deferred. 

Heavy water demand over the INFCE time horizon is characterized by 

steady growth through to the turn of the century followed by 

either continued steady growth or very sharply escalating growth. 

Exceptions are the mixed reactor Strategies 1, 2, 3 and 4 in a low 

growth situation and single-type reactor Strategies 1A, IB, 3A, 

3B, 4A and 3B. 

Following fairly steady growth during the 1990's, the demand 

presented by Strategies 2A, 2B, 5A and 5B escalates very sha.;ily 

over the next 5 years. For the high growth case demand grows 

briskly thereafter until 2010 and modestly but steadily from 2010 

to 2025. For the IJW growth case production capacity needs to 
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grow at only a small rate to service demand beyond 2005. By 2025 

production capacity is 40-50 times greater than that available 

from plants now in operation or under construction according to 

the high growth case* For the low growth case production capacity 

must be 15-20 times greater by the year 2025. 

In the case of mixed reactor strategies, a period of fairly rapid 

escalation of demand occurs throughout the 1990's. For mixed 

reactor Strategy 5 this rapid increase in demand continues 

through the period 2000 to 2025, growing from 15 Gg/a in 2000 to 

close to 60 Gg/a in 2025 for the high growth case and from 9 Gg/a 

to just over 20 Gg/a for the low growth case. 

For mixed reactor Strategies 1, 2, 3 and 4, modest expansion is 

experienced throughout most of the period 2000-2025 for the high 

growth case (annual requirements grow at a rate which is 

approximately linear from 6 Gg/a in the year 2000 to 12 Gg/a in 

2020). If a low growth case were to prevail, no additional 

production capacity would be required beyond the year 2000. For 

the next 25 years annual demand would trend downwards. 

Single-type reactor Strategies 3A and 3B require major amounts of 

new production capacity throughout the 1990's until the year 2000. 

In the case of rapid penetration of the oxide-fueled FBR (3A), 

yearly heavy water demand remains steady at about 5 Gg/a after the 

year 2000 for the high growth situation. For the low growth case 

the yearly demand trend is downward between the years 2000 and 
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2025. In the case of rapid penetration of the carbide-fueled FBR 

(3B), yearly heavy water demand after the year 2005 drops off 

sharply and is similar to that for the LWR-dominant Strategies 1A, 

IB, 4A and 4B. 

Strategies 1A, IB, 4A and 4B involve a discontinuation of HWR 

additions after 2000. Throughout the 1990*s the annual heavy 

water requirement increases from the amounts available from 

facilities now in place to a level close to three -times this 

amount. However, the requirement falls off very abruptly after 

the year 2000 since only make-up Is required. 

For Strategies 2A, 5A or 5B with the high growth case the demand 

during the period 2000-2005 increases at an average rate 

equivalent to 30 new heavy water plants each year, each plant 

having an actual capacity of 400 Mg/a. To meet the demand in the 

year 2005 fifty-four more plants would be required than to meet 

the demand of 2004. For the low growth case, an average of 20 new 

plants are needed each year from 2000 to 2005, while for the year 

2005 thirty more plants are needed than for the year 2004. 

Clearly, financial and human resources would need to be well 

coordinated to service the heavy water demand of Strategies 2A, 

2B, 5A and 5B during the first decade of the next century, 

particularly for the high growth case. 

Ordinary water is likely to remain as the major source of 

deuterium for heavy water. However, heavy water production from 

hydrogen could be sufficient to support single-type reactor 
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Strategies 1A, IB, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, the mixed reactor Strageties 1, 

2, 3 and 4 and, assuming low growth rate, mixed reactor Strategy 

5. Also, heavy water from hydrogen could meet the bulk of the low 

growth demands of single-type reactor Strategies 2A, 2B, 5A and 5B 

and of the high growth demand of mixed reactor Strategy 5* This 

i s based on reasonable assumptions regarding heavy water 

recoverable from hydrogen as discussed in Section 4 . 3 . Some 

countries are unlikely to have hydrogen available in suff ic ient 

quantities to enable them to obtain a l l of their required heavy 

water from this deuterium source. In any event, the s ize of 

hydrogen streams available will place constraints on the size of 

plants employing a hydrogen feed. If natural gas proved to be an 

a t t rac t ive source of deuterium, there would l i k e l y be ample 

natural gas available to permit recovery of enough heavy water to 

meet the demand posed by any combination of growth rate and 

reactor strategy until the year 2025. 

1 Lead Times 

It takes about six years from time of commitment to construct a 

400 Mg/a heavy water plant and bring i t into full production. 

Smaller plants e .g, 100-200 Mg/a may require less time. This 

compares to 6 to' 7 years from the time that a HWR is committed 

until i t s heavy water charge is required. What this means is 

that the lead time for the installation of new HWR capacity is 

sufficiently long that i t i s possible to respond to a projected 

heavy water shortage by committing new heavy water plant and 

producing heavy water for the reactor. For a 600 MWe HWR and a 

400 Mg/a or 200 Mg/a heavy water plant, however, i t is unlikely 
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that a fu l l reactor load of heavy water could be produced by the 

time the reactor would require i t s i n i t i a l charge. 

Clearly, i t wi l l be prudent to anticipate reactor commitments by 

a year or two in terms of committing new.heavy water production 

capacity. A policy of maintaining a modest heavy water 

stockpile i s another way of addressing this problem. 

Self-Sufficiency 

Currently, several countries are in a position to export heavy 

water in significant quantit ies . Since heavy water is 

e s sent ia l ly a non-consuaable asse t , the ins ta l la t ion programs of 

heavy water reactors can be serviced with supplies from existing 

production f a c i l i t i e s without jeopardising the security of 

future power production from exist ing reactor uni t s . When a 

program of reactor commitments i s developed following an 

introductory period, states can establish domestic production 

capabi l i t ies of a s ize tailored to meet their forecast longer 

term requirements. 

Heavy Water Plant Sizes 

Heavy water plants in sizes up to 800 Mg/a have been built and 

operated. The optimum size of plant depends on the size of the 

HWR program and the state of i t s development* For large, fully 

developed heavy water reactor programs, 400 or 800 Mg/a units 

are in use. Smaller plants are l ike ly to be able to adequately 

service email HWR programs or programs which are in their 

introductory phases. Plants in the 70-100 Mg/a s ize lend 
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themselves well to the utilization of currently available 

hydrogen streams as a deuterium source* 

A modular approach to heavy water plant capacity is worthy of 

consideration where the deuterium availability is adequate to 

meet the needs of a series of plants. According to this 

concept, one simply adds more plant modules (each consisting of 

a small complete plant of, say, 100 Mg/a) at the same plant site 

as the need for them arises. 

International Collaboration 

There appears at present little need for special institutional 

arrangements of an international nature to secure future world 

requirements* The non-consumable nature of heavy water, the 

existence of present production capacity and the relatively 

short lead times required to establish additional production 

capacity, suggest that normal commercial transactions under 

mutually agreed appropriate measures should be sufficient to 

establish the required security of supply. 

However, taking into account the relatively great impact of the 

growth rate of HWR capacity on heavy water demand, internation

al coordination of financial and technical resources might help 

to ensure security of supply for scenarios involving deep market 

penetration by the HWR. 
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4. DEUTERIUM SOURCES 

The main reserves of deuteriua are water and hydrocarbon deposits. 

Hydrogen, which is produced froa water and/or hydrocarbons is an 

interaediate froa which significant quantities of deuterium can be 

extracted. 

4.1 Water 

The world's oceans contain a virtually Inexhaustible supply of 

deuteriua. The deuteriua concentration in ocean water varies 

typically from 155 x 10~6 to 160 x 10"6*. Fresh water in 

temperate region lakes and rivers has deuterium concentrations 

typically in the range of 130 x 10"6 to 150 x 10~6, the 

latter number pertaining to regions near the ocean. The 

concentration in polar regions may be less than 130 x 10~°. 

The variation in concentration in fresh water with season is much 

less than the geographical variation. Both variations are 

governed by natural processes of evaporation, condensation and 

crystallization as well as the nature of the hydrological cycle 

and air and water movements^ »5). The geographical variation 

is influenced also by topography and proximity to the ocean. 

* In this report all deuterium concentrations are expressed as a 

deuterium/hydrogen (D/H) atom ratio. 
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In principle, deuterium can be extracted from either seawater or 

fresh water. In practice, fresh water is used in all Girdler-

Sulfide (GS) plants which have operated up to now because the 

corrosion problems are less severe than if seawater were used* 

Use of seawater in heavy water plants would require some changes 

in design, materials and maintenance procedures from current 

experience and practice* 

The GS process is capable of extracting only about 20% of the 

deuterium from the water fed to the process. A 400 Mg/a 

GS plant requires a process feedwater flow of approximately 450 

kg/s* Some alternative heavy water production processes to 

extract deuterium from water are being evaluated. Examples are 

the methylamlne-hydrogen process and ammonia-hydrogen process with 

water feeds* These, and other such processes require only 30-45X 

as much feedwater as the GS process for the same heavy water 

production rate. 

The quantity of deuterium in .he world's water systems is so large 

that extraction of large quantities has no measurable effect on 

the concentration of that which remains. This is quite different 

from the case with uranium extracted from ore bodies. As the most 

attractive ore bodies are consumed, it becomes necessary to 

exploit lower grade resources. 

4.2 Hydrocarbons 

The deuterium concentration In crude oil and natural gas has not 

been as extensively measured as in water. From the limited data 

available it Is considered that concentrations vary from 

100 x 10-6 t0 140 x 10-6. 
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No process for extracting deuterium directly froa hydrocarbons has 

been demonstrated though development has been done on at least one 

which would use natural gas as a feedstreaa(&> ?). As far as 

deuterium extraction is concerned, hydrocarbons are of interest 

more for the fact that hydrogen can be produced from them and 

hydrogen is an attractive source of deuterium. 

An estimate of world production of natural gas for 1974 is 1.3 x 10^ 

standard cubic meters^8). This corresponds to about 

2 x 10* Mg of D2O per year for a 70 X deuterium recovery. 

A large fraction of this would be streams large enough to support 

a heavy water plant of at least 60 Mg D£0 per year capacity. 

Though natural gas production is expected to peak and then 

decline, it is estimated that world production in the year 2020 

will be close to twice the 1974 production^). ln other 

words, natural gas could easily provide all of the world future 

needs for heavy water if a suitable deuterium extraction process 

could be developed. 

4.3 Hydrogen 

The major source of hydrogen today is from the steam reforming 

of natural gas. In this process approximately half of the 

deuterium in the hydrogen comes from the gas While the balance 

comes from the water* The largest steam reforming operations 

exist to produce hydrogen for ammonia synthesis. Other 

processes, e.g., electrolysis, produce hydrogen from water. 
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Hydrogen is an economically attractive source of deuterium if (and 

only if) most of the cost of producing the hydrogen can be charged 

against an operation other than heavy water prodution, e.g., 

ammonia production* 

Though there is and will be ample hydrogen available for produc

ing, in theory, all conceivable world requirements for heavy 

water, the hydrogen is diversely distributed and it is economic

ally feasible to use only a portion of it as a deuterium source. 

The U.S. Bureau of Mines has estimated that world hydrogen 

production capacity in 1980 will be 3.8 x 10*1 standard cubic 

meters*®'. In theory this would support a yearly production 

of 3.3 x 10* Mg of heavy water, assuming a 80% deuterium 

recovery* From 1980 to 2000 world hydrogen production is 

projected to expand by a factor of two to five(&). 

The minimum size of hydrogen stream of practical interest for 

heavy water extraction is about 2 x 10° standard cubic meters 

per day. In terms of hydrogen for ammonia production, this 

corresponds to 900 Mg of ammonia per day or, in terms of heavy 

water, 60 Mg per year. 

A conservative estimate Is that 1/3 of the world hydrogen supplies 

is represented by streams which are 2 x 10& standard cubic 

meters/day or larger. Thus by 1980 it can be expected that at 

least 11,000 Mg/a of heavy water could reasonably be derived from 

hydrogen. By the year 2000 the amount is likely to approach 

30,000 Mg/a. 
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5. HEAVY WATER PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY 

Close to 100 processes have been proposed for the production of heavy 

water.(10) Some of these have been tried on laboratory and pilot 

plant scales, but only a few can be considered economically feasible 

today. The processes which have been employed on a plant scale and 

those considered promising will be described with their important 

characteristics. 

5.1 General Characteristics Common to All Processes 

All heavy water production processes reflect the fact that the 

deuterium concentration is low in all possible feed materials. 

Because of this and the low separation factors inherent in many 

heavy water production processes, hundreds of separative elements 

in serins are required and very large quantities of feed material 

must be processed. This makes heavy water plants both capital and 

energy intensive* A number of stages are usually employed in a 

cascade and the first stage dominates plant cost and energy 

consumption. 

One of the most important parameters characterizing an isotope 

separation process is the separation factor^). 

This is defined a*: 

* = (x/y)(l-y)/(l-x) 

where x and y are respectively the mole fractions of deuterium 

atoms expressed as D/(D+H) in the enriched and depleted streams at 

equilibrium. 
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The separation factor has a major effect on cost. For distilla

tion processes, the plant volume required'") for a given 

production rate is approximately proportional to (<* -1)~ 2 and 

the separation factor varies inversely as pressure. In the case 

of chemical exchange processes, a is nearly independent of 

pressure* This is advantageous as plant volume can be reduced by 

employing high operating pressure. 

Another parameter of major importance is the process kinetics if a 

chemical or isotopic reaction is involved. High reaction rates 

can sometimes more than compensate for a low separation factor. 

Catalysts are often used to improve reaction rates. 

In general, to minimize costs, processes should combine adequate 

separation factor with high reaction rate and moderate energy 

requirement. 

Table 8 is a list of some types of heavy water production 

processes which have been studied or employed. 

Distillation is the simplest process. When used with water as a 

feed material, both plant volume and energy requirement become 

very large due to the very low separation factor. 

The most promising processes are based on chemical exchange 

wherein deuterium exchanges between two different materials, one a 

gas and the other a liquid. These processes offer fairly high 

separation factors and relatively low energy requirements. 
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Diffusion type processes have high energy costs and very large 

membrane or barrier areas are needed. Both electrolysis and 

gravitation processes* while offering fairly high separation 

factors, are very energy intensive* Adsorption processes are not 

particularly selective for deuterium and hence require very large 

volumes of adsorbent material* 

In most types of heavy water plant the technology used to 

concentrate deuterium from 5-20Z by weight to reactor grade 

concentration (this step is known as final enrichment) is 

different from that used to concentrate from natural abundance to 

the 5-20Z range (primary concentration). At the high concentra

tions the flows and equipment are relatively small. On the other 

hand, the concentrated process materials are valuable so that 

leak-tightness, reliability of operation, ease of process control 

and low inventory are very important and one can afford to pay for 

these characteristics without affecting overall economics very 

much* These considerations favor final enrichment technology 

which may be prohibitively expensive for primary concentration of 

deuterium. 

5.2 Commercial Heavy Water Processes 

Of all the processes which have been proposed, the only ones which 

have been employed commercially are distillation of water and 

hydrogen, electrolysis of water, and processes utilizing chemical 

exchange. 
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1 Water Distillation 

Distillation of water is a simple and proven method of heavy 

water production but .the enrichment per stage is quite small 

(the separation factor at a typical operating pressure of 

15 kPa is 1.05). 

Water distillation was used in small plants in the U.S.A. during 

World War I l U D . Possible methods of utilizing heat more 

efficiently to reduce cost, namely, using cheap exhaust steam 

from a power plant or using vapour recompression have been 

suggested^11* *2, 13), E V e n with these modifications, 

production costs remain prohibitively high. 

The water distillation process is of considerable interest for 

final enrichment when primary concentration is achieved by 

various chemical exchange processes and for upgrading of heavy 

water from nuclear reactors where simplicity and reliability are 

of prime consideration. As the distillation columns operate 

under vacuum, in contrast to the higher pressures of chemical ' 

exchange processes, loss of valuable product through leaks to 

atmosphere is avoided. 

2 Hydrogen Distillation 

The distillation of hydrogen is the most attractive distillation 

process for producing heavy water, since the separation factor 
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i s much larger than for other d i s t i l l a t i o n processes and 

the latent heat of vaporization i s re lat ive ly small. Over 

90Z of the deuterium in the feed can be recovered 

economically and, because of the small hold-up, equilibrium 

conditions can be established quickly* Special, low 

temperature cryogenic technology i s required* Also, energy 

requirements are higher than for the processes using 

ammonia-hydrogen or methylamlne-hydrogen exchange and 

approach those of the water-hydrogen sulfide 

(Girdler-Sulfide) process* 

Small hydrogen d i s t i l l a t ion plants have been demonstrated 

In the U.S.S.R.C1*.1*), SwltzerlandUM 7>, the 

Federal Republic of Germany (18,19,20) an<j 

France(21). The largest plant i s operating at Nangal, 

India and extracts 14 Mg/a of heavy water from hydrogen 

(pre-enrlched in deuterium) obtained from a three stage 

e l ec tro ly t i c c a s c a d e d , 2 3 ) , 

5.2.3 Electrolysis of Water 

When water Is electrolyzed the hydrogen has a lower 

deuterium concentration than the residual water which 

becomes concentrated in deuterium. The separation factor 

for this process is large; it is of the order of 4 to 10 

in practical applications. However, as the energy 

consumption is extremely high, the process is not suitable 

for primary concentration of deuterium. For final 

enrichment and upgrading of heavy water, water electrolysis 

has been and continues to be successfully used. 

v 
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.4 Chemical Exchange Processes 

Chemical exchange processes are the most at tract ive of the 

heavy water production methods developed to date* 

Separation factors of the systems being used or being 

considered for future application are shown in Figure 5. 

Chemical exchange methods depend on an isotopic exchange 

react ion of the type 

AD + BH = = = BD + AH 

where H and D represent atoms of hydrogen and deuterium, 

re spec t ive ly . The chemical exchange systems which have 

been employed commercially are H2S - H2O and 

NH3 - H2* The corresponding exchange reactions are 

given by 

H20 + HDS « * HDO + H2S 

NH3 + HD « *~ NH2D +H2 

For chemical exchange processes there are two types of 

flow sheet avai lable - monothermal exchange and dual 

temperature exchange* Figures 6 and 7 represent simplified 

monothermal and dual temperature exchange processes, 

respect ively* 

In a monothermal process with gas feed, the feed enters the 

column at an intermediate point between the top and bottom 

as shown in Figure 6.- The gas becomes depleted In 

deuterium as i t passes up the column, A portion of the 

depleted waste gas i s converted to liquid by a chemical 

reaction occurring in a phase converter and this liquid i s 
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returned to the top of the column as reflux. Enriched 

liquid withdrawn from the bottom of the coluan is split 

into two streans; one is sent to the higher stages of the 

cascade for further enrichment, while the other is fed to a 

second phase converter where liquid is converted to gas by 

chemical or thermal means and is returned to the column. 

The phase converters are analagous to .the condenser and 

reboiler of & distillation column. The monothermal process 

can be used with the NH3-H2 system since ammonia 

can be cracked readily to provide hydrogen and, conversely, 

can be synthesized from hydrogen and nitrogen. 

Practical monothermal processes, except for NH3-H2, 

are not common because phase conversion is generally too 

complex or too costly. In such cases the dual temperature 

process may be used. In such a scheme the liquid-to-gas 

phase converter is replaced by a hot column while the gas-

to-liquid phase converter is unnecessary. This method 

takes advantage of the change in the equilibrium of the 

isotopic exchange reaction (separation factor) with 

temperature. The effect of temperature on the separation 

factor for a number of chemical exchange systems is shown 

in Figure 5. 

The hot column in the dual temperature process can be 

compared to an Imperfect reboiler which provides gas to the 

cold column at a much lower deuterium concentration than 

obtained by the phase conversion operation of the 
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monothermal process* This results in many more separative 

elements being required for the dual temperature process 

than the monothermal process for the same separative duty. 

Further information on the theory of the dual temperature 

process, is available in the literature 
(11,24) . 

The dual temperature approach has been used extensively for 

the H2S - H2O process and i s employed in a 

NH3-H2 plant in India. It has also been proposed 

for the methylamine - H2 process(25)# 

Hydrogen Sulfide - Water Process 

The hydrogen sulfide-water process, often called the Girdler-

Sulfide (GS) process, is based on dual temperature chemical 

exchange. The process is used in all the Canadian heavy water 

plants as well as one plant in both India and the U.S.A. and can 

claim more than 50 plant-years of experience. It combines an 

adequate separation factor with moderate energy requirements. The 

exchange of deuterium between H2S and H2O is ionic and 

rapid. Tray efficiencies in the range 50-70% can be achieved 

without a catalyst, using conventional sieve tray contacting 

equipment. 

A simplified flow sheet for the GS process Is shown in Figure 8. 

The operating pressure is typically 2170 kPa and typical hot and 

cold column temperatures are 130° and 30°C, respectively. Water 

leaving the bottom of the hot column is depleted in deuterium 

relative to the water fed to the top of the cold column. 
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The maximum deuterium recovery is limited to about 20Z. Hydrogen 

sulfide circulates in closed circuit countercurrent to the liquid 

water flow. The zone of maximum deuterium concentration occurs at 

the bottom of the cold tower from where a side stream is withdrawn 

for further enrichment in the second stage of the cascade. Most 

plants have three stages but some have only two* 

In the last stage of dual temperature exchange the water is 

concentrated to 5-20 weight %• Final enrichment to reactor grade 

is generally achieved by vacuum distillation of water because of 

the simplicity of this process and the greater security of 

valuable enriched product that it offers. The cost of this final 

enrichment is only about bX of the total cost. 

The GS process has a number of advantages over other processes: 

1. No phase conversion is required and there are only two working 

fluids - water and hydrogen sulfide. 

2. The exchange is fast, enabling conventional gas-liquid 

contacting equipment (sieve trays) to be used. 

3. The process lends itself well to operation on a large scale. 

The OS process has several disadvantages: 

1. The physical properties of the H2S - H2O system are 

such that the range of temperatures and pressures at which the 

process can be operated are very limited. Aside from intro

ducing some operating complications, this tends to preclude 

major process improvements through temperature and/or pressure 

modifications. 
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2. Separation factors are lower than for aost other chemical 

exchange systems. 

3 . Carbon s tee l i s readily corroded by wet hydrogen sulf ide, and 

s ta in less s t ee l s nay be subject to stress corrosion cracking 

or pi t t ing in this environment. Though design and operating 

practices have been devised to cope with these materials 

problems, corrosion results in very significant main^-ance 

and replacement costs . 

4 . GS plants have large inventories of hydrogen sulf ide, a highly 

toxic gas. Special design and operations procedures minimize 

the chance for accidental releases of hydrogen sulfide to the 

atmosphere or in the effluent water and mitigate the 

consequences of such re leases . However, these measures 

contribute s igni f icant ly to cos t s . 

Despite the above disadvantages, the GS process is the only large 

scale independent process established so far. Because of the 

abundance of feed material and the considerable experience that 

has been acquired, i t i s expected that this process wil l continue 

to retain i t s leading position for production of heavy water at 

l eas t unti l the end of the century. 

Ammonia-Hydrogen Process 

A major advantage of the ammonia-hydrogen process over the GS 

process i s the larger separation factors (Figure 5 ) . Not only i s 

the separation factor larger than for the GS process at the same 

temperature, but i t is possible to take advantage of much lower 
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temperatures and the enhancement in separation factor that this 

provides* A second advantage of the NH3-H2 process i s low 

corrosivity to carbon s tee l and stainless s t e e l s . 

The process, however has one major drawback which tends to offset 

the advantages mentioned above. The kinetics, of reaction are slow 

and a homogeneous catalyst (potassium amide) must be used. Even 

with the catalyst , the eff iciency of sieve trays handling the 

NH3-H2 system i s much lower than for the H2S-H2O system. 

This problem may be overcome to a limited extent by using the more 

complex and expensive ejector gas-liquid contactor instead of 

s ieve trays in towers operating at low temperature. Selecting a 

cold column temperature i s a matter of optimizing several factors: 

the lower the temperature the larger the separation factor but the 

slower the exchange reaction and the greater the refrigeration 

cos t s . It i s generally accepted that the optimum is not lower 

than -40'C. Dis t i l la t ion of water or ammonia-hydrogen exchange 

may be used for final enrichment. 

The gas-fed NH3-H2 process requires a large flow of hydrogen as a 

feed stream. Synthesis gas OH2 + N2) produced for ammonia synthesis 

i s currently the largest source of hydrogen. The first NH3-H2 

heavy water plant was built in France. Based on the monothermal 

concept, i t produced 20 Mg/a for several years(2°) . Two monothermal 

plants have recently begun operation in India. Capacities are 65 

and 71 Mg/a. The dual temperature version has been developed In 

the Federal Republic of Germany and a 63 Mg/a unit is under 
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construction in India(27»28), The largest ammonia plants now in 

existence produce 1500 Hg/day, allowing the production of 100 Hg/a 

of heavy water. Means are available for overcoming this size 

limitation as discussed in Section 5.5. 

Outlook for Hew and Improved Process Technology 

Advances in the technology of the NH3-H2 process and the GS 

process are certainly possible though, as mentioned in Section 

5.3, the extent to which process improvements can be made to the 

GS process are limited. 

5.5.1 Technology Developed to the Point of Demonstration 

The methylamine-H2 process is similar to the NH3-H2 

process but uses methylamine (CH3NH2) instead of ammonia. 

However, it exhibits faster exchange than the NH3-H2 process, 

the vapor pressure of the methylamine is less than that of 

ammonia and the separation factor is slightly greater(7,25,29), 

A disadvantage is that the catalyst chemistry is somewhat 

more complex. No plants using this process have been built. 

The hydrogen-fed processes (H2 distillation, NH3-H2 

exchange, methylamine-^ exchange) could be significantly 

more attractive than the GS process if large plants could 

be operated, i.e., if available hydrogen streams were 

several times larger than those associated with the 

standard size of ammonia plants being built today. 
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Hydrogen distillation, in particular, would be attractive 

if integrated into operations in which hydrogen is 

liquefied in very large quantities, e.g.. as a 

fuel(30.31). 

In such a case, a portion of the energy 

cost need not be borne by the heavy water plant but. 

rather, by the hydrogen liquefaction operation. 

For hydrogen-based processes the size of plants, their 

operation and siting can all be made independent of 

hydrogen availability by incorporating a transfer stage 

wherein deuterium is transferred from water to one of the 

process materials, e.g.. hydrogen, ammonia or methylamine. 

A catalyst is required to transfer deuterium to hydrogen 

but not to ammonia or methylamine. The costs associated 

with providing this transfer operation are quite appreci

able and to some extent offset the cost advantage gained 

from scale-up of the plant from the maximum size dictated 

by hydrogen availability. 

The monothermal hydrogen-water process using a hydrophobic 

catalyst, or CECE* process, is under development for 

specialized applications e.g, upgrading of heavy water from 

power reactors^), xn this process water is electro-

lyzed to produce enriched hydrogen. If hydrogen is ever 

* Combined Electrolysis Catalytic Exchange. 
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produced on a very large scale e l e c t r o l y t i c a l l y , this process 

could be very a t trac t ive^ 7 * 3 3 ) . As long as -the cost of 

e l e c t r o l y s i s must be borne by the heavy water plant, however, 

the cost i s prohibitive. 

2 Technology Requiring Some Additional Development 

Dual temperature water-hydrogen exchange has the advantage of 

operating with a water feed and i s potential ly a very 

attract ive process i f a suf f ic ient ly act ive catalyst which 

w i l l operate under wetted conditions can be developed. Some 

success has been reported but further development i s 

required. 

The so-called Gulf process is essent ia l ly hydrogen 

d i s t i l l a t i o n with a high temperature transfer stage in which 

deuterium i s transferred from methane to hydrogen^*7). 

Energy requirements are high. It is not clear that this 

process offers an economic advantage over the water-fed 

NH3-H2 or CH3NH2-H2 processes or the GS process. 

3 Futuristic Technology 

A process which is receiving considerable attention in 

several countries is based on the selective photochemical 

excitation of certain molecules through the use of 

lasers'™*3'). Very high separation factors have been 

reported using deuterium-containing molecules such as 
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halocarbons, particularly fluorocarbons. These materials are 

not available on a scale which would enable large amounts of 

heavy water to be obtained directly from them. However, a 

deuterium transfer step to transfer deuterium to the 

photochemically excited molecules from a hydrogeneous 

material in abundant supply, e.g., water, could overcome this 

limitation. The cost of such a transfer" step is considerable 

and could set a lower limit to the heavy water cost. 

Development work is still at a very early stage and several 

major hurdles remain to be overcome. It is unlikely that 

this process, if development is successful, would be 

commercialized much before the end of the century. 

6. INDUSTRIAL INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIRED FOR PRODUCTION PROGRAM 

6.1 General Considerations 

The industrial infrastructure required to successfully launch a 

heavy water production program is, in many ways, similar to that 

required for modern conventional petrochemical plants. There are 

important special and unique considerations, however. Because a 

heavy water plant is usually considered to be a nuclear installa

tion, it may be subject to more rigorous standards and quality 

control relative to design, construction and operation than is the 

case with chemical or petrochemical plants• 

In terms of industrial infrastructure, the major items to be 

considered are design, material and equipment selection, fabrica

tion and erection, commissioning and operation, and energy supply. 
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Of special note is the fact that leak-tightness of a heavy water 

plant, especially those portions containing high deuterium 

concentrations, is of particular importance since the product has 

a very high unit cost and is produced in small quantity. Leak-

tightness should be approximately an order of magnitude better 

than in conventional chemical plants. Reliability of steam and 

electrical energy supplies is another very Important 

consideration* 

The columns for a heavy water plant are both large and heavy; 

fabrication to the required standards and erection require a high 

degree of competence and well-equipped shops. Coluums for the GS 

process may be up to 9 meters in diameter and 90 metres high with 

wall thickness up to 8 cm. For large columns field fabrication by 

welding together of sections is required. Even for a small GS 

plant at least one circumferential weld in the field for each 

major column may be required. The columns used in the 

ammonia-hydrogen process are up to 40 meters in height and weigh 

up to 600 Mg. Transportation and erection are formidable tasks 

calling for experienced personnel. 

With published information on heavy water production, particularly 

the GS process, and some reasonable depth of experience with the 

various aspects of petrochemical and chemical production, it is 

possible to launch a heavy water production program. Despite 

this, however, there is much that is unique to heavy water 
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production technology and the practical know-how required to bring 

a production program to successful f n :ion i s very considerable 

and takes years to develop. 

GS Process 

In view of the toxic and corrosive nature of the hydrogen sulfide 

which is used in the GS process, equipment must be designed and 

aanufactured to high integrity and safety standards. Corrosion is 

a severe problem which necessitates meticulous attention to 

selection of materials, quality surveillance, fabrication and 

welding techniques, and heat treatment during plant construction. 

During operation of the plant, rigorous inspection and non

destructive testing programs must be maintained and special 

procedures used. When equipment is opened to atmosphere during 

shutdowns for maintenance, care must be taken to minimize 

accelerated corrosion which may result from oxygen in combination 

with sour water. 

Of special note is the stress relieving of field-welded columns. 

This is done by applying special Insulation and a large number of 

thermocouples to ths column wall and hearing the whole column 

under carefully controlled conditions to the stress relieving 

temperature. Cooling must also be carefully controlled. 

Hydrogen-Fed Processes 

A key requirement for extracting deuterium from hydrogen is the 

availability of an appropriate hydrogen stream, i.e., a heavy 

water plant fed by a hydrogen stream must be located close 
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to a hydrogen-producing plant. This implies that hydrogen 

production technology, e.g., ammonia production, exists within the 

industrial infrastracture. 

The ammonia-hydrogen process operates at temperatures down to 

243 K and at pressures of ammonia synthesis plants which can be up 

to 60 MPa (600 atm). The pressure and temperature conditions in 

such a plant are not unlike those encountered in an ammonia plant. 

As such, the materials of construction and technology employed in 

an ammonia plant can generally be applied to an ammonia-hydrogen 

type heavy water plant. Due to the -1owness of the deuterium 

exchange reaction at the temperatures employed, special gas-liquid 

contacting trays may be required. This equipment is unique to 

chemical exchange heavy water plants extracting deuterium from 

hydrogen. 

Another demonstrated, hydrogen-fed process for producing heavy 

water is hydrogen distillation. This process operates at a 

temperature of 25 K and requires sophisticated knowledge of and 

experience with design and operation of a cryogenic-type plant. 

6.A Final Enrichment and Upgrading 

For final enrichment and for upgrading heavy water at nuclear 

power stations, water distillation is the most commonly used 

technology. Water electrolysis, ammonia distillation or ammonia-

hydrogen exchange may also be used. 
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The design pressures involved in water or ammonia distillation and 

electrolysis are low and corrosion is not a major problem. No 

special fabrication facilities beyond those needed for general 

chemical plant are required. Leak-tightness and reliability 

require special consideration. 

7. HEAVY WATER PLANT SITING CONSIDERATIONS 

The main considerations in selecting a heavy water plant site are: 

a) availability of deuterium source 

b) environmental impact 

c) energy supply 

d) availability of skilled personnel and proximity to services 

7.1 Availability of Deuterium Source 

For a heavy water plant using fresh water as feedstock the usual 

site is beside a large river or lake. In the case of the GS 

process, for each 100 Mg/a of production capability, a feedwater 

flow of approximately 100 kg/s is required. As mentioned in 

Section 4.1, .seawater can, in principle, be used as a deuterium 

source, though there is little relevant experience. In one 

instance an attempt to use seawater as feed for the GS process was 

abandoned because of corrosion difficulties. 

For hydrogen-fed processes, the heavy water plant must be located 

close to a supply of hydrogen - an ammonia plant or some other 

industrial operation producing hydrogen as an intermediate. 

Variability of hydrogen supply may sometimes be a problem due to 
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factors related to the operation of the hydrogen production 

facility. Also, there are some risks in linking the continued 

operation of a heavy water plant to the market conditions and 

viability of some other industrial operation, probably quite 

unrelated, for which hydrogen is produced as an intermediate. 

7.2 Environmental Impact Considerations 

Heavy water production plants which employ the GS process contain 

large inventories of hydrogen sulfide gas (approximately 600 Mg of 

gas in a 400 Mg D20/a plant). Hydrogen sulfide is highly 

toxic to people, animals and plant life and at very low concentra

tions are malodorous(36), The combustion product of hydrogen 

sulfide, sulfur dioxide, also poses environmental problems. 

It is necessary to ensure that minor releases of toxic materials 

are strictly controlled and larger releases prevented. This is 

achieved by very strict attention to safety considerations in 

design, commissioning and operation, but there always remains a 

remote possibility that a large and dangerous release could 

accidentally occur. For this reason it is desirable that GS 

plants be located in more or less rural areas where the population 

density is low. 

In Canada the agency which regulates all activities relevant to 

heavy water production has set forth a guideline calling for a 

population density of not more than 12 people per square kilometer 
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within the "zone of influence"(37), The 8 0 n e 0f influence of 

the plant is a circle with the plant at its centre and with a 

radius of 8 km* The size of the zone of influence may be reduced 

to a minimum of 1*6 km provided that devices are provided to 

mitigate the consequences of a hydrogen sulfide release* In such 

cases it must be shown that the hazard to the public is no greater 

than it would be at 8 ka in the absence of such a device. 

Heavy water plants which extract deuterium from hydrogen gas may 

contain ammonia or nethylamine in addition to hydrogen. Ammonia 

and methylamine are less toxic than hydrogen sulfide but both, 

particularly methylamine, pose odor nuisance problems. In terms 

of public safety, a heavy water plant using either the 

methylamine-hydrogen or ammonia-hydrogen exchange process to 

extract deuterium from ammonia synthesis gas is unlikely to 

present any more hazard than an ammonia plant beside which it must 

be located. 

A second environmental consideration is chronic releases of toxic 

materials to the environment in waste process streams or through 

purging (and burning) of gas from equipment undergoing mainte

nance. In the hydrogen-fed processes the deuterium-depleted waste 

stream is further processed, e.g., to make ammonia, and is 

therefore not discharged to the environment. 
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In the GS process the effluent water must be stripped to remove 

dissolved hydrogen sulfide before this stream is returned to the 

body of water from which it came* Aquatic life can tolerate only 

very low concentrations of dissolved hydrogen sulfide* Stripping 

reduces the hydrogen sulfide concentration in plant effluent to 

typically 0.1 to.1 mg/kg of water. The effluent is usually 

further greatly diluted by the waters into which the effluent is 

discharged. Provided that good design and operating practices are 

used to ensure that minimal quantities of pollutants are released 

to river or lake or that their effect is negligible, water 

effluent quality need not normally be a restrictive factor in 

terms of plant siting, particularly if a reasonably high dilution 

factor is available. 

Process gases are also released to the environment by routine or 

occasional flaring. Depending on the type of heavy water plant, 

the resultant combustion gases are SO2 (GS process), H2O 

and nitrogen oxides (ammonia-hydrogen process) and CO2, 

H2O and nitrogen oxides (methylamine-hydrogen process). To 

adequately disperse the SO2 which results from flaring at GS 

plants, flare stacks must be well designed and tall. Flare stacks 

at Canadian heavy water plants are approximately 140 m high. 

Though hydrogen sulfide is toxic, its effects on the environment 

are not cumulative or permanent. Dissipation is fairly rapid in 

water or air. 
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7.3 Energy Supply Considerations 

It Is c r i t i c a l that the energy supply to a heavy water plant be 

highly re l iab le . The quantity of process materia ls in inventory 

i s large in comparison to the rate at which product i s withdrawn 

from the process. This i s one characteristic that d i f f e r e n t i a t e s 

heavy water plants from most other types of processing p l a n t s . A 

consequence of t h i s feature i s that there i s a large process 

iner t ia . Even short interruptions in operation due to failures of 

steam or e l ec tr i c i ty supply can r e s u l t in production l o s s e s far 

exceeding those that might be expected on the b a s i s of the 

fraction of the time that there i s an energy outage. 

The energy requirements for a heavy water plant depend on the type 

of process employed and on the way the plant i s designed. Typical 

e l ec tr ica l and thermal energy requirement's of several processes 

are given below: 

Process Electrical Energy Thermal Energy 

GJ/kg GJ/kg 

6S 3.2 25 

Gas-fed NH3/H2 2.8 6.0 

Water-fed NH3/H2 1-3 25 

Hydrogen Dis t i l la t ion 10 

All of the thermal energy required by the GS process can be 

supplied as steam from a pressurized heavy water reactor. 
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The availability of existing highly reliable energy supplies may 

influence plant location, though it is always possible to install 

appropriate energy supply facilities specifically for a heavy 

water plant. 

8. ECONOMIC FACTORS GOVERNING HEAVY WATER PRODUCTION COSTS 

Heavy water production is both capital and energy intensive for reasons 

discussed in Section 5. It follows that heavy water, itself, is an 

expensive material. Over 90Z of the separative work required to 

produce reactor grade heavy water is required to raise the D2O 

concentration to only 1 X by weight* 

Cost is roughly proportional to the separative work. Since concentra

tion to above 1 X is achieved in the primary concentration portion of a 

heavy water plant, it follows that the economics of heavy water 

production are dominated by the primary concentration process, and are 

relatively insensitive to the final enrichment process. 

8.1 Heavy Water Market Structure 

Though heavy water is used in the pharmaceutical industry and in -

research, by far the major use is in power reactors and its market 

is therefore dependent on major decisions on power generation. As 

has been mentioned in Chapter 3, heavy water is used for the 

initial charge of heavy water power reactors and therefore the 

demand for heavy water varies directly as the rate of power reactor 

construction. This contrasts .with the situation for enriched 

nuclear fuel where the demand is mainly proportional to the total 

quantity of installed reactor capacity. The heavy water market is 
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thus particularly sensitive to changes in the rate of reactor 

construction. 

In view of the above, together with the fact that in nany 

countries electricity generation is an activity of government or 

government agencies, it is not surprising that there has been 

little direct involvement of the private sector in the heavy water 

business. 

8.2 Cost Considerations 

The overall cost of producing heavy water may be broken down into 

three main components: capital, energy, and operations and 

maintenance* The way the total cost is distributed among these 

three components will vary greatly from one situation to another. 

Factors which have a major affect are the age of the plant and the 

unit cost of energy. It follows that the cost of producing heavy 

water from one plant may be considerably different from that at 

another. 

On the basis of debt financing, a very rough breakdown of costs as 

they pertain to a new heavy water production plant in Canada is: 

Capital 60% 

Energy 20% 

Operations and Maintenance 20% 

The capital component Includes payment of principal and interest 

on borrowed capital. From this cost distribution it can be seen 

that close to half of the unit cost of the heavy water is subject 

to escalation once the plant goes into operation. 
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For plants that have been In operation for some years the capital 

component can be very much smaller while the other two components 

become proportionately larger. 

As can be inferred from the cost ratios above, the cost of heavy 

water is roughly equally sensitive to the capital cost of plant 

facilities and to the cost of operating the plant, including 

energy. 

Cost is quite sensitive to plant production rate since the 

"variable cost" is not, in fact, very variable. The number of 

operating personnel required for a plant operating at reduced 

capacity is not very different from one operating at full design 

capacity. The cost of feed material is a very minor item so that 

high production rates do not entail significantly increased feed 

costs and low production rates do not, on the other hand, result in 

significant feedstock savings. Not only are high production rates 

very desirable to minimize unit product cost when the plant reaches 

mature operation, but the time required to bring the plant up to 

its ultimate capacity is also important in terms of product cost. 

8.3 Pricing of Heavy Wafer 

The price of heavy water may be greatly affected by the way in 

which the plant is financed. For example, simple debt financing 

(typical of governments and government agencies) results in 

considerably lower price heavy water than would be the case when 

the plant is financed so as to provide an acceptable rate of 

return on venture capital put at risk (private sector financing). 
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Pricing of heavy water is based on all costs being recovered as 

revenue, i.e., operating and maintenance expenditures, the cost of 

energy consumed, the payback of capital cost of plants, and the 

expenditures for administration and on-going development work on 

heavy water production technology. Also, heavy water pricing is 

generally based on a mix of costs reflecting both the lower costs 

of heavy water from older plants (low capital'component) and the 

higher costs of heavy water from new plants (high capital 

component). 

Because of the effects of local conditions which exist In various 

countries, as well as the pricing and costing complexities which 

have been discussed earlier in this report, one must be very 

careful in comparing different heavy water production processes 

from the stated costs of heavy water production in different 

countries. Differences in heavy water cost indicated by such 

comparisons may result from the way the cost is calculated, 

dissimilar unit energy costs, or age or size of plant, as well as 

by the fact that different processes may be used. 

The capital cost of a heavy water plant is a major factor in the 

price of heavy water. At the same time the capital cost of a 

heavy water plant is less than 5% of the total capital cost of all 

HWR power stations for which the heavy water inventories and 

make-up is supplied by the plant during its lifetime. 
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9. SAFEGUARDS CONSIDERATIONS * 

The IAEA is authorized under Article III A.5 of its Statute to 

establish and administer safeguerds on special fissionable and other 

materials, services, equipment and facilities* 

a) at the request of the parties to any bilateral or multilateral 

arrangement (Safeguards Transfer Agreements) 

b) at the request of. a State, to any of that State's activities in the 

field of atomic energy (Unilateral Submission Agreements) 

c) in connection with assistance supplied by the IAEA (Project Agree

ments)* 

While the Statute does not specifically mention heavy water, safeguards 

could be applied to heavy water, a non-nuclear material. 

Historically, the IAEA has accepted the responsibility of applying 

safeguards measures to heavy water when so requested. Currently, there 

are nine Safeguards Transfer Agreements and one unilateral agreement 

which could apply to heavy water. Only three of the agreements 

specifically mention heavy water. The remaining agreements include the 

safeguarding of heavy water in the Subsidiary Arrangements. These 

agreements pertain to ten States and cover nearly 750 Mg of heavy 

water. None of these facilities are heavy water production facilities. 

Among the measures for safeguards implementation are establishing and 

maintaining a heavy water inventory, notifications of heavy water 

* This subject is also dealt with in the reports of Working Groups 3 & 8. 
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transfers, notification of the use, disposition and loss of heavy 

water, and rights of access and Inspection as provided in the 

Inspector's Document (GC(V)INF/39). 

The IAEA has been informed by certain Member States that heavy water, 

deuterium, deuterium compounds, facilities in v."..ich these materials are 

used and facilities for the production of these materials would trigger 

IAEA safeguards when exported by these Member States (INFCIRC/254). 

Encompassed by the trigger list, also, is heavy water production 

technology as well as major critical components of heavy water 

production facilities. 

The IAEA is developing safeguards measures relevant to heavy water and 

heavy water production facilities; these measures could be adminis

tered at power reactors, research reactors, heavy water production 

facilities, and their associated storage facilities and up-graders, if 

any. The IAEA is presently exploring with several Member States how 

these measures might be appliad. 

10. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The main findings are as follows; 

1. Groundwater, lakes, rivers and, ultimately the oceans, provide a 

virtually inexhaustible supply of deuterium oxide or heavy water. 

Though this deuterium exists at low concentration, the reserves are 

so large that extraction on a very large scale will have no 

- measurable effect on the deuterium concentration in these reserves. 

Since water is so ubiquitous, virtually all nations have the 

potential to produce heavy water. 
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Hydrogen offers an alternative source of deuterium and at present 

most of this hydrogen is available as ammonia synthesis gas. 

Sufficient hydrogen supplies are likely to be available on a global 

basis to enable at least a considerable part of world heavy water 

requirements to be obtained from this source. It is important to 

note, however, that deuterium extraction from hydrogen is economi

cally feasible only if most of the cost of hydrogen production is 

not borne by heavy water production. This can be the case only if 

the hydrogen is being produced primarily for some other use. Also, 

individual hydrogen stream volumes are not sufficient to support 

large heavy water plants at the present time. 

Proven technologies exist for extracting heavy water from ordinary 

water and from hydrogen. The Girdler-Sulfide process, in particular, 

has over 50 plant-years of experience. Because deuterium exists in 

nature at very low concentrations, heavy water plants must process 

very large amounts of raw material and are both capital and energy 

intensive. 

Methods of linking the hydrogen-fed processes to a water feed have' 

been studied. This would enable the current plant size limitations 

to be removed since there would no longer be a dependence on hyirogen 

availability. 

Futuristic technology based on photochemical separation of deuterium 

is under development. If successful, this technology is likely to 

begin to impact on heavy water production programs only by the 

beginning of the next century. 
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Most of the heavy water required for HUR programs is for the initial 

inventory of reactors* Make-up to replace losses represents a minor 

requirement (approximately IX of reactor inventory annually). To a 

large extent, therefore, heavy water can be considered as a capital 

item or part of the initial reactor installation. 

Since heavy water is not consumed in reactors, it can be recovered 

from HWRs upon decommissioning and used for new HWRs. 

Compared to the 3,100 Mg/a of capacity now in operation or under 

construction, world heavy water production capacity will need to 

increase by a factor of 3 to 4 during the 1990's, depending on 

nuclear growth rate, in order to meet projected demands. 

Strategies involving deep market penetration by the HWR establishes 

the upper bound for heavy water demand. To satisfy these 

strategies, assuming high growth rate, 15 Gg/a of heavy water would 

be required in the year 2000 while the requirements for 2010 and 

2025 would be 110 Gg/a and 160 Gg/a, respectively. 

Strategies involving a rapid penetration of the HWR after the year 

2000 present sharply escalating heavy water requirements and would 

require large numbers of new heavy water plants coming on line. The 

most rapid growth in production capacity would occur over the decade 

following the turn of the century. Depending on the growth rate 

projection for nuclear energy, heavy water production capacity would 
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need to be 15 to 50 times greater than at present by the year 2025. 

During the period 2000-2005, twenty to thirty new plants per year, 

each producing 400 Mg/a, would be required. 

Strategies involving incrersing dominance of the LWR or major 

penetration of the FBR after 2000 would result in there being no 

need for additional heavy water production capacity beyond the year 

2000. 

Mixed reactor strategies in which the HWR attains a market share 

approaching 10% to 40% during the 2000 to 2025 period result in 

moderate to large heavy water demands. For example, with the high 

growth case annual demand in 2010 would be 9 to 40 Gg/a, depending 

on the HWR market share and by 2025 could be as high as 55 Gg/a. 

The lead times for new heavy water plants being less than those for 

HWRs, it is possible to respond to a projected heavy water shortage. 

A heavy water plant committed at the same time as a HWR can impact 

on the initial heavy water requirements of the reactor. 

Establishing both a reactor industry and a heavy water production 

industry within a country simultaneously, however, is an extremely 

demanding task. 

The industrial infrastructure required to successfully launch a 

heavy water production program,is, in many ways, similar to that 

required for modern petrochemical and other types of plants, e.g., 

ammonia production units. There are some important special and 
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unique requirements, however. A high degree of leak-tightness is 

required to minimize deuterium losses. Reliability of steam and 

electrical energy supply and of process equipment are more important 

than with most other chemical processes. Vessels are large and 

require specialized fabrication and quality control expertise. In 

view of the toxic and corrosive nature of hydrogen sulfide, 

equipment in plants employing this material as a process fluid must 

be designed and manufactured to high integrity and safety standards. 

Ordinary water is likely to remain as the major source of heavy 

water. The Girdler-Sulfide process is likely to remain as the major 

production technology for heavy water at least until the end of the 

century. As larger quantities of hydrogen become available, the 

hydrogen-fed processes may become more attractive. 

The use of a mixture of large and small heavy water production units 

can facilitate the management of matching heavy water supply to 

demand. A modular approach to incrementing capacity by adding more 

heavy water plant modules to a given plant site, as and when 

required, is a concept worthy of consideration. 

Heavy water plants must be sited either adjacent to a deuterium 

source such as a river or lake or close to a hydrogen stream. While 

it is possible to use seawater as a deuterium source, there are 

formidable corrosion problems associated with its use. Continuity 

of hydrogen supply for hydrogen-fed heavy water plants should be 
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carefully assessed in reviewing potential s i t e s . There are d i s 

advantages in allowing heavy water plant operation to be completly 

dependent on another type of chemical operation e . g . , ammonia 

production. 

There are some advantages in co-s i t ing a heavy water plant and a 

reactor. All or a major portion of the process steam required by 

the heavy water plant can be supplied by the reactor. 

Provided that good design and operating practices are used to ensure 

minimal release of water-borne pollutants, water effluent quality 

need not normally be a res tr i c t ive factor in terms of plant s i t ing , 

particularly i f a reasonably high dilution factor i s available. 

The capital cost of a heavy water plant i s less than 5% of the total 

capital cost of a l l the HWR power stations for which heavy water 

inventories and make-up i s supplied by the plant during i t s 

l i f e t ime . 

Currently several countries are in a position to supply heavy wat„r. 

Purchase i s one option to be considered by non-producer countries 

which are establishing HWR programs. For reasons of maximizing 

domestic content or achieving independence in energy matters, some 

countries may wish to establish, indigeneous heavy water production 

capacity. 
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Because heavy water demand is more variable than the demand for 

uranium and enrichment services and because heavy water plants are 

quite capital intensive, there could be a case for some degree of 

international collaboration in the production of heavy water or in 

maintaining reserves, particularly for strategies involving deep 

penetration of HWRs. This could contribute to the smoothing of 

irregularities of supply associated with demand variability. 

There are no fundamental difficulties to be overcome in obtaining 

the heavy water required for HWRs to supply a major part of the 

world's nuclear energy. The technology exists. Furthermore, ample 

deuterium resources exist and the concentration of deuterium in 

these raw resources will not diminish as extraction proceeds as is 

the case with uranium. 

On the basis of Article III A.5 of the Statute, the IAEA applies 

safeguards to heavy water, a non-nuclear material, and is further 

developing appropriate safeguards measures. 
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T mt't 
P INJECTED NUCLEAR CAPACITY BY REACTOR TYPE. ̂ ILLUSTRATIVE SINGLE - TYPE REACTOR STRATEGIES* 

1 P 
HIGH GROWTH CASE 

1 P 

Capaeitlal in CM* 

1 

Strategies 1A, 11. *A. 48 Stratifies 2A. 28. SA . 51 Stratify 3A Stratafy 38 

>w IHR HMt GG* AGR rot Total urn. HNR GGR *GR FBR Total LMR HWR GGR AGR F8R -Tatar* LM HM GGR AGR *SR 1 ratal 

112 1978 M S.S 6.9 1.9 n.s 112 98 S.S 6.9 1.9 0.5 112 '• 98 S.S 6,9 1.9 0.1 112 98 S.S 6.9 1.9 O.S 

ratal 

112 

19M 141 7.8 6.9 2.9 0.5 159 141 7.8 4.9 2.9 0.5 159 : i4 i 7.8 6.9 2.9 o.s 1S9 1*1 7.9 4.9 2.9 O.S 1S9 
19BS MX 16 6.8 4.9 2.4 272 242 16 6.8 4.9 2.4 272 . 242 16 6.8 4.9 2.4 272 242 16 4.9 4.9 2.4 271 
1990 412 29 4. J 8.0 6.6 460 412 29 4.3 8.0 6.6 460 ' 412 29 4.3 8,0 4.4 440 412 29 4.3 8.0 «.« 460 
IMS 687 56 0.9 12 16 772 687 56 0.8 16 772 .687 S6 0.8 12 14. 772 687 ' $6 0.8 12 16 772 
2O0O 1044 101 0 M . 38 1207 1044- 101 0 38 1207 1041 101 . 0 21 44 1207 1041 101 0 21 44 1207 

2005 147S 99 0 23 38 1634 1284 290 0 38 1634 ,1329 IIS 0 21 ISO 1434 1329 MS 0 21 ISO UI4 
2010 1982 91 0 20 37 2133 1199 S76 0 37 2133 'lS18 161 0 18 436 2111 1239 ISO 0 18 747 21SS 

201S 2S6J 86 0 18 36 2702 1096 1SS2 0 36 2702 I73S 189 0 16 776 2702 1136 122 0 14 1429 - 2702 

2020 3220 73 0 IS 31 3339 923 2370 0 31 3339 19S1 219 0 13 1236 . 3339 963 109 0 IS " 22SS JJS9 

202s 3820 45 0 11 24 3899 652 3213 0 24 3899 2988 237 0 8.7 1S66 3899 692 82 0 8.7 3117 3899 

•for M C A - World Outs Id* Centrally Planned Economy Arras 
IMR Llfht water Reactors 
MIR - Heavy Rater Reactors 
GGR - Gas-Cooled Graphite Reactors 
ACT. - Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactors 
FBR - Fast Breeder Reactors 



T * U t 2 
PROJECTED HUCIEAR CAPACITY IY REACTOR TYPE. I ttUSTRATlVe S1H61B - TYPE REACTOR STRATEGIES* 

va» GROWTH CASH 
Capacities I n CWo 

Year 

Strategies 1A. 11. 4A, 4* Stratcgi •1 2A. 2*. SA. SI Strategy 3A 
t 

Strategy 31 

Year UK HMt GCR AG* FIR Total urn HN. CCR ACM FW Total : urn mm CCM AC*. FIR Total • urn H*» CCA AC* FIR Total 

1978 91 S.S 6.9 1.9 O.S 10S 91. S.S 6.9 1.9 O.S 10S • 91 S.S 6.9 1.9 O.S 10S 91 S.S 6.9 1.9 0.5 105 

1910 126 7.4 6.9 2.9 O.S 144 126 7.6 6.9 2.9 O.S 144 126 7.6 6.9 . 2.9 O.S 144 126 7.6 6.9 2.9 O.S 144 

IMS 214 IS 6.8 4.9 2.1 244 214 IS 6.a 4.9 2.1 244 214 IS 6.8 4.9 2.1 244 214 IS 6.1 4.9 2.1 244 

1990 131 26 4.3 8.0 S.l 374 331 26 4.3 1.0 S.l 374 331 26 4.3 8.0 $.1 374 331 2* 4.3 1.0 . S.l 374 

199S W l 44 0.8 12 11 SS2 412 44 o.a 12 13 SS2 482 44 O.S 12 13 sss 482 44- . 0.6 12 13 SS2 

2000 712 7« 0 17 22 134 722 74 0 17 . 22 134 721 74 0 16 23 •34 721 74 0 16 23 •34 

ZOOS 47 J 71 0 17 21 1012 773 196 0 17 20 1082 ■96 96 0 16 74 1082 . 896 96 0 16 74 1012 

201U 1196 66 0 14 21 1297 773 4(9 0 14 20 1297 ■83 98 0 13 303 1297 821 91 0 13 372 1297 
MIS IMS S9 0 12 19 M7S 613 761 0 12 11 147S ISO 97 0 11 SI* 147S 731 84 0 11 ' 649 147S 

2020 ISM 4« 0 S.» 16 16S2 S69 10S9 0 1.9 U 16S2 800 93 0 8.3 7S1 1652 • 617 72 0 8.3 95S 1652 

«25 I7S4 30 0 4.S 9.1 1797 416 1367 0 4.S «.• 1797 716 83 0 4.S *** 1797 . 46S SS 0 4.S 1274 1797 

♦For HOCA 

CUR 
AC* 
FIR 

Korld Outside Cent ra l ly Planned Economy Area! 
Light Mater Reactor* 
Heavy Water Reactors 
Gas-Cooled, Graphite Reactors 
Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactors 
Fast I reeder Reactors 
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rwojEcreo HEAVY WATCH ntqmwa«arrs POP, IHUSTPATIVB SINGLE-TYPE MACTOR STRATEGIES* 

mot qwwH CASB 

QmntUlei In Cl 

Cumulative Requirement • Annual Requirement 

Year 

Strategy Strategy 

Year 1A. IB , 4A, 4ft 2A. 5A. SB 21 3A JB I A . 1 * . 4A. 4 1 2A. SA, S i 2B 3A JB 

197S 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 0 . 7 0 . 7 0 . 7 0 .7 

I 9 6 0 3 . 6 3 .6 3 . 6 3 . 6 3 .6 O.S O.S O.S O.S 

I M S 11 .1 11 .1 11 .1 1 1 . 1 11 .1 1.6 1 .6 1 .6 

1990 23 .4 23 .4 23 .4 23 .4 23 .4 3 . 6 3 . 6 3 . 6 

1995 4S.S 4«.S 40.S 4 0 . S 4 0 . 5 6 . 2 *•> 6 . 2 

2000 79 .0 92 .7 90 .9 • 4 . 6 ■4 .6 0 . 7 I S . 7 l l . l 

2005 S l . t 303 m 110 10* o.« 7S.0 6 4 . 2 

2010 81 .4 797 693 132 107 - 0 . 4 104 M . ( - 0 . 1 

2015 7S.8 1376 . 1 1 H 1S6 10S ' • 1 . 0 127 109 -o.« 
2020 72 .2 2 M 3 1792 102 100 - 3 . 6 141 120 -S.S 

1 2023 S3. 2 2*36 2413 190 ■2 .3 - 4 . 9 1S2 129 - 4 . 7 

• For "OCA World Outside Centrally Planned Economy Area*. 



TABU S 

PROJECTED HEAVY WATER HEQUmEHEKTS POP, 1U.USTEATIVS S1NCU-TYPB WBACTOH STHATEGI6S* 

L0» GROWTH CASE 

Quantities in Gi 

emulative Requirewent Annual Requireatnt 

Year 

Strategy Strategy 

Year 1A, U. 4A, 46 2A, 5A, SB 26 3A 51 1A, 16, 4A, 4» 2A, 5A, 56 21 3A 35 

197* 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
I960 3.S S.S 3.S 3.S 3.5 0.5 0.5 O.S 0.5 
IMS 10.2 10.2 10.2 10.2 10.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 
1990 20.« 20.1 20. t 20.» 20.■ 2,6 2.6 2.6 2.6 
1995 36.9 36.9 36.9 36.9 36.9 6.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 
2000 57.6 66,2 45.0 61.4 61.4 0.5 9.0 7.7 4.1 
ZOOS SS.a 201 ISO 76.3 75.4 0.5 46.7 40.0 1.6 
2010 57.S 434 3M 10.4 74.9 -0.4 44.9 Ji.J 0.6 -0.2 
201S 54.3 669 sto 12.6 72.5 -1.0 SI.2 43.7 0.2 -0.1 
2020 17.7 932 ■OS 12.0 66.* -3.3 53.1 4S.0 -2.1 -3.2 
202S 35.7 1216 1046 76. S 55.5 -J.1 59.0 50.0 -1.7 -2.9 

For M C A - World Outside Centrally Planned Economy Areas. 



TABLE 6 

PROJECTED HEAVY WATER REQUIREMENTS FPU ILLUSTRATIVE MIXED REACTOR STRATEGIES' 
QUANTITIES IN Kg 

Mixed Reactor Strategyies 1, 2. 3 and 4 Mixed Reactor Strategy S 

High Growth Case Low Growth Case Hi (tit growth Case Low Growth Case 

Year Cumulative 
Requirement 

Annual 
Requirement 

Cumulative 
Requirement 

Annual 
Requirement 

Cumulative , 
Requirement | 

Annual 
Requirement 

Cumulative 
Requirement 

Annual 
Requirement 

1978 2.0 0.7 2.0 0.7 2.0 0.7 2.0 0.7 
1980 J.6 O.S 3.5 0.5 3.6 0.5 3.5 O.S 
1985 11.1 1.6 10.2 1.3 11.1 1.6 10.2 1.3 
1990 23.4 3.6 20.8 2.6 23.4 3.6 20.8 2.6 
1995 48.5 6.1 36.9 4.1 48.S 6.2 M.9 4.1 
2000 85.4 6.3 61.7 4.4 105 25.8 75.2 17.9 
ZOOS 120 7.6 82.7 4.6 253 31.7 165 18.8 
2010 163 8.7 102 3.6 447 40.6 257 17.5 
2015 211 10.1 120 3.6 673 49.2 348 19.6 
2020 266 9.0 137 1.6 945 53.0 448 18.9 
202S 314 8.7 « . . . 1228 S6.4 5S2 21.3 

• For MCA - World Outside Centrally Planned Economy Areas 



TABLE 7 

CURRENT HEAVY WATER PLANT CAPACITY 

Country. Plant Extraction Process Plant Size, Mg/a Start-up Date 

Canada Port Hawkesbury GS 400 1970 

Bruce A GS 800 1973 

Glace Bay GS 400 1976 

Bruce B GS 800 1979 

La Prade GS 800 * 

Bruce D GS 800 * 

India Nangal Electrolysis/H2 Distillation 14 1962 

Baroda Monothermal H2/NH3 Exchange 67 1977 

Tuticorin Monothermal H2/NH3 Exchange 71 1978 

Talcher Bithermal H2/NH3 Exchange 63 1979 

Kota GS 100 1980 

Norway Rjukan Monothermal H2/H2O Exchange 20 1934 

U.S.A. Savannah River GS 190 1952 

* These plants are in an advanced stage of construction but completion has been deferred. The plants are being 
maintained in a secure state and could be completed and brought on line within three years of approval to 
proceed. 
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TABLE 8 

SOME HEAVY WATER PROCESSES WHICH HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED OR STUDIED 

PROCESS SEPARATION FACTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

1. Distillation 

Water distillation 
Ammonia distillation 
Hydrogen distillation 

1.024(120 kPa) 
1.036(100 kPa) 
1.5(250 kPa) 

Size excessive 
Size excessive 
Low volume; low energy 

2. Chemical Exchange 

H20/H2 3.4(50 C) 
1.9(170°C) 

H2S/H2O .£■<■«.■'*'■ - ~- ~ -"} 2.33(30°C) 
1.82(130°C) 

NH3/H2 5.9(-40°C) 
2.8(70°C) 

CH3NH2/H2 7.1(-40°C) 
3.7(40°C) 

3. Electrolysis of Water 7.0(50°C) 

4. Diffusion Moderate 

5. Gravitational Moderate 

6. Adsorption Moderate 

7. Biological Low 
8. Crystallization Low 
9. Selective photochemical Very high 

Moderate volume; low energy 

Low volume; low energy 

Low volume; low energy 

Low volume; low energy 

Excessive energy 

Barrier or membrane costs 
excessive; high energy 

Excessive energy 

High adsorbent volume 

Excessive volume 

Impractical on large scale 
Promising if selectivity 
approaches 104 
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APPENDIX 1 

LIST OF WG ID REPORTS AND MINUTES OF MEETINGS 

CO-CHAIRMEN/WG. 1/1 (D) Report on First Meeting of SG-1D, 1978 January 27 

CO-CHAIRMEN/WG. 1/11 (D) Technological Infra-Structure for Heavy Water 
(Contributed by India) 

CO-CHAIRMEN/WG. 1/11 (D) Technological Infra-Structure for Heavy Water Plants 
Rev. 1 (Contributed by India) 

CO-CHAIRMEN/WG. 1/19 (D) Considerations Governing the Siting of Heavy Water 
Plants (Contributed by Canada) 

CO-CHAIRMEN/WG. 1/20 (D) Statement of the Agency Concerning Safeguarding of 
Heavy Water (Contributed by IAEA) 

CO-CHAIRMEN/WG. 1/25 (D) Minutes of Second Meeting of Sub-Group ID 
Rev. 1 1978 June 1 

CO-CHAIRMEN/WG. 1/32 (D) First Draft of WG ID Input to INFCE Study 

CO-CHAIRMEN/WG. 1/32 (D) Heavy Water Availability (Second draft of Sub-Group 
Rev. 1 ID report) 

CO-CHAIRMEN/WG. 1/32 (D) Heavy Water Requirements and Availability 
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APPENDIX 2 INFCE/WG1(D) 
* 

QUESTIONNAIRE ON HEAVY WATER PROGRAM 

1. PROJECTION OF INSTALLED HEAVY WATER REACTOR CAPACITIES AND HEAVY WATER 
REQUIREMENTS. 

(a) Is it expected that there will be or probably will be heavy water 
type reactors in your country by the year 2000 ? 

Yes Q 
No f~"l Go to f 5 

(b) Please indicate, by year, the projected heavy water reactor capacity 
in MW that would be installed in your country during that year, i.e. 
require its initial heavy water change in that year. Indicate also 
the make-up requirements for that year for previously commissioned 
heavy water reactors. Please give the most probable estimate as 
well as a high and a low estimate. 

Heavy Water Requirements 
Capacity, MW (Initial Charges and Make-Up), Mg 

Year Low Probable High Low Probable High 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 

1990 - 1995 
1995 - 2000 
2000 - 2005 
2005 - 2010 
2010 - 2015 
2015 - 2020 
2020 - 2025 
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2. HEAVY WATER ACQUISITION 

Would your country anticipate: 

a) Producing all of its D^O requirements 

b) Purchasing all of its D2O requirements Go to # 5 

c) Purchasing its D2O requirements to the year and producing 
its own requirements thereafter. I | 

d) Other (Please elaborate) | J 

3. HEAVY WATER PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY 

(a) If your country intends to produce heavy water indicate what 
technology would probably be used. 

Hydrogen sulfide-water (GS) process | | 

Ammonia - hydrogen process with hydrogen feed I I 

Amine - hydrogen process with hydrogen feed J I 

Water - hydrogen process I I 

Other (please elaborate) D 

(b) What is the nominal size of individual plant unit which your 
country would expect to operate e.g., 60 Mg*/a, 400 Mg/a ? 

(c) What considerations dictate the plant size you have indicated above ? 

1 Mg (Megagram) is a metric ton 
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(d) What feedstocks are available in your country froa Which deuterium 
can/could be commercially extracted e.g., is there or are there 
likely to be large quantities of hydrogen available ? 

(e) If your country may rely on hydrogen associated with ammonia 
manufacture as a source of deuterium, please indicate the expected 
ammonia production capacity from large ammonia plants (900 Mg of 
ammonia per day or larger). 

Year Ammonia Production (Mg/day) 

1980 

1990 

2000 

2010 

2020 

(f) Does your country have a research and development program on heavy 
water production technology ? 

»-□ 
No [ ^ 2 Go to # 4 

(g) What processes or technologies are under development ? 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER CONSTRAINTS 

(a) Is the location of suitable sites for a heavy water plant a problem 
in your country ? 

Ye, p 
No Q 
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(b) If there are siting problems, are these due to: 

toxicity of process materials J I 

scarcity of sufficient water supplies | 

energy availability or reliability ) 

other (please elaborate) I I 

(c) In your country what regulatory procedures apply to heavy water 
plants in terms of construction codes and operations licensing/ 
monitoring ? 

similar to those of chemical plants ( { 

similar to those of nuclear installations | { 

other (please explain) | | 

5. NAME OF COUNTRY 
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16 October 1978 

TEC3P?CLC?>IC-L TSfXX-SSZJZrJRS ?CT HEAVY VATES FLIKTS 

The vorld's water systerss provide a vast reservoir from which heavy 
voter can be extracted indefinitely with practically no reduction in i t s 
concentration. In case of heavy water, therefore, unlike uraniun, availa
b i l i t y can respond to the dcr^nd readily provided production f a c i l i t i e s can 
be set up in ti.re. The major dersr.d for heavy vater occurs at the tine of 
construction of the nuclear power station and only a srall percentage of 
this inventory (the inventory i s about one tonne of heavy vater per MvJ(e) 
installed) ^s required as nake-up during the reactor operation. This fact 
has to be taken into ccr.sideratian in iravin» up the schedule of constru
ction of heavy vater plants. In view of the sr.all concentrati-n of heavy 
vater (l20 - 1?0 pa:), lar^e quantities of feed eaterial have to be handled 
and processed. Consequently the equipment size becomes l»r?e, the plant cost 
i s high and the er.er*y cor-surotlsn i s substantial. A cumber of iactors vhijh 
have to be considered in clanr.irj the construction of heavy vater plants 
ir.cluie the technical infra-structure, the lead tir.e for construction, plsr.t 
siting constrsir.t3, and esor.o-ics etc. This paper deals, in particular, with 
the technical infrastructure reoulred for the setting up of heavy vater 
production fac i l i t i e s . 

A Dur.bcr of processes have been suggested and studied for the produ
ction cf heavy water. They include: 

1. Uater Disti l lst ion 
2. Kydro:en 2isti31aticn 
I, Electrolysis of "-iter 
4« Chemical Eschar.** betveen • 

(a) Hydrogen sulphide and water 
(b) As-onia snd hydroTen' 
(c) Hydrogen s-rA water 
(d) Aaine and hydrogen 

The init ial enrichment, i . e . starting from natural concentration to 
a value that i s about 10CO tirre-s higher i s the r.ost diff icult and costly of 
the whole operation. Exch.ir.ge processes where gas and liouid phases are 
Intimately mixed and where dcuterlusi frorr, one phase exchanges i t s position 
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v i th that of hydrogen in the other phase have been found to be economically 
feasible for such enrichrent on a large scale . Out of the processes described 
above, the HgS-HgO exchange and the KHj-Hg exchange processes have been adopted 
for industr ial p lants . Water d i s t i l l a t i o n and e lec t ro lys is are adopted for 
upgradi»i» the heavy water and for f inal enrichment. For production of heavy 
water as a byproduct frcn large scsle plants for production of l iquid hydrogen 
the fuel of the r uture , hydrogen d i s t i l l a t i on could vorlc out to be an economical 
process. 

Large capacity plants have been set up and operated in the USk. and 
Canada based on the H„3-H?0 exchange process. A p l a r t i s a lso bein» set up In 
India based on th i s process. The arr/ronia-hydrogen exchange process has been 
developed in France and Tenrany. This process can be adopted for locations 
vhere hydrogen in sufficient quantit ies i s available, as in the synthesis gas 
of a lar^e ammonia plant . The production of hepvy voter i s , of course, 
limited by the capacity of the ammonia plant . A 1000 tonne per day amtronia 
plant which can give about £5 tonnes of heavy water per annum, thus, becomes 
the pre-requisi te for th i s process. Plants are bein^ set up in India based on 
both the monotherroal and the bithermal ammonia-hydrogen exchange nrocesseg. 

Some important aspects of design, material and equipment selection, 
fabrication and erection, which need to be considered in se t t ing up these 
plants are described below* 

?s for any other plant, the major a c t i v i t i e s involved in the se t t ing 
up of a heavy water plant can be broadly classified as followgJ 

1. Deaign and Engineering, which includes 

(a) Collection of preliminary design data, f e a s i b i l i t y study 
and s i t e selection 

(b) Optimization of process design and eiuipment sizing taking 
into account the fabrication f a c i l i t i e s and eauicment 
ava i lab i l i ty 

3/-
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(e) Development of plant layout, P & I (Process and Instrumentation) 
61agram and preparation o* engineering flow-sheet 

(d) Equipment design and drawing up of specifications 
(e) Measures for effluent disoosal and environmental control 
(f) Design and engineering of civi l and structural work 

2. Procurement of equipment and materials for fabrication 

S. Fabrication of pressure vessels, heat exchangers, structural iteas etc. 

4. Transportation and site erection 

5. Project scheduling and monitoring 

Although the above mentioned activities and the broad technical infra
structure required for the setting up the plant will be the sane for both the 
H SJLO and the £3--H exchange processes, the two processes differ with 
respect to the type of process streams and consequently to the material of 
construction, the temperature and pressure conditions and the type of equipment. 
As such, the two processes will be dealt with separately. In the selection of 
■aterial of construction as well as in design and fabrication of equipment and 
ays ten 3 for the H-&-H 0 process, the corrosive nature of the system has to be 
taken into consideration. Further, in view of the toxic nature of HS the 
equipment has to be manufactured to high Integrity and safety standards. ?or 
the aaironia-hydrogen exchange process, the material of construction i s similar 
to that used in ammonia plants wherein the equipxent has to withstand high 
pressure. In addition the acceptance standards for material properties at low 
temperature are very stringent. The leak tightness also has to be order of 
magnitude better than conventional plants* 

This process i s based on the dual tanperature exchange of deuterium 
and hydrogen between hydrogen sulphide and water at approximately 20 atmos
pheres pressure. The plant essentially consists of cold and hot contacting 
towers operating at 30°C and 1?0°C respectively for ^as-liquid contact, com
pressors for gas circulation, p'jmps for liquid, heat exchangers for heat input, 
transfer and recovery and pining with valves. The significant feature of the 
equipment i s the large size. An idea about size of the equipment can be had 

4/-
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fro» the fact th»t for a 100 tonne per annus heavy water plant, about 400 
tonnes per hoar of water has to be processed and about 1500 - 2000 tonnes of 
HgS has to be circulated per hour. 

Design and engineerings 

Although a good aisount of published information Is available on the 
process to enable a preliminary design of the plant, a lot of data concerning 
engineering of the ylant has to be collected. Well»plenr.ed studies on a 
laboratory or pilot plant scfle have to be carried out particularly for 
( l ) testing of materiel with a view to selecting the materials of construction 
In view of the corrosive nature of the system, (z) to collect process design 
data for tower internals* heat exchangers etc. 

Although wet HS i s twite corrosive, i t for»s • protective layer of 
iron sulphide on carbon steel which normally inhibits further corrosion. Thus 
carbon steel can be used as a material of construction for most of the equip. 
ment. However, wherever turbulsnee and high velocities are encountered, 
stainless steel i s used, for exanoles for punas, vapour-liquid contacting 
trays, circulator parts, certain valves, heat exchanger tubes and some piping. 
Equipment design should further take into consideration the probler of stress 
corrosion cracking. The engineers responsible for equiccent design and 
drawing of specifications, clsnt lay-out and stress analysis should be farillar 
with the latest codes used for design and testing of eouipnent. 

In the selection of site for the plant, consideration has to be given 
to the availability of ut i l i t ies , vis, water, electricity and steas (or cheap 
fuel for raising steam), transportation of large sized e^ulcrsnt to the site, 
and density of population in view of the hasardous nature of H£S. The size 
of individual equipment i s governed by the fabrication faci l i t ies available 
and the limitation on transportation and erection. In the absence of any such 
constraint the diameter of the towers for a 100 tosfie per annum plant would 
be around 6 to 7 meters, fa practice, however, depending upon the facil it ies 
•railsble for carrying out fabrication and for transportation, a number of 
towers of smaller diameter are used in parallel. This way the si2a of other 
equipment like circulating gas boosters, pumps, pipes, valves and fittings 
will also be reduced. This tray also substantially Increase the probability 
of obtaining material and equipment more easily and at competitive prices* 
Optimal aising of equipment,. therefore, i s quite important. 
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Since the system i s corrosive and contains a toxic gas in tonne 
quantities, i t i s necessary to develop proper instrumentation to take care 
of process control and to restrict operational hazards* After developing 
proper process and instrumentation diagram, the engineering flow-sheet can be 
drawn. In the plant lay-out due consideration should be given to flexibility 
in operation, proper piping system with necessary supports and easy resoval 
of equipment whenever required, at the sane tine keeping the flange joints to 
the minir-am. A scale model can be a useful tool for the design and constru
ction engineers. 

Hydrogen sulphide Is a toxic gas and certain aaount of leakage i s bound 
to take place. Necessary measures have, therefore, to be provided at the design 
stage i tself . Major sources of H_S leakage are conrectei to a flare which i s 
also designed to take care of ouick dumping of H 3 g»s during accidental release. 
All leakages of water containing H 3 are led through a drain system and stripped 
of H S before discharge. 

Materials and equipments 

The following types of materials art required for equipment fabrication 
and pipings 

i . Stainless steel tubes and plates 
11, Stainless steel clad plates 

i l l . Stainless steel pipes and fitt ings 
iv. Carbon steel Dlates suitable for sour service in thickness 

of about 75 to ICC mm . 
v. Carbon steel plates 

Selection of proper grade* of material and quality surveillance 
during procurement are very irroortent. For example, carbon steel plates 
required for fabrication of equipment for H.S service should be fine grained 
and should be free of voids and inclusions* Similarly for stainless steel i t 
i s necessary to have a check on eomoositlon and to limit the hardness in view 
of guseeotlblllty to stress corrosion cracking* 

The major items of manufactured eoulpment required to be procured 
•res 
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1. ftigh capacity and high heed pumps for corrosive and normal 
service • 

2. #igh cap?city gas compressors of about 300O • 9000 horse power 
3. 5oecisl valves and fitt ings ranging in size ttpto about 1 to 1,4 

meters 
4. instrumentation similar to fert i l izer or petrochemical plant 

bat conforming to material specifications to suit the process 
conditions 

5* large size electrical motors • 

In the selection of the process pumps, valves and boosters, great care 
has to be taken in view of the corrosion problem and toxicity. The purps 

* handling water containing H S have to be in stainless steel construction, 
ftrticulsr attention has to be paid to the seals to prevent leakage of the 
process fluid to the atmosphere. Similar attention has to be paid in the 
selection of p s boosters with proper materials for various parts and with 
proper s eels. For the coxponents of the valves the turbulence encountered and 
the presence of suspended particles should be taken into consideration. 

Fabrication! 

For a plant even of moderate capacity lar»e quantities of material have 
to be fabricated requiring adeouate fabrication fac i l i t i es , qualified and 
experienced engineers and technicians and well-equipped testing fac i l i t i e s . 
Major items to be fabricated inslude: 

(a) large size exchange and distillation coltarn3 and tanks. 
Diameter of such eauirment would vary fron about 1 - 7 meters 
and height up to 50 to 90 meters. 

(b) Tower Internals for the exchange and distillation towers 
(e) Ierge size shell and tube heat exchangers 

In view of the large size of the towers i t may not be possible to 
fabricate them in a single niece and transport then to s i te . I t may be 
necessary to fabricate them in the shoo in smaller sections and then to veld 
these sections at the plant s i te . 

The total quantity <> steel (low temperature grade carbon .steel) to 
be fabricated for the exchange towers m»y come to more than 2000 tonnes for 
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• plant of 100 tonne capacity. A fabrication shop with f a c i l i t i e s for carrying 
out bending of thick plates, welding and stress relieving of large sectlonsyis, 
therefore, reouired. Welding of tray support rings which are required to 
support the sieve trays has to be done with great care. Strict tolerances of 
levelness on the entire circumference of the tower and on spacing between 
successive rings have to be maintained. The fabrication shop should have f a c i 
l i t i e s for carrying out testing Including Magnetic particle tes t , dye-penetrsnt 
tes t , ultrasonic test and radiography etc . 

The tower internals v iz . the sieve treys made of stainless s tee l are 
cr i t ica l items and are required in large numbers. Fabrication of various parts 
of the tray involves the following operations* 

(a) Shearing 
(b) Rmching 
(c) Brake forcing 
(d) Soil f oraing 
(e) Welding 

Since a l l the above operations involve considerable cold work resulting 
in hardening of the mcterial, raw material for fabrication should be as soft as 
possible. The fabricstioc methods have to be evolved such that cold work i s 
minimised. Elaborate inspection at each st**e of fabrication i s essential to 
avoid d i f f i cu l t i es during installation* 

Heat exchangers are other irrortcnt items reouired in large numbers* 
Since making them completely in stainless steel would be very expensive, low 
temperature cprbor steel o ls te with stainless claiding i s used for tube sheets 
and shel ls . The tubes are in stainless s tee l . The tolerances on the outside 
diameter of the tubes and those on hole diameter in the tube sheet mast be kept 
within close l imit so that a minimum expansion and cold work will result . £11 
the flanges should be machined to ensure proper gasket seating for posit ive 
sealing* 

Transportation and Erection 

Depending upon the dimension and weight of the large sized eauiwrer.t 
arrangements have to be made for their transportation from manufacturing shops 

8 / -
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to the plant s i U . The erection of heavy equioment l ike towers which nay wei??h 
200 to ZOO tonnes each and which ?.ay be 60 to 60 teeters in height, needs necessary 
equipment and experienced erection staff. Necessary fac i l i t i e s including those 
for stress relieving have to be provided for welding the various sections of the 
towers at the plant s i t e . The alignment of the entire Ion? tover i s carried out 
within close limits by the use of optical reference l ines . The installation of 
the trays inside the towers i s another diff icult operation and elaborate inspe
ction procedures during fabrication help in avoiding problems during erection. 
The installation of oiping has to be carried out keeping in view the following 
aspects: 

1* froper lay-out and suoport design to minimise stresses under 
operating temperatures and pressures 

2. Use of as fev flanged joints as possible and at the sarse t i re 
provide f lexibi l i ty for equipment removal and inspection 

5. Use of stainless steel and othrr alloyed materials where 
turbulence cannot be avoided. 

While tightening the bolts of flanges over-stressing has to be avoided, 
to prevent corrosion. An extensive steam tracing systen i s provided on l ines 
containing wet H.3. 

In short, proper design, careful selection of material of construction 
and rigid fabrication procedures controlled by elaborate inspection and quality 
surveillance are necessery to construct a plant which can be operated conti
nuously and in a safe manner* 

Amronla -Hydrogen S-sc^honge Fiir.ee* 3 

As mentioned earlier, for the setting up of a plant based on this 
process i t i s necessary to have a lar?e ammonia tlant of a fert i l izer complex 
right in the vicinity for supnly of synthesis gas which i s the source of 
deuterium for the production of heavy water. The concentration of deuterium 
in the synthesis gas my be 120 to 140 pm, depending upon the feed stock U3ed. 
The gas from the smi-onia plant at a pressure of 250 to 600 atmospheres 
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(depending unon the amironia plant d-ssign) i s taken to the heavy water plant 
where deuterium i s extracted in an exchange tover operating «t -25°C with 
liquid ammonia containing potassium amide which acts as a catalyst. The 
depleted synthesis -̂ as i s returned to the aawonia plant for production of 
ammonia in the normal manner. The enrichment of deuterium in liquid ammonia 
i s carried out in several stpges t i l l i t reaches the nuclear grade i . e . better 
than 99.8%. Cracking of this am<ronia into deuterium and nitrogen and susbequent 
buming with purified a ir exoduses heavy water. In ecse of the bithermal process 
there are pairs of cold snd hot towers operating at -30°C and 60°C respectively. 

The process stream and the pressure and temperature conditions in the 
heavy water plant based or this praeesq are similar to those of the ammonia 
plent. As such, the material of construction and the technology snployed in 
the ammonia plant can generally be applied to such a plant. However, a few 
additional aspects which hare to be considered, are given belowt 

1. The height and conseouently the weight of the vessels for a heavy water 
plant i s very high. Tor example, the exchange tower may be 55 to 40 neters 
high and may weigh 400 to 600 tonnes. Consequently the transportation and 
erection become more di f f icul t . 

2* The leak tightness in a heavy water olant particularly in the sections 
handling enriched streams has to be order of magnitude better than conventional 
plants* From the point of view of permissible leakage rates the plant i s 
divided int.' 3 sections and different testing oroceiures are followed in these 
sections. In the l a s t section where the deuterium concentration I s 8000 times 
the normal leaks are detected by helium leak detection tes t s and the maximum 

' -7 
permissible leakage rate in each equipment I s 1*0 x 10 standard c .c . per 
second. 

5. la spite of the use of the catalyst the rate of the exchange reaction 
i s slow. Therefore special types of trays are required for the exchange towers* 

4* The use of potassium amide as catalyst Introduces certain complications 
since i t i s sensitive to oxygen and oxygenated compounds* The synthesis gas 
has to be free from a l l such impurities* The concentration of CO and CO, ** 
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the synthesis %$a should not be more than one part per million and an elaborate 
purifiertion system has, therefore, to be incorporated for the synthesis gas. 
Farther, greet core i s required in cleaning of eouiment and piping by mechani
cal as veil as chemical means to remote any rust* After carrying out cleaning, 
the equipment should not be allowed to cone into contact with moisture, s i r or 
water or such other substances which night produce rust. 

Major items of equio-nent required for the plent include. 

1. High pressure vessels for operatin? at a pressure of 250 - 300 atfcosoheres 
(or even 600 etonospheres if the ammonia plant i s being operated at this 
pressure) and -30°C to 600°C. The shells of the vessels can be of for?ed 
OT multi-wall or wulti-layer construction. The large size columns are 
generally !rulti-layer type. 

2 . Special trays for intimate nixing of liouid aaronis and the synthesis 
gas in the exchange towers. 

5. High pressure heat exchangers of shell and tube type or double coil type. 

4. Refrigeration compressors and synthesis gas. com pressors upto 2500 Ktf. 

6. High pressure olpes, f i t t ings , isolation valves, safety ar.d control 
valves. 

6. Electrical installation in exoloston proof construction or of increased 
safety type except for the switch-gear and sub-station. 

7. Instrumentation for reliable and safe operation of the plant - The 
electrical comoonpnts of the instruments .hould also be of explosion 
proof type. 

The individual weight of about a dozen ecuipntents needed in the plant would be 
In the range of 100 to 450 tonnes. ?he diameter and length of some of the 
equipment would be about 2 meters and 35 meters respectively. Katerial of con
struction of the vessels, heat exchangers, valves, piping and f itt ings i s mostly 
carbon steel* For equipment and systems for low temperature service impact 
properties are very imoortent. For certain eouipment which has to be uged s t 
high temperatures, alloyed steel containing upto 1% ehrwniuw and 1% molyMf™* 
lg used. 

HA 
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Fabrication, Transrxjrtation and Erection 

For fabrication of high pressure eouinment, well-equipped and l»5d-out 
worVshops with suitable h^ndlin^ f a c i l i t i e s andhav**; ' ' s c i l i t t e s for non
destructive testing are required, ^he size of the single eouinment to be 
fabricated in the shoo has to be determined keeping in view the transport*tion 
f a c i l i t i e s . The f a c i l i t i e s for carrying out fabric*tior o* oioing, welding 
and stress relieving h»ve to be organised at s i t e . Piping for high pressure 
service are 100/6 radiographed. 

In view of the lar?e size and weight of eouipmert considerable thought 
has to be fiven to their transportation to s i t e . Transportation by ship 
wherever possible way be adopted. The f a c i l i t i e s for loadin? and unloading are 
to be provided. The capability of transportation by rail and road from the port 
to the project s i t e h»s to be ensured. 

For erection o** heavy eauloment at s i te 3peci»l l i f t i n g tackles l ike 
jinpoles, derricks, winches, high capacity overhead and mobile cranes and 
ski l led ringing grouos are renuired. Most of the equipment i s housed in open 
steel structure. Special foundations are reouired for the columns of structures 
which are heavily loaded and for the rotating machines. 

Cleaning and Testing of Equipment and Piping 

As mentioned earlier, the use of potassium amide in the systen makes 
i t obligatory that the equipment and pining i s thoroughly cleaned. Potsssium 
amide can ros^t with rust giving r ise to insoluble wetter which could choke 
the trays in the exchange towers, damage the pumps and could rose considerable 
problems during operation. Leakage tightness of the system i s also very 
important and stringent procedures are followed to test the leak t ightness. 

Other Processes _• 

(a) Hydrogen d i s t i l la t ion 

At present a sffall plant i s in operation in India based on this 
process. ?or such a plant special insulation teehni.jues are required to 
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prevent refrigeration looses . Also tht hydrogen feed must be extremely pure 
requiring extensive purification f a c i l i t i e s to prevent clogging of tower 
internals and sol idif ication on heat exchanger surfaces. Hydrogen produced 
by e lectrolys is would be most convenient feed but e lectrolys is i s not as 
economic method for hvdrogen production unless e l ec tr ic i ty i s available at a 
very low cost. 3ydro»en d i s t i l l a t ion plant can be courled with a f e r t i l i s e r 
plant a l so . It may, however, be noted that hydrogen d i s t i n c t i o n Is carried 
out at atmospheric pressure whereas synthesis gas from f e r t i l i s e r plant would 
be evei leble fit a pressure not l e s s than 25 atmospheres. Therefore for coupling 
hydrogen d i s t i l l s t i o n plant with f e r t i l i s e r plant, the sTithesis gas would 
reauire to be expanded and then recompressed before f e e i i - g back to the 
f e r t i l i s e r plant. Due to th i s reason and excessive refrigeration requirement 
the power consumption for this process becomes r-ich higher as compared to 
chemical exchange between hydrogen and ammonia. Hydrogen exists in two forms 
Ortho-hydrogen and Rare-hydro gen. At ambient temperature, the mixture consists 
of 25% para-hydrogen. However, at liquid hydrogen temperature the equilibrium 
mixture wil l consist of almost 100* para-hydrogen. This transformation from 
ortho to para-hydrogen i s exothermic and the heat release i s greater than the 
heat of vaporisation, therefore some precautions are required to be taken 
to prevent contact of l iquid hydrogen with substances which might catalyse 
th i s reaction. Equipment, fabrication f a c i l i t i e s and technical know-how 
required for setting up the plant based on hydrogen d i s t i l la t ion or amine 
hydrogen excharg* would be similar to those required for a plant based on 
Ammonia -Hydrogen exchange. 

(b) Ho-HpO e*ch,nie 

Chemical exchange between hydrogen and water was used in the i n i t i a l 
stages of heavy water production. However, with the development of technology 
th is process i s no longer economical as compared to HgS-ffgO and »jnrronla-
Hydrogen exchange process. No country would l ike to put up a plant based on 
thi<j process and hence Infrastructure required for heavy water plant based on 
th i s process i s not being discussed. 

13 / -
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Final B>rirthment and Upgrading 

Most of the energy and re^wrees for heavy water nrodi'ctiop have to 
be used **or Dre-Tnrichment and final enrichment normally constitutes only 
•bout 5 - 6^ of the total cost. In the pre-enrichment section of the olant 
(based on the dual temperature exchange processes) the heavy water concentration 
i s normally brought ut>to about 15 - 30?. For final enrichment I . e . ur>to 99.9# 
DgO the following processes can be ut i l i sed! 

(1) Dist i l lat ion of water 
(2) Electrolysis of water 
(3) Dist i l lat ion of ammonia 
(4) Dist i l lat ion of hydrogen 
(5) Ammonia hydrogen exchanfe 

The choice of process for final enrichment wi l l depend unon t he 
process ut i l i sed for Dre-enrichment, For example, d i s t i l l a t i o n of hydrogen 
or ammonia and ammonia hydrogen exchange processes would normally be ut i l i sed 
for final enrichment only where pre-enrichment i s done by hydrogen d i s t i l l a t ion 
or by ammonia hydrogen exchange. Other considerations In choosing the process 
for the fin>l enrichment are* 

(1) Dependability rather than economics - As mentioned earlier, f inal 
enrichment constitutes ofily a snail proportion of the to ta l cost and as such 
economic consideration i s not very important. 

(2) Simole operation so that l e s s attention need to be paid. 

(2) low potential for leakage since this part of the olant would be 
handling heavy water 0 ' hl«rh concentration. 

Dist i l lat ion o*" water and e lectrolys is can be used for final enrichment 
Irrespective of the orocess used for pre-enrichment provided deuterium i s 
transferred to the water phase. For 'ingraiir* of down-graded hesvy water also 
orly these processes are employed. 

1 4 / -
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*s regards the infras t ructure requirement, the plants for pre-
enrishment is well a s up^radln? of heavy water can be t reated to be s imi lar 
and can be c«tef»orised into a s i r» le »roup. However, some special f a c i l i t i e s 
have to be Drovided for purif icat ion and handling o* down-graded heavy water. 
Oown-^raded heavy water from a nuclear reactor contains radioact ive impuri t ies 
which must be removed before i t i s up-graded. This I s normally done in ion 
exch»r.*e columns. 

D i s t i l l a t ion of water as well as e l ec t ro lys i s are easy to operate 
snd proven orocesses. They need equipment to withstand pressure of the order 
o** 20 Yn per square centimeter. The *luid handled are e i t he r water or a l k a l i 
solut ion. The d i s t i l l a t i o n nl*nt tho'"£i sinmle to operate i s prone to d i s t u r 
bances due to stoppage of u t i l i t i e s l ike rower, steer* or cooling water which 
Can lead to considerable loss or production because o** l a r r e equilibrium time. 
Cn the other hand, the nower consumption for e l ec t ro lys i s Dlant i s considerably 
higher tho')»h the loss of production due to stoppage of rower and u t i l i t i e s i s 
r o t much. I t can, therefore, be concluded tha t a t a place where *"rerment 
in terruot ions in power and other u t i l i t i e s are expected b i t power i s avai lable 
i t a cheaper r a t e e l ec t ro lys i s plants should be preferred over d i s t i l l a t i o n . 

The ma .for equipment required for a olant based on e lec t ro lys i s 
include e lec t ro ly t i c c e l l s , rectiformera, separator, coolers, burners and 
condensers for the e l ec t ro ly t i c section and alVali evtpors tors , pan evaporators 
sM ion exchsr?e columns for the f inal purif icat ion section. For plants based 
on d i s t i l l a t i o n , conventional eouiment l i ke d i s t i l l a t i o n column, reboi ler , 
condenser and control instrumentation ?re reoulred, 

No special fsbrfsntion f s c i l i ies other than those needed for a 
chemical nlant would be required for plants based on d i s t i l l a t i o n or 
e l ec t ro ly s i s . I t I s , 6f course, necessary to have adequate design and 
engineering f a c i l i t i e s so tha t the plant can be designed to the optimum s i ze . 
While select ing the equipment and adontin? fabrication procedures special 
care hag to be taken so tha t the requirement of very low leak«»e i s met. 
Since corrosion i s ro t a major problem and very hijh pressure i s not involved 
normal carbon and s t a in less s teel could be used as material of construction 
for fabr icat ing the equipment, 

1 5 / -
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Conclusion 

The industrial infrastructure required to set up heavy water r>l»nts,is, 
roostlr, s*"tilar to that required for modern petrochemical r>l»ntg. Some special 
requirements arise as a consequence of the high cost of heavy water, srnall 
quantity of product in relation to the feed material and certain oroeess para
meters. They call for better leak tightness, hifh integrity of equirtnent and 
r i f id standards of fabrication and test ing. I«r»e and hesvy vessels needed for 
heavy water plants require well-equipped fabrication shops and proper transport
ation and erection f a c i l i t i e s in addition to trained man-power. Uninterrupted 
sunply of e l ec t r i c i ty i s also an important consideration. 
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CONSIDERATIONS GOVERNING HEAVY WATER PLANT SITING 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The main factors which must be considered in choosing a 

heavy water plant site are: 

1. Availability and quality of deuterium source 

2. Environmental impact 

3. Energy supply 

4. Proximity to established pools of ski l led 

construction and operating personnel and to service 

f a c i l i t i e s normally associated with an industrial 

infrastructure. 

Closeness to the market or ultimate point of usage of the 

heavy water i s not a s ignif icant consideration. The cost of 

heavy water per unit volume i s large and transportation 

costs are proportionately very small. 
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2. AVAILABILITY AND QUALITY OF DEUTERIUM SOURCES 

Hydrogen and all hydrogeneous compounds contain deuterium. The 

world's inventory of deuterium is largely in the oceans where 

the mean concentration is about 158 atoms of deuterium per 

million atoms* of hydrogen. Other large and industrially 

important deuterium reservoirs are petroleum and natural gas. 

The technology exists to extract deuterium directly from water 

and hydrogen. By converting hydrocarbons to hydrogen, their 

deuterium content may be extracted. Some development work has 

been done on a process for extracting deuterium directly from 

natural gas (1,2). 

2il Distribution of Deuterium in Nature 

2.1.1 Water 

The concentration of deuterium in water varies from 

about 160 x 10~6 for tropical surface ocean 

water to less than 100 x 10~6 for some samples 

of snow from polar regions. Coastal seawater 

generally contains 155 x 10"6 to 156 x 10"6 

*In this paper all deuterium concentrations are expressed as a 

deuterium/hydrogen (D/H) atom ratio. 
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deuterium but can be s l ight ly higher in enclosed bodies of 

water where evaporation rates are high, eg. the Mediterranean 

Sea. 

Natural process of evaporation, condensation and 

crys ta l l i zat ion result in fresh water containing less 

deuterium than ocean water. Over land the variation i s 

amplified and i s influenced by many de ta i l s of the 

hydrological cyc le , such as temperature, proximity to the 

ocean, topography, and air and water movements. These 

fractionation processes have been understood in a general way 

for many years and have been studied intensively in certain 

l o c a l i t i e s ( 3 , 4 ) . Surface waters such as lakes and rivers 

located near the seacoast usually contain deuterium 

concentrations of 145 x 10~6 to 151 x 10~6. The 

further one moves inland, the lower the deuterium 

concentrations in surface or ground waters. It i s unlikely, 

however, that mid-continent lakes and rivers anywhere contain 

deuterium concentrations much less than '30 x 10~6, j 
i 
i 

2.1.2 Hydrocarbons 

Less extensive data on deuterium concentrations in crude oil 

and natural gas are available than for water. A survey of 

the deuterium contents of Canadian natural gas and petroleum 

has been made. The deuterium concentration in gas sampled 

from 26 major fields ranged from 110 x 10~b to 

134 x 10~6, a typical concentration being 122 x 10~&# 
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Naphtha from several samples of Canadian crude was 

132 x 10~6 and from Venezuelan crude was 139 x 10"^. 

It seems reasonable to conclude that the deuterium 

concentration in naturally occuring hydrocarbons i s generally 

l e s s than that found in '-rater. 

2 .1 .3 Hydrogen 

The deuterium concentration in hydrogen depends not only on 

the concentration in the materials from which the hydrogen i s 

made, but also on the process by which i t i s made. Hydrogen 

produced by steam reforming of natural gas or naphtha comes 

approximately half from the hydrocarbon and half from the 

water. For process reasons excess steam i s used and in the 

catalyst beds deuterium equilibrates between hydrogen and the 

steam. The la t t er becomes enriched, sometimes to more than 

200 x 10~°, and in some reforming plants i s rejected as 

condensate waste. This can result in the hydrogen having a 

deuterium content of as low as 75% of chat which i t would have 

i f a l l of the condensate were recycled. In a steam reforming 

unit designed to conserve deuterium, condensate losses of l e s s 

than one percent should be practical . 

The deuterium content of the feed to a heavy water plant i s 

one of the important parameters affecting i t s production 

capabi l i ty . A change of 1 x 10"& *n the average deuterium 

atom ratio in the fred wi l l change the cost of the heavy water 

by roughly 0.5%. 



Practical Feed Streams for Heavy Water Plants 

2.2.1 Water 

In principle , either sea water or fresh water can be used 

to feed heavy water plants based on the dual temperature 

hydrogen sulfide-water exchange process (known as the 

Girdler-Sulfide or GS process) . In practice a l l such 

plants which have operated successful ly use fresh water. 

Sea water offers the advantage of higher deuterium content 

but has also the disadvantage of more severe corrosion 

problems even than those encountered in handling hydrogen 

sulf ide mixed with fresh water. The f i r s t GS type heavy 

water plant bui l t in Canada employed sea water feed. This 

plant was not successfully Drought into production because 

of a number of design and operating def ic iencies not the 

l e a s t of which was excessive corrosion brought on by 

seawater ( 5 ) . The plant was completely rebui l t , was 

converted to fresh water feed and i s now in production. 

If sea water feed were used in GS plants , the process 

design would need to be somewhat different from that of 

currently operating plants , more exotic materials of 

construction would be required in certain areas, and 

different maintenance procedures would need to be evolved. 



The GS heavy water process has a low deuterium extraction 

eff ic iency (recovery). At maximum, the process can 

extract only about 20? of the deuterium in the feed. In 

practice these plants are designed to extract s l ight ly 

l e s s than the maximum theoretical l imi t . A 400 Mg/a 

nominal s ize GS plant requires a process feedwater flow 

rate of approximately 450 kg/s . 

Several heavy water processes involving chemical exchange 

systems with a water fed transfer step have been 

proposed. Of these, the water-fed methylamine-hydrogen 

exchange process has been studied in most de ta i l . The 

economic deuterium recovery for such a process i s in the 

range of 45 to 60%. This means that such a plant in a 400 

Mg/a size would require 135 to 180 kg/s of feedwater. 

Hydrogen 

Deuterium can be extracted from industrial hydrogen by 

d i s t i l l a t i o n or by either the ammonia-hydrogen or 

methylamine-hydrogen exchange process. The ■. I s t i l l a t i o n 

process typically recovers 80 - 90% of the available 

deuterium while the exchange processes typical! / recover 

70 to 85%. 

The largest hydrogen streams available are those 

associated with ammonia synthesis. Ammonia synthesis gas 
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i s a particularly attractive feed stream for the ammonia-

hydrogen and methylamine-hydrogen processes because i t 

contains very low concentrations of oxide impurities which 

are undesirable in these processes. 

Other large hydrogen streams from which deuterium could be 

recovered are those associated with synthetic crude o i l 

production (tar sands), ethylene and methanol production 

and certain petroleum refining operations (primarily 

catalyt ic hydrocracking). Such hydrogen streams would 

require considerable purification before they could be 

processed in a heavy water plant. 

Heavy water plants which extract deuterium from the 

hydrogen produced for other industrial purposes, eg* 

ammonia production, are sometimes referred to as 

parasi t ic . Such plants must be sited adjacent to the host 

plant. The location of host plants will therefore 

determine the heavy water plant s i t e . 

A hydrogen stream of 8000 kg/h wil l yield a heavy water 

production of 58 - 70 Mg/a depending on the design 

recovery of the heavy water plant. This production 

assumes a 90% heavy water plant ava i labi l i ty . The above 

hydrogen stream would be equivalent to an ammonia 

production of 1000 Mg/day, Though there are larger 
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ammonia plants in existence, th i s i s considered the standard 

modern worldscale s i z e . 

There i s one type of heavy water production process which uses 

water feed but which i s also associated with hydrogen production. 

This i s the mono thermal hydrogen-water exchange process. Small 

plants of th i s type have operated in Canada ant' Norway (6) and 

advanced versions are under development ( 7 ) . These plants must be 

situated close to a s i t e where large quantities of hydrogen are 

being produced by e l ec tro lys i s of water. A plant extracting 60 

Mg/a of heavy water would require a flow of e l e c t r o l y t i c a l l y -

produced hydrogen of approximately 7500 kg/h. It i s unlikely that 

such quantit ies of hydrogen w i l l be produced e l ec t ro ly t i ca l l y 

within the next two decades. 

3 . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS 

Heavy water production plants, which employ the Girdler-Sulfide 

process contain large inventories of hydrogen sulf ide (H2S). 

In a 400 Mg/a plant, for example, the H£S inventory i s 

approximtely 600 Mg. ^S i s highly toxic to animal and plant 

l i f e in re la t ive ly low concentrations and i s malodorous at very 

low concentrations ( 8 ) . The combustion product of H2S, sulfur 

dioxide, also i s very toxic , and has an offensive odour ( 8 ) . 

Heavy water plants not containing H2S contain other types of 

* 



process fluids which are flammable and may pose toxicity and odour 

problems. 

The above considerations are very important in selecting a s i te 

for a heavy water plant and, of course, in design of the plant. 

Other considerations relate to normal plant effluents and heat 

rejected to the environment. 

Environmental considerations are becoming increasingly important 

for s i t ing most types of processing plants in a l l countries. 

Satisfying the appropriate authorities that a potential heavy 

water plant s i t e i s environmentally acceptable can represent a 

significant fraction of total project ef fort . 

3.1 Toxicity of Process Materials 

It i s necessary to ensure that minor releases of toxic heavy 

water plant process materials are s tr i c t ly controlled c.J 

larger releases prevented, particularly those releases which 

could have a harmful effect on the workers at the plant s i te 

and the public in the v ic ini ty of the plant. This i s 

achieved by very s t r i c t attention to safety considerations in 

design, commissioning and operation, but there always remains 

a remote poss ib i l i ty that a large and dangerous release could 

accidentally occur. 

Hydrogen sulfide i s an irri tant , an asphyxiant and a powerful 

systemic poison. Its effect on humans i s the subject of a 

number of studies. The data presented in Table 1 are from a 
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publication of the Illinois Institute for Environmental Quality 

(9) with minor additions from other sources (10, 11)* 

Concentrations of 800 to 1000 ppm may be fatal in 30 minutes and 

high concentrations are instantly fatal due to paralysis of the 

respiratory center (8). Olfactory nerve paralysis occurs at only 

150 - 200 ppm so that an exposed individual may be lulled into 

thinking that concentrations have subsided and that danger has 

therefore diminished(l0,12). 

Though approximately as toxic as H2S, sulfur oioxide 

(SO2) can be formed at a heavy water plant only by combustion 

of H2S. Therefore the hazard from SO2 is much less 

because when combustion occurs as a result of a H2S leak 

catching fire, for example, the hot, buoyant gas quickly 

dissipates vertically. Since H2S is heavier than air, a 

release of H2S which does not catch fire tends to drift 

horizontally. SO2 produced from the controlled burning of 

H2S at the top of a tall flare stack (see section 3.2) is 

effectively dispersed with no danger to the plant personnel or 

the public. 

It must be stressed that very rigorous design standards and 

operating procedures place great emphasis on the containment of 

H2S within the plant equipment. The probability of a ga. 

release dangerous to plant personnel occurring is small. The 

probability of occurrence of a release which would be hazardous 

to the general public is extremely remote. Nevertheless, plant 

staff are fully trained and equipped to cope safely with 
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releases oi hydrogen sulfide. By appropriate site selection 

and adoption of certain measures, public safety can also be 

ensured. 

In Canada the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) regulates 

all aspects of the heavy water industry. The general approach 

used by the Board is discussed elsewhere (13). The AECB 

requires that 6S plant sites in Canada conform to certain 

guidelines with respect to population density, land use and 

emergency procedures in the surrounding area (14). A portion of 

these guidelines is reproduced as Appendix 1. The zone of 

influence of the heavy water plant is a circle with a radius of 

up to 8 km. This area can be reduced by provision of devices 

intended to mitigate the consequences of a H2S release. One 

such device used at some Canadian heavy water plants is a gas 

dispersion system which is designed to elevate and disperse a 

gas plume by utilizing an array of large propane burners to heat 

the plume and the air adjacent to the plant during an accidental 

release of l^S. 

The AECB has not established siting guidelines for heavy water 

plants based on processes other than the GS process, e.g.,plants 

using methylamine-hydrogen or ammonia hydrogen exchange. Both 

methylamine and ammonia are strong irritants. They are 

considered to be considerably less hazardous from a toxicity 

point of view than H2S, mainly because at similar 

atmospheric concentrations they are not known to result in acute 

or chronic systemic effects to humans eg. they do not cause 



paralysis of the respiratory system. Both ammonia and 

methyl amine, particularly the l a t t e r , can po.«e odor nuisance 

problems. In terms of public safety, a heavy water plant using 

the methylamine-hydrogen or ammonia-hydrogen to extract deuterium 

from ammonia synthesis gas i s unlikely to present any more hazard 

than the ammonia plant beside which i t Is located. It i s quite 

poss ib le , however, that small releases of methylamine could 

result in odors which would be more objectionable than those of 

an ammonia production plant. 

Plant Effluents 

In the case of water-fed heavy water plants , the major plant 

effluent i s the process water effluent which i s depleted in 

deuterium. This stream is saturated with dissolved process 

gas , eg . H2S, and is stripped of this gas to a very low 

concentration before the water i s returned to the xi tet or 

lake. Aquatic l i f e can tolerate only very low concentrations 

of H2S. The maximum continuous level of H2S acceptable 

to sens i t ive species such as rainbow trout , for example, i s only 

20 ppb ( 1 5 ) . 

New heavy water plants in Canada are required to strip 

H2S to below 100 ppb. The effluent is further greatly 

diluted by the waters into which the effluent is discharged. 

The body of water into which the effluent discharges should 

be sufficiently large in volume or flow rate that the cost of 

satisfying environmental regulations is minimized. 



Other possible water pollutants include sludges and chemical 

additives associated with cooling water systems and process 

feedwater treatment, eg. clarification and softening, as well 

as minute quantities of oil. Provided that good design and 

operating practices are used to ensure that minimal quantities 

of pollutants are released to the river or lake or that their 

effect is negligible, water effluent quality need not normally 

be a restrictive factor in terms of plant siting, particularly 

if a reasonably high dilution factor is available. 

The other important plant effluent is process gas. Normal 

operation results in loss of some gas from the process eg. 

when equipment must be purged prior to maintenance. Such 

losses are collected and sent to a tall flare stack where 

they are burned to S0£ in the case of the GS process. The 

quantity of SO2 emitted from such operations can be 

controlled by the extent to which H2S recovery equipment is 

provided and H2S losses are recycled. The H2S in the 

plant or parts of it can be directed to the flare and burned if 

emergency conditions should so dictate. Typical quantities of 

SO2 released from the flare stack of a heavy water plant are 

much less than SO2 emissions from most fossil-fueled 

electricity generating stations. Nevertheless, plant life is 

particularly sensitive to SO2 at concentrations as low as 1 

to 10 ppm (16), Heavy water plant flare stacks must be well 

designed and tall to ensure that plant life will not be damaged. 

Flare stacks at Canadian heavy water plants are approximately 

140 m in height. 



Thermal Emissions 

Heat i s rejected to the environment as a result of cooling 

requirements within the process and, in the case of water-fed 

plants , in the process water ef f luent . 

Except for one plant s i t e which i s adjacent to a very large 

lake and which uses once-through cooling, Canadian heavy 

water plants use cooling towers to reject heat to atmosphere 

from cooling water. For current 400 Mg/a GS plants the total 

heat rejected i s approximately 300 MW of which 30% i s 

associated with the process water eff luent. Future designs 

are l ike ly to be more energy e f f i c ient so that teat losses 

w i l l be somewhat smaller. 

The heat in the process effluent rejected to the lake or 

river i s very considerable and care must be taken, 

particularly with small lakes or r ivers , to ensure that 

thermal effects wi l l be within environmentally acceptable 

l i m i t s . Much of th i s heat could be dissipated in the 

atmosphere by putting the effluent through cooling towers 

before i t returns to the lake or river. This has not, 

however, been necessary in Canada. 



ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

It is critical that the energy supply to a heavy water plant be 

highly reliable. The quantity of process materials in inventory 

is very large in comparison to the rate at which product is 

withdrawn from the process. This is one characteristic that 

differentiates heavy water plants from most other types of 

processing plants. A consequence of this feature is that there is 

a large process inertia. Even short interruptions in operation due 

to failures of steam or electricity supply can result in production 

losses far exceeding those which might be expected on the basis of 

the fraction of the time that there is an energy outage. 

Table 2 summarizes the energy requirements for the CS process and 

several other types of heavy water plants. These data are 

approximate and care should be taken in using them. Actual 

numbers depend considerably on particulr process design features. 

In most cases there is a trade-off between electrical energy and 

thermal energy and the optimum balance depends on local conditions 

and relative energy costs. The quality of thermal energy varies 

from process to process. The thermal energy for some is required 

at high temperature and is normally supplied by burning natural 

gas. For others, low pressure steam is adequate. It must be 

remembered, also, that for some of the processes the energy 

requirements have not been confirmed by operating plant experience. 
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The steam required by GS plants does not need to be of a 

particularly high quality. Saturated steam at a pressure of 

1200 kPa i s adequate for certain plant designs. Some Canadian 

heavy water plants use steam from CANDU nuclear reactors while in 

others the steam i s raised in o i l - f i r e d and coal-fired boi lers . 

To help achieve a high r e l i a b i l i t y of steam supply i t i s important 

that there be a mult ip l ic i ty of boi lers in a foss i l - fue led steam 

pla-.it and more than one nuclear reactor if nuclear steam is used. 

A single reactor can be supplemented by a foss i l - fue led steam 

plant of suff ic ient s ize to supply tota l required steam when the 

reactor i s not operating. 

Heavy water processes which rely on a transfer stage to move 

deuterium from water to hydrogen for subsequent enrichment a s , for 

example, in the water-fed methylamine-hydrogen process, require a 

higher grade of heat than that used in the GS process. This 

requirement i s due to the high temperature needed to obtain a 

favourable separation factor for the deuterium transfer. In these 

processes some of the thermal energy may be supplied by nuclear 

steam or steam derived by burning coal or o i l but at least some of 

i t may need to be produced e l e c t r i c a l l y or by burning natural gas 

in a process furnace. In the la t t er case, ava i labi l i ty of natural 

gas would be a consideration influencing s i t ing of the plant. 

http://pla-.it


AVAILABILITY OF SKILLED PERSONNEL AND PROXIMITY TO SERVICES 

Selecting a site with access to a pool of skilled construction and 

operating personnel and existing community and industrial services 

is not essential but can cut costs considerably and contribute to 

successful plant operation. 

For both the construction and operation of the plant it is 

desirable to locate the plant in an area where the labor 

productivity index relative to the wage rate is high. 

Furthermore, the region should have a good record for stability of 

organized labour and preferably be a place where an agreement can 

be reached with a building or construction trades council. 

If skilled construction tradesmen must be brought to site from 

distances greater than can be reasonably commuted, a construction 

camp providing temporary living accommodation will be required. 

In addition, it is frequently necessary to pay premium wages under 

such conditions. Industrial services generally cost more because 

they will normally be provided from afar and transportation costs 

will be substantial. All of the above factois can have a 

significant effect on the capital cost of a plant. 

To attract adequate numbers of skilled operating staff to the area 

and to minimize training costs it is desirable that there be a 

reasonable standard of community services and general 
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amenities. The importance of having highly skilled plant 

operators and maintainers is obvious given the capital 

intensiveness of the plant and the unusually critical need to 

minimize shutdowns. The latter is discussed in greater detail in 

Section 4. 

6. CLIMATE 

In general, most countries do not have enough geographical 

variation in climate to make this a significant factor in siting a 

heavy water plant. Even in countries which do have major climatic 

differences, other factors would tend to dominate in governing 

site selection. Other things being equal, however, it is 

advantageous to site a plant in an area which has mild winters. 

This helps to ensure that the productivity of the construction 

trades will be high all year around. 

The pipes and valves of GS plants require a large amount of heat 

tracing and thermal lagging to avoid the formation of a solid 

hydrogen sulfide hydrate. This material forms at temperatures 
o below 28 C and blocks the flow in affected parts of the plant. 

Though the heat tracing cannot be eliminated, even in very mild 

climates, harsh climates necessitate greater amounts of heat 

tracing equipment and heat tracing energy. In the case of steam 

heated tracing, very cold temperatures also result in a greater 
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incidence of heat tracing failures because of condensate freezing 

problems. Electrical tracing may be applicable in some instances. 

Heat tracing maintenance is very labour intensive and has proved 

costly at Canadian heavy water plants. 

A dry climate is advantageous for minimizing the capital and 

operating costs of cooling water systems which employ cooling 

towers. This, however, is not a major cost. 

SUMMARY 

There are many factors to be considered in selecting a heavy water 

plant site. Often the potential range of choices is narrowed by 

constraints which will depend on the size and type of heavy water 

plant. For hydrogen-fed plants, size and location are both 

severely limited by availability of hydrogen. For GS plants, the 

environmental considerations are very important. Reliability of 

energy supply is important to all heavy water plants. 

In most cases it will not be possible to satisfy all desirable 

site characteristics. In such cases it is necessary to Identify 

and satisfy the most important ones. These will, of course, 

depend on prevailing conditions and priorities and may vary 

according to country and time. Extensive studies are normally 

required to determine site suitability. 
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CONCENTRATIONS OF H?S AND THEIR EFFECT ON HUMANS 

Concentration Effect 

mg/m^ ppm 

0.006 0.004 Median odour recognition threshold 

0.45 0.3 Complaints of nausea, l o s s of s leep , 
shortness of breath, and headaches 
following chronic exposure. 

10-70 7-50 t Eye i rr i ta t ion , fat igue, l o s s of 
appetite and insomnia after chronic 
exposure. 

70-150 50-110 Eye i rr i ta t ion after several hours 
of exposure. 

150-300 110-210 Eye and respiratory tract i rr i ta t ion 
appear after 30-60 min. exposure, 
severity increasing with exposure 
time* Sense of smell rapidly l o s t . 

300-500 220-360 Eye and respiratory tract i rr i tat ion 
appears after 15-30 min. exposure, 
severity increasing with exposure 
time. Breathing affected after 2 
hours exposure. 

500-700 360-500 Eye and respiratory tract i rr i tat ion 
after 10-20 min. exposure, severity 
increasing with exposure time. 
Breathing affected after 30-60 min. 
exposure, d izz iness . 

700-970 500-700 Eye and respiratory tract irr i tat ion 
appears after 10-15 min. exposure, 
but systemic effects start to 
predominate over local i r r i ta t ion . 
Headache and dizziness occur within 
30 min. Death by respiratory 
fai lure may occur after exposures of 
4-8 hours. 

1200 900 Symptoms of H2S poisoning within 
30 rains., death by respiratory 
fai lure within 60 min. 

2100 1500 Causes death by paralysis of 
breathing after 15-30 min. exposure. 

2800+ 2000+ Causes death by almost Immediate 
paralysis of breathing. 



TABLE 2 

ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF HEAVY WATER PLANTS a 

Process 

GS 

Water-Fed Amlne-Hydrogen Exchange c 

Amine-Hydrogen Exchange e 

Monothermal Ammonia-Hydrogen Exchange 

Hydrogen D i s t i l l a t i o n S 

Size of Plant 
Mg/a 

400 

400 

64 

64 

105 

Total Energy Consumption 
E l e c t r i c a l Thermal 

MWe 

40 

50 

6.5 

7.3 

31.5 

MWt 

320b 

90d 

19 

24f 

Specific Energy Consumption 
Electrical Thermal 

MM. MW. 

0.10 0.80 

0.125 0.225 

0.10 0.30 

0.11 0.38 

0.3 _ 

Notes: a) Data are approximate. Actual numbers depend considerably on particular process design features. 
In most cases there is a trade-off between electrical energy and thermal energy and the optimum 
balance depends on local conditions and relative energy costs. 

b) Saturated steam at a pressure of 1200 kPa 

c) Process flowsheet as outlined in Reference 17 

d) 40 MWt required at a temperature of 227 C; the balance at 600 C 

e) Process flowsheet as outlined in Reference 18 

f) Thermal energy Is supplied by burning natural gas 

g) Data from Reference 19. 
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APPENDIX I <H) 

SITING GUIDELINES FOR HEAVY WATER PLANTS USING THE GS PROCESS 

The following guidelines make use of the experience gained from 

the safety assessments of the existing heavy water plants: 

1. The site should be chosen with a very low population density 

within the zone of influence of the heavy water plant (e.g* 

typically rural, about 8 to 12 persons per square kilometer). 

Population concentrations such as villages, major service and 

recreational facilities, particularly overnight camping 

facilities, schools and hospitals, should be avoided. 

Municipal plans for future land use should be reviewed by the 

appropriate governmental agencies and provision should be made 

to control population growth in this area during the plant 

lifetime. 

2. The topography, hydrology and meteorology of the area should 

be such that there are no abnormal conditions which could 

result in a substantially increased risk in one sector as 

opposed to the surroundings In general, (e.g. a plant should 

not be located in a deep valley which would channel a gas 

release with little dispersion occurring and possibly cause a 

hazard to a populated area which would otherwise have been 

sufficiently distant as not to be at risk). 



The possibility of the plant being subjected to external 

forces which could cause major damage, such as earthquakes, 

tornadoes, floods or aircraft crashes should be assessed for 

the sites being considered. Plant design should account for 

these external forces where appropriate. 

All use of water by the plant for feedwater or for receipt of 

effluents must be in accordance with the applicable provincial 

and federal regulations. Both chemical and thermal effects 

oust be considered. 

Effluents released into the atmosphere must be controlled in 

accordance with applicable provincial and federal regulations. 

The "Provisions for Protection of the Population" listed in 

Table Al should be applied. 

The plant should be surrounded by a Restricted Zone which is 

an area, specified by the Board, immediately surrounding a 

heavy water production facility and under the direct control 

of the licensee or the operator. The conditions applied to 

the Restricted Zone are: 

7.1 Access to the Restricted Zone shall be limited to persons 

forming part of a Controlled Population. 
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7.2 There shall be no permanent habitation within the 

Restricted Zone. 

7.3 Use of the land for purposes other than the licensed 

activities shall require the prior approval of the Board. 

7.4 The Restricted Zone shall be pasted in a manner 

acceptable to the Board, including traffic warning signs 

on all roads entering the Restricted Zone. 

7.5 Protection from toxic substances within the Restricted 

Zone is the responsibility of the licensee, or, subject 

to the prior approval of the Board, his designate. 

Methods and measurement for ensuring toxicological 

protection are subject to review as required by the 

Board. 



TABLE Al 
Provisions for Protection of the Population within the Zone of Influence 

of a Heavy Water Plant in the Event of Gas Release 
(See following two pages for Definit ions) 
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Area 

0 to 0.8 km from 
H^S-containing 
part of plant. 

Uncontrolled Population 

No uncontrolled population (1) 
i s acceptable In th i s area. 

(2) 

(3) 

Controlled Population 

Direct Warning 

Training for 
Emergencies 

Respiratory 
Protection 

( 4 ) ( i ) Stay-in Procedure 
with controlled 
vent i lat ion area, 

or 

( l i ) Evacuation 
Procedure 

0.8 to 1.6 km from 
H2S-containing 
part of plant. 

No uncontrolled population 
i s acceptable in this area. 

1.6 to x km from 
h^S-containing 
part of plant where 
x could extend to 
8 km for plants of 
current design 
depending on the 
extent of provisions 
to mitigate the con
sequences of a gas 
re lease . 

(1) Warning Mechanism 
(2) Written Information 

on Emergency Procedures 
(3) Stay-in Procedure for 

enclosure with leak-
tightness equivalent 
to a normal residence 

(1) Direct Warning 
(2) Training for 

Emergencies 
(3)(i)Respiratory 

Protection 
or 

( i i ) S t a y - i n Procedure 
with controlled 
venti lat ion area 

or 
( i i i )Evacuation 

Procedure 

(1) Warning Mechanism 
(2) Written 

Information on 
Emergency 
Procedures 

(3 ) ( i )Stay- in Procedure 
for enclosure with 
leaktightness 
equivalent to a 
normal residence 

or 
(il)Evacuation 

Procedure 
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DEFINITIONS 

(i) "Controlled Population" refers to persons who are under 
direct supervision of the heavy water plant management 
or are under the direct supervision of a management 
which has made a commitment to cooperate with the heavy 
water plant management in the event of an emergency. 

(ii) "Controlled Ventilation Area" refers to a building which 
has special controls on the ventilation system and all 
other openings to atmosphere which would allow immediate 
closure to provide a relatively leak-tight enclosure in 
which persons could withstand the passage of a plume of 
gas from a major release from the heavy water plant. 

(ill) "Direct Warning" means that the controlled population 
receives a known warning signal from a device which is 
actuated directly from the control room of the heavy 
water plant without any further decisions having to be 
made by any other group regarding the need for emergency 
action. 

(iv) "Evacuation Procedure" refers to a procedure wherein 
people move in an orderly fashion to a safe position 
away from the source of hazard. 

(v) "Respiratory Protection" refers to provision of some 
means of adequately purifying the air breathed by each 
individual or supplying him with fresh air from uncon-
taminated sources during the period of exposure to 
excessive H2S in the atmosphere. Sufficient 
resuscitation equipment should also be available. 

(vi) "Stay-in Procedure" refers to a procedure wherein people 
remain in, or enter into, an enclosure close at hand 
which is isolable from the source of hazard* 

(vli) "Traffic Warning Signs" are signs erected on all roads 
which enter the Resticted Zone, for the purpose of 
Indicating the action to be taken if a warning Is 
annunciated. 

(vili) "Training for-Emergencies" involves Instruction in 
emergency procedures and periodic practices. For plant 
operating staff and supervisory personnel of 
subcontractors, this should include first aid and 
resuscitation training. 

(lx) "Uncontrolled Population" includes all persons not 
covered in the definition of "Controlled Population". 

• 



(x) "Warning Mechanism" refers to a means of communicating a 
prompt and effective warning to the population either 
directly from the heavy water plant or by a responsible 
public authority upon receipt of information from the 
heavy water plant. 

(xi) "Zone of Influence" is an area within which emergency 
procedures or other special precautions are necessary 
due to the presence of the heavy water production plant. 
The extent of the zone of influence (out to distance "x" 
mentioned in Table Al) depends on the extent of the 
provisions taken to mitigate the consequences of a gas 
release from the plant. 
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HYDROGEN AND METHANE AVAILABILITY 
U.S.A. Paper. September 1978 

At the request of Working Group I Subgroup D-Heavy 
Water Availability, the following brief report on world 
availability of hydrogen and methane has been prepared. 
These gases constitute potential future raw materials for 
heavy water production. 

Hydrogen 
Chemical manufacturers and the oil refining industry 

are the dominant producers and users of hydrogen, in the 
U.S. over 97% of the hydrogen is u.sed in these industries. 
Industrial users commonly produce their own hydrogen. 
Hydrogen is produced primarily from natural gas, liquid 
hydrocarbons, coal and water. Most of the hydrogen 
currently produced in the United States comes from steam 
reforming of natural gas. In the rest of the world, liquid 
and gaseous hydrocarbons are the sources of most hydrogen 
production. Vast resources of hydrogen exist but future 
use depends on economic feasibility. World production capacity 
data on hydrogen from.the U,S. Bureau "of"Mines is.as follows: 
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According to the U.S. Bureau of Mines- , the outlook 
for hydrogen during the 1973-2000 period is for continued 
growth in established uses and expansion into new uses. 
The demand for hydrogen in petroleum refining is expected 
to increase in both the United States and the rest of the 
world. Production of synthetic hydrocarbon fuel should 
become a major use of hydrogen in those areas where 
petroleum demand is not met by domestic production. The f 
increasing worldwide ne,ed for food and other agricultural 
products portends strong demand for hydrogen and nitr09.1i 
in the production of ammonia fertilizer. Growth in the 
use of petrochemicals vrill also furnish a continual increase 
in hydrogen demand. New markets for hydrogen may develop 
in utility, transportation, residential, and commercial 
areas in the developed countries. The U.S. Bureau of Mines 
projected the hydrogen demand as. follows-'. 
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Methane 
i 

2/ 
Methane constitutes 90 to 95%—' of natural-gas in 

many producing areas of the U.S., USSR and Canada, and 60 
to 80 percent of natural gas in North Africa and Saudi 

* Arabia. Thus to assess methane availability a good measure 
is natural gas availability. Methane can be produced from 
Other hydrocarbon sources as well as natural gas. 

In the U.S. official natural gas reserve estimates 
have been decreasing. Production has also been decreasing 
since 1973. Possible new sources such as synethetic gas 
and geopressured gas are being investigated. There are 
large gas resources in Africa, the Middle East, and north 
eastern Europe, including the USSR. These resources are 
only partially;developed. Production is expected increase 
as production and transporation facilities are developed. 

U.S. Bureau of Mines data on 1974 production capacity 
by countries and production are shown below— . 
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The World Energy Conference-' in 1977 projected natural 
gas production capability for regions of the world as below. 
The data are presented inexajoules in view of the varying heat 
contents of natural gas. For comparison one exajoule equals 
920 million cubic feet of 1.0 BTU per cubic foot natural gas. 
Major expansions are projected for USSR-East Europe and the OPEC 
countries. 
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Table 1 
Estimated Natural Gas Production Caoability bv Region 
# - (Exajoules) * 

• 1976? 
Actual 

1985 
High 

2000 2020 
Region 

1976? 
Actual 

1985 
High High Medium High Medivua 

North America 23.0 29.7 27.3 26.6 10.7 7^5 
Western Europe 6.4 9.6 8.7 8.4 2.2 1.6 
J A N Z •3 .4 2.1 2.1 4.6 4.5 
USSR; East Europe 12.8 21.8 55.7 55.6 28.5 25.3 
China; Other Asia 1.4 1.7 2.9 2.9 6.1 6.0 
OPEC, Group 1 • 5 7.0 18.1 18.1 17.7 . 16.4 
OPEC, Group 2 3.4 4.9 21.3 21.3 45.6 44.6 
Central America .9 1.1 2.3 2.2 1.6 1.4 
South America .8 1.1 2.2 2.2 4.8 4.7 
Middle East .1 .5 1.0 1.0 .3 .2 
North Africa .2 .3 • 5 .5 .5 .4 
Africa, South of 
the Sahara .1 .1 .2 •2 

• 
.1 .1 

East Asia ''•*• . .1 .2 .2 1.6 . 1.6 
South Asia .3 .5 1.0 1.0 .7 .5 

KORLD TOTAL 50.3 76.8 143.5 142.3 125.0 114,8 

•Rounded. Based on Oil & Gas Journal, vol. 75, No. 4 (Jan.24, 1977) 
pg. 95. 
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1. .KATURE OF THE BUSINESS 

1.1 Technical Considerations 

Because deuterium occurs naturally at very low concentration, very 

large amounts of mater ia l must be processed to recover useful 

quantities of heavy water. For the production of 400 Mg of heavy 

water (400 Ng/a i s common c a p a c i t y of a p r o d u c t i o n u n i t ) , 

approximately 1.5 x 10^ Mg of water must be processed. This 

implies that both the flow handling capability and energy 

requirements are large . 

A complicating factor i s that the chemical and physical properties 

of deuterium are very similar to those of ordinary hydrogen. This 

means that separation of the deuterium i s a d i f f i c u l t operation 

requir ing a large number of s e p a r a t i v e e l e m e n t s to e f f e c t 

concentration from the naturally occurring 0.0161 weight Z(0.0145 

mole X) to reactor grade (99.75 weight Z) . When this factor i s 

combined with the need for large flow handling capacity, i t 

follows that the volume of the processing equipment must be very 

large . This explains the high capital cost of heavy water 

plants . 

The amounts of separation performed by an isotope reparation plant 

i s measured in terms of separative work (* ' . 

Starting with water of natural i s o t o p i c composit ion, Figure 1 

shows the separative work required to produce enriched water of 

suff ic ient quantity to contain one gram mole (20 g) of D2O as 

a function of the mole percent deuterium in the product. Oyer 90% 
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of the separative work required to produce reactor grade heavy water 

i s completed in raising the D2O concentration to- only II . 

Cost i s roughly proportional to the separative work. Since concent

ration to above 1Z i s acheived in the extraction portion* of a heavy 

water plant, i t follows that the economics of heavy water production 

are dominated by the extraction process, and are relatively 

insensit ive to the finishing process. 

1.2 Market Structure ^ 

Though heavy water i s used in the pharmaceutical industry and in 
a. 

research, by f*r the major use i s in power reactors and i t s market 

i s therefore dependent on major decisions on power generation. 

Since heavy water i s used for the in i t ia l charge of heavy water 

power reactors (make-up requirements are very small in comparison), 

the demand for heavy water varies directly as the rate of power 

reactor construction. This contrasts with the situation for 

enriched nuclear fuel where the demand i s mainly proportional to the 

total quantity of installed reactor capacity. Because the heavy ^ 

* A heavy water plant consists of an extraction unit and a finishing 
uni t . The extraction unit concentrates the heavy water to typically 
10-20 moleZ deuterium, while the finishing unit completes the 
enrichment to reactor grade. The process used in the extraction 
unit generally employs different technology than that used in the 
finishing unit . Because of the relat ively high financial value of 
intermediate product above the IX level , there i s increased need for 
a technology which features low loss of process material by leakage, 
ease of process control, low inventory, high re l iabi l i ty and 
simplified safety and maintenance problems. Such considerations, 
balanced with cost factors, explain why the process used for 
finishing usually differs from that used for extraction. 
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water market is particularly sensitive to changes in the rate of 

reactor construction and the lead times are long, planning of new 

heavy water production capacity is difficult. 

In view of the above, together with the fact that in many countries 

electricity generation is an activity of government or government 

agencies, it is not surprising that there has been little direct 

involvement of the private sector in the heavy water business. 

2. COST OF HEAVY WATER 

2.1 General Factors Affecting Cost 

The overall cost of producing heavy water may be broken down into 

three main components: capital, energy, and operation and 

maintenance. The way the total cost is distributed among these 

three components will vary greatly from one situation to another. 

Factors which have a major affect are the age of the plant and the 

cost of energy. It follows that the cost of producing heavy water 

from one plant may be considerably different from that at another. 

On the basis of debt financing, a very rough breakdown of costs as 

they pertain to a new heavy Mater production plant in Canada is: 

Capital 60% 

Energy 20% 

Operations and Maintenance 20% 

The capital component includes payment of principal and interest on 

borrowed capital. From this cost distribution it can be seen that 

close to half of the unit cost of the heavy water is subject to' 

escalation once the plant goes into operation. 
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For plants that have been in operation for some years the capital 

component can be very much smaller while the other two components 

become proportionately larger. 

The price of heavy water may be greatly affected by the way in which 

the plant i s financed* For example, simple debt financing (typical 

of governments and government agencies) results in considerably 

lower price heavy water than would be the case when the plant i s 

financed so as to provide an acceptable rate of return on venture 

capital put at risk (private sector financing). 4 

2.2 Sensit ivity of Cost to Various Parameters 

To determine the sens i t iv i ty of heavy water costs to 

perturbations in the major factors which determine cost , i t i s 

necessary to analyze some specific cost f igures. This i s done on 

the basis of relat ive cost units . The base situation i s : 

Nominal capacity 400 Mg/a 

Capital cost* 8 cost units g 

Cost of operations and maintenance** 1 cost unit/a 

* For purposes of the calculation, 10% of the capital cost i s 
spent in the f irs t year, 21.4% in the second year, 31.5% in the 
third year, 25.7% in the fourth year and 11.4% in the f i f th year. 

** Incurred from the sixth year onwards. 
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The relationship between the capital cost and cost of operations and 

maintenance would be roughly representative of a heavy voter plant 

bui l t at the present time. 

It i s assumed that the plant produces 100 Mg in the sixth year after 

construction begins, 200 Mg in the seventh year, 280 Mg in the 

eighth year, and 325 Mg each year thereafter. Such a production 

scenario would be typical for a plant in a country with a limited 

background in heavy wacer production (a quicker run up to design 

prodution l e v e l s would be anticipated in those situations where 

plant designers and operators can draw from considerable experience 

with the technology). 

It i s further assumed that the plant i s capitalized at the end of 

the eighth year and that interest i s paid at the rate of 10Z per 

year on the money invested up until capi ta l izat ion . Debt financing 

i s used and represents payment of principal and interest at the rate 

of 10X per year over 25 years . Revenues from production prior to 

the time of capital izat ion are treated as a credit in arriving at 

the capitalized value of the projet . 

Figure 2 shows how the cost of heavy water i s affected by capital 

c o s t , the cost of operations and maintenance and the production rate 

of the mature plant (independent variables for the purposes of this 

e x e r c i s e ) . In each case the independent variable i s varied between 

752 and 125% of i t s base case value. Note that the heavy water cost 

i s most sensit ive to the production rate ultimately achieved as the 

plant matures. The sens i t iv i ty to changes in capital cost or the 

cost of operations and maintenance i s somewhat l e s s . In the example 
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used here, the heavy water cost is slightly more susceptible to 

variations in capital cost than to changes in the cost of operations 

and maintenance. 

Another factor which significantly affects the cost of heavy water 

is the rate at which the plant can be brought up to its full 

ultimate capacity* The table below illustrates this: 

Production, M Ifi Relative Cost of D9O per kg 

Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 i 
50 100 250 325 1.064 

100 200 280 325 1.000 

250 325 325 325 0.901 

The deuterium concentration in the feed stream to the heavy water 

plant also affects the cost of heavy water. On the basis of plant 

design, a change of 1 x 10~& in the atom ratio of deuterium to 

ordinary hydrogen in the feed stream will change the cost of the 

heavy water by roughly 0.5Z. 

i 
If types of financing other than debt financing are used, the impact 

of variations in the independent variables used in the example above 

will naturally be somewhat different. For example, in the case of 

a given discounted cash flow rate of return on the investment, the 

price which must be set to yield this rate of return will be 

particularly heavily influenced by events early in the life of the 

plant. Examples of such events would be capital cost overruns or a 

long time required after commissioning to get production up to 

ultimate capacity* 
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The i»£ture of a heavy water plant is such that the only major scope 

for reducing total costs by "turning the plant down", I.e., by 

running it at reduced capacity, stem from reduced energy 

consumption. The capital cost component, of course, remains fixed. 

Also, in heavy water plants the cost of feed stocks are 

insignificantly small so that no appreciable cost reductions in 

feedstock used are obtainable. The number of operating personnel 

required for a plant operating at reduced capacity is not very 

different than for one operating at full capacity. 

3. PRICING OF HEAVY WATER 

Pricing of heavy water is based on all costs being recovered as 

revenue, i.e., operating and maintenance expenditures, the cost of 

energy consumed, the payback of capital investment in plants,and the 

expenditures for administration and on-going development work on 

heavy water production processes. Also, heavy water pricing is 

generally based on a mix of costs reflecting both the lower costs of 

heavy water from older plants (low capital component) and the higher 

costs of heavy water from new plants (high capital component). 

Because of the effects of local conditions which exist in various 

countries, as well as the pricing and costing complexities which 

have been discussed earlier in this report, one must be very careful 

in relating the stated costs of heavy water production in one 

country with those in another. Comparisons are further complicated 
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if plants using different processes are involved- Differences in 

heavy water cost indicated by such comparisons may result from the 

way the cost is calculated, dissimilar unit energy costs, or age or 

size Df plant. Capital investment has been cited as a major factor 

in the price of heavy water* Putting this in the context of the 

nuclear industry, however, shows that the capital investment in a 

heavy water plant represents less than 5% of the nuclear plant 

investment that it will service during its lifetime* 

I 
PROSPECTS FOR LOWER COST HEAVY WATER 

The status of alternative processes to the dominant Girdler-Sulfide 

•'GS) process and their prospects for producing lower cost heavy 

water have been reviewed 
(3,4). 

Of the alternative processes, 

only the NH3/H2 process has been commercialized. Hydrogen 

distillation has been demonstrated on a very modest scale. 

While the separation factor is a key property for ranking the 

economic attractiveness of processes, energy consumption is almost % 

of equal importance. A convenient chart to illustrate this is shown 

in Figure 3. A modified logarithmic scale is used for the 

separation factor. Electrical or mechanical energy is converted to 

equivalent thermal energy using 40% efficiency and added to the 

actual thermal energy requirement to give total equivalent thermal 

energy in GJ/kg. The GS process requires 30 GJ/kg which is 

equivalent to about 160 1 ters of oil per kilogram. 
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Processes in the uneconomic region of Figure 3 have too low a 

separation factor (water crystallization), too high an energy 

consumption (hydrogen diffusion) or both (water distillation). It 

should be emphasized that the boundary between economic and 

uneconomic zone is not sharp as indicated somewhat arbitrarity in 

Figure 3. Rather, there is, in fact, a transition zone and where a 

particular process lies will depend, to some extent, on the way the 

plant is designed* Electrolysis ranks highest in separation factor 

and highest in energy consumption. In the case where electrolysis 

is used on a large scale to produce hydrogen, about a third of the 

deuterium in the water can be recovered as a hydrogen stream 

enriched to three times natural at practically zero cost (5). 
A This assumes that the cost of electrolysis is charged to gydrogen 

production, not deuterium enrichment. 

There are several processes which have a higher separation factor 

and lower energy consumption than the GS process. Most of these are 

based on a hydrogen feed and so are limited to small scale 

operation. The exception, bithermal hydrogen * water exchange, 

which is based on a water feed, is currently uneconomic because of a 

low rate of deuterium exchange. Some of the hydrogen-based 

processes could become more important sources of heavy water in the 

future as more and larger hydrogen producing plants are built. 

The CECE process (°) is shown twice in Figure 3. In the high 

energy consumption case it is assumed that there is no market Cor 
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the hydrogen produced* In the low energy consumption case, the bulk 

of the energy actually used is charged to hydrogen production rather 

than deuterium enrichment* If any large hydrogen production units 

were to be based on the electrolysis of water, then the CECE process 

could recover heavy water at a very attractive cost - much lower 

than the cost of heavy water produced from the processes currently 

in use* The quantities of such cheap heavy water, however, would 

likely be restricted by the availability of electrolytic hydrogen. 
i 

At the scale currently feasible (60-70 Mg/a units) the economics of 

the ammonia/hydrogen process, amine/hydrogen process and hydrogen 

distillation are not greatly different from those for a 400 Mg/a 

Girdler-Sulfide (GS) type plant. Should much larger hydrogen 

streams become available, these processes could take advantage of 

scale and become clearly economically superior to the GS process. 

Aside from the CECE process, the only technique which has been 

identified as having the potential to produce heavy water at costs ' 

greatly less than those of the GS process is photochemical 

separation based on the use of lasers* Research in this area is 

actively being pursued in Canada and elsewhere* The probability of 

achieving such an economic target with photochemical separation is, 

however, fairly low. 

It is concluded that the prospects for significantly cheaper heavy 

water in the future are not bright, at least until hydrogen is 

produced on a much more massive scale. 
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FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2 

Sensitivity of Heavy Water Cost to Variations 
in Capital Cost, Operations and Maintenance 
Cost, and to Mature Production Rate. 
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FIGURE 3 

Attractiveness of Various Processes Based on 
Separation Factor and Energy Requirements 
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TKOCISgS FMt BttVT WTER PIODPCTMI 

1 , XWTRODOCTICW 

Braa taoafb aay bydxogaaoaa aoapoasd aoald aarra aa a potaat la l 
aoaraa of daatarlaa, aa ly vatar, a a t a i a l (■% bydsegaa aad ajataaala faa 
(SO£ 4- I g ) vhtab are aitbar aval labla l a laxga qaaat l t iaa l a a t tar* oijbaald 
ba obtalaad froa aoaa otbor ladaotrjr a t a a a c U f i b l a aoat ama ba aaad aa faad 
aa tar la la for aaavy vatar proafeetioa, Taa Saad raoalraaaata for a 100 toaaaa/ 
Tmr aaavy vatar plaat for dilfaraat pro9»9»t ara firaa la labia 1* 

aaaj aroeaaaaa bava baas propsaad by dlffaraat worka (led) far taa 
prodaatioa of aaarr watar. Sbaa of taaa bara baaa triad oa laboratory aad 
pilot plaat aaalaa, bat oaljr a fav aaa ba aoaaldarad aaoaoaleally fsaatalaa t 
praaaat. Tba proaaasai vhiab hava baaa aaployad aa plaat aaala aad tbaaa 
aaaaidarad praaialag v i l l ba dasarlbad vltfe thair iaportaat abaraetariatlaa* 

2. jagERiL cmmcTERisncs CCWCH TO ALL motaaga 

2.1 F#a| ftFatBtnttM 
Bafor* aoagidarlae taa rarioaa proaaaaaa aad aoapariag tbair 

atarlatiea, i t aay ba wrtbvblla looldag at tba faadaaaatal problaaa 
a l l to* proaaaaaa. Tba firat aad tba aoat iaportaat 1« tba lev doatarlaa 
aoataat of a l l tba poasibla f aad aatorlala. Baeaaaa of tbis aad tba law 
aapaxatloa fastora aaadrada of aapaiattra alaaaata la aarlaa ara raqalrad aad 
a larga qaaatity of faed aatorlal baa to bo preaasaad aa aaa ba aaaa froa 
Tabla.1. Thia aakaa tmry aatar plaat* both aaargy aad aapital lataaalTa. 
A. aaabar of atagai are aaaally aaployad la aaaaada aad tba firat ataga 
tiaf tba plaat aoat* 

2.2 gtwnttoi fatal 
0a« of tea seat laportcat paiaaatarr la daaidiar a proaaas la tba 

aapaivtioa faator vbiah la dafiaad aa 

* / -

« 
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where x aad j ana reepeetlvely the aola f xeetloae of deaterlva atoae 
expreeeed aa D/iHl la tha earlehed aad depleted etreaaa, lae aeperatioa 
faetor la the first paraaater to avalaate tha feaelbillty of aay proeeeo. 

Thla aapaiatioB footer, deflaed by Iq. (l) ia equl to the eoaill. 
brlaa aoaataat I If tee ooapoaada ara lasdaertle aal aoatala the aaaa aaaber 
of axokaagaabla hydzogaa atoaa, otharvlaa 1 vUl here to be aaltlplled vita 
• aaltahle faetor. 

There la a critical depeadeaea of tha «is« aad operatlaf aoata of 
taa laotope oeparstiee plaata ea taa saparatloa f*etor,<. Taa alee aad 
tba ialtdal aoat ara proportloael to (c«l) • The operatiag aott varies ae 
(r-lJ'^e). There la tarns, a big prenlea oa alga aapaxetloa faetor. ' 

la eeee of ebealeel exeheage proeeaeee, ̂ Cie aearly iadepeadeat of 
preesere. Thla la adraatageoaa ae the pleat aolaae eomld be rodeeed ay 
aaploylac Uffaar opantlaf preasaree (6). 

£.5 fftttll illftafl 
Although the aalae of <• la of great laporteaee, alaaa It glrea 

ladlaatloaa of pleat rolaae aad eaergy reotireaeate, aataal plaat else ead 
operatlaf eost eaa only be eoapated by teJdag late aeeoaat the proaeae 
klaatles. Higher reeetloa ratea eaa eaaetlaee aort taaa eoapaaaata far the 
low eeparatioa faetor. Gktelyete are oftea eaployad to laprore the rcaatloa 
rates. £ 

3m gaaenlt proeeeaee likely to be eaoaeeefal sboald hire adeojute 
ecparatloa faetor, high reaotioa rate aad aodeiate eaergy raomiraaeat* 

*•« ftnlttt Tntum 
A geaexel liet ef proeoesoo msaally ecasldared for beery vater 

pxedaetloa la giree la Tabled (4, 80). 

MetUlatlea ia tha atepleet proeese fer piodaetiea of hen? water. 
Whaa voter lo aoed ae feed aaterlal, both the plaat -eoleae aad eaergy 
reoalraacat beeaaae Tory high erne to very lev aeparatloa faator. aaverer, 

* / -
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the pioeeea beood oa hydrogea dietUlatloB I U beeoae eoapetitlTe If too 
eoet of prodaettea of hydrogoi la borae by other iadaetrlev l . o . fertUlaere. 

the aogt piDDldmf pxoeoeaee aro baeod oa ehamleal exebmge, vbero 
acpantioa factor* art reaooaebly high aad too eaergy roqalroaomt Is agape 
retively lege. 

Irroraralblo prooasaaa like diffaeioB have high energy eoett eat 
▼ery large aeabraBe or Wrrler areae are Bedded. Both eleetiolyeio oat 
gravitation preeeeaee vhlle off erlag fairly high eeperatloB faetora arev cry 
eeergy lateaeire (4). 

Adsorption pzoeoeeeo are sot partlealerly eeleotlve for demterlma 
oad heaee require large volvaee of ade»rbeat aeterlal. Blologloal proeeeaea 
hare oiallar thortooalBge. 

Cbwatereurreat eryetelllsatloa ayateBs (leo-voter) have a lev oiorgy 
reqalreacnt, but aultiplioatloB of the eloBomtery oepa ratios faetor lo dlffi-
ta l t to eebleve la aetaal pnetiee. 

5. wmgine my tfTCT Fnwfgaw 
Oat of the proeeeeea gaggegted aad atadled for the prodaetloa of 

hoary voter* the following here bees oooaereially employed! 

(1) Hater ttftUlatloa 

(U) ftjdregea UetiUetloa 

(HI) gLeetrolyela of Hater 

(lr) Ghealeel Inhaage Proeeeeee 
The opentUg eoadltioae aad eaergy reojKtaaioBt* of theee proeoMee mn flvea 
S.1 Wjttr artoUittgl U * « • ■ « • 

Ketlllatioa of water l o a elaple asd a proves aethod of ftgO 
prodset&oa tat the earleaieat per etege available la oetaal praetiee la 
emlte avail* Avenge separation faetor for typloal vorklag eoB&ltioas 
(avenge preeeare of 110 aa hg) veuld ho abort 1.0S. 

V-
*>. 
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It was ased for OgO piodeetlon la B « I 1 plaato la 091 iariag world 

war-X2 (7). Bcacdlet (8) aafgestod two possible Methods of atUlalaf koat 
aore efficiently to redaee eoet, asaely, *alag aheap oxbaagt atoaa froa a 
power pleat or asiag vapear reeoapressioa. Brta with thao aodiflcetloae, 
prodaetloB eosta roaala prohibitively high. 

Ibla process la of eoagldrahle latoraat for flaal earlehaeat whore 
prcaaiichBtat Is achieved by varioas obaaiaaX exobsace psoaasaas aai for 
apgiadlag of hoar/ wttr fxoa aaaloar reactors where cJaplleity rather tbaa 
oaoaoales la ths prlao aaasldaxatloB ( l l , tt). Ae the disti l ls tioa aolaaaa 
oporata wader vaeaoa la aoatiast to the high prcaearea of chcalocl exebsBfe 
procesaca, lass ef valeable psodeot la avoided. M 

8.2 B«i™—. M ^ L t f a n 

Tha dlatlllatloa of hydrogen la the aogt attractive distillation 
Bathed of heavy water piodeetlaa, alseo the aapazatloB factor la tho larfaat 
of a l l tho fear processes givea la Table t while the lateat heat af veporiae-
tloa la the lowest. Orer 90% of the deaterlaa eaa ha eeoaoaieally veeeverad 
aad Because of tho aaall held-ap, ceuilibrlaa eoadltloae aaa bo established 
relatively faster* 

While ao plants be sad an this proaesa exist la U.S. A. (7) aaall 
plaats bare baaaeoastnoted la Basela (10), Swttserlsad ( l l ) , Geiaaay (if) 
aad Fiaaee (l3). 'he largest pleat (l*, 10) loaated at eaagal la ladle, 
has a aapaalty of 14 toaaaa/year. Peed to tho Maafal pleat Is partially ^ 
aarlahed Hj, obtaised froa a throe stage electrolytic ea scads* 

Special laaalatloa teobaloaea are reqaired la these plaats te 
prereat refrlgemtloa leasee. The faad hydiofaa aaat ho psrlfled to preveat 
eelldlfleatloa la tbo pleat, fleetiolyttc hydiofaa la tha aost eoaveaiaat 
feed, bat alaatiolyala la aot aa oeoaoale aetbod of bydiocaa prodactloa. 
Aaaoais syathesie fas w i aaad la ths Oeiaaa aad Preach plaats bat axteaaive 
parlflaatloB faellltloc were aeeeeeary (it)* 

Hydiofaa cadets 1B two font , ertbo-hydiDgea aad paraJbydrogea. At 
aablent taaparatare, aa eawUlbrlwa aixtore eoaeicte of W% para-hydMfai hat 

fA 



at tho tenperatare of tho licaid hydrogen oa eonUlbrina alxtare will oomolot 
of olaogt 100% pant *>!•>• Ibis traaeforaatioa froa ortho>top->hydrog«n la 
Oaothando end the heat relaaao of MO eal/gaale 18 greater than the boat of 
▼aporleatioB (l£). Sam* preotutioas art tharaforo required to prevent aoataat 
of Honid hydrogen with anbataaeea vbieh sight oatalyae thla reaction. Form* 
aid parenagaetie gnbstaaeea* lneaUag oxygen ara reported to bo offaetlTa 
eatalyate (IS). 

A aehanatie dtagraa of tho hydrogen dlttillatton prooaao In given 
Wf.1. 

8.8 ttaatrolrala of later 

Wbaa water la deaoapoaed by eleetrolyaio, tba doatorlaa eoneeatratloB 
Inereaeea la the reeidaal eolutiona, and datrcaaoa In tho hydrogen gaa. It 
la believed that thie effect la partly duo to Rydcogee-bater ehenleal exebjnge 
reaction aad partly one to relative ratoa of dlaaharge of lone at tbo olootrado 
aarface tad the nnbaeonent fomatloo aad liberation of ■oleealar hydrogen 0 7 ) . 
Separation footer of thla proooaa la Tory Ugh; It la of the order of 7-10, 
Hovarer, aa the energy eongaaption for tale psoeesa la extrenely high, I t la 
sot suitable for laltlal earlehoent of heavy veter. Bat for final earieheent 
■a veil as for apgxadlng of heavy voter, thla proooaa baa beta geeeeesfnlly 
oaployed* 

ffali proeeaa ooablnod vltb vateiwhydrogoa exchange proeosa baa bean 
•onaereially enploved In Horvay a a vail as in Canada* But one to high eon. 
oanptlon of themal energy and high ooat of electricity, the plant In Oansda 
had to bo almt down ( i s ) . anvcrer, In fenny vbere aloetrlalty la raryabjon, 
thli proeeaa la atlU being follovot. *ne oonbinod oapaolty of 8 planta la 
lorvay la 80 tonnes per anna*. 

8*4 Oh—laa'l IrahrtHa >»>t i .««i 

Obantoal oxebanto la the aost attractive proeeaa for heavy vator 
prodnetion. Separation faetora of the oyrtane being maed presently or belag 
oensldared pronlalng »v given in 7ig.£. 
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Chaaieal axefcag• atibods dcptad aa tha abif t la aqulllbriaa la a 
raaetloa of tha typo 

AD 4 BB^ BB ♦ U - . . ♦ . (2) 

vhera B aad 0 ropraaaat hjdmrja ««d dautariaa raapaatiralr. Xa» oqaUibriwa 
eomataat for tela raacttoai la 

«-«Ht • » 
vharc tha eoaaoatiatloBa (BD), (AS) ata. aa» ba axpraaaad la aithar tha fma 
of liqaid phaaa. Iha aoaaiattea faator <* la ao*al to t i f tha two raaatasta 
hero aa oqaal amibar of xatoswahaafiabla atoaa aad ara lanlaalbla. Tor 
licodd ohamioal axebtaga for low daatarlaa eoaeoatzatloaa* tha aapazatloa 
faator la firm aa (17). 

< -«* «>• &SH8& w 

vhara I ia tha solar ratio of latarohaagaabla hydrogaa atoaa la AH aad BH, 

K* la tha ralatlra volatility of Al with raapoat to AD or of BI with 
roapoat to BBf 

■ la tha haaldltjr 12a* ao. of nolaa of liquid par sola of fao ia 
CB» pbaaai 

f Is tha aolablllt/ i .a . ao. of aoloa of ft* par sola of liomld ia 
liquid phaaof 

IT ia tha oqailibrxaa aoaataat ia tha rapoar phaaa, 

Tha ahoaieal oxabjaft proootaoa vhloh b»ra booa trial eaaaoralally 
ao far, on latfa aaala ara BgS-BgO oad Hg-Kg* *»• oorroapoadlaf atohaago 
r«aatloaa ara gtraa by» 

HjO+BDS ^ HDO+IjI (I) 

IB,+ 10 # *ty**t ( 8 ) 

for eboslaal oxobnga psoooaaoa, than un tw» tjpoa of flow abooto 
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available - aoaothonol exehaBfe end dool toxporolB.ro eaohaage. 

Flg.8 illustrates the elaplifled ■oaothexBal exchange flow shoot. 
The liquid food l o enriched la deaterlivn ao i t flovo dova tho tower. Tho 
enriched liqald flout** out of tk« towor lo divided lot© two itrowof oae 
i s Boot to tho higher atages 1B tho cascade for fnrttaor sBrlehaeBt, while 
the other i t fed to tho phase converter vhoro liquid i t converted to faa by 
eheaieal or thaaaal aeana for obtaiadLag reflnau The faaotloa of the phaoo 
eoBvortor oaa bo ooBparod to a roboilor la the dlatillatloa eoloaaioad vita 
the hot tower i s the bltheiaal prosees* 

For aansjala^Bydrogon aysten, thia sjono-thoaaal proooaa la suitable 
aa the oarlehed sanoaia oaa easily be Bracked to give enriched hydrogen. 
The energy of dioooeiatiea of aaaoala la alao aot very high. 

5.4.2 Bithersa} troeenm: (DuaX-Tenperatare Froeeasss) 

Plasties! BOBotberasl prooessss ezeopt for lttg-Hg catahaBgo are rare 
beaaBae phase oootveraloB ia generally too eoaplex or too eoetly. Si sash s 
oaao tho bithemal proeese ia «aed aa Uloatratod la Fig.4. The phase aosw 
varter of Flg.8 ia replaced by a hot towor. 

This aetfaod takea sdvaatago of the ehaage la the eqeilibrlan 
eoBstaat with tcaper*tar*, 'BO off oat of tcaperatere OB °C for a naabar 
of ehaaloal sxebaBgo processes ia ehowa 1B Fig.f (4). 

For s bithsxaal proaassi as overall aaparatios factor la defined 
aai 

<OroiBll • 2***- (7) 
«f >ot 

The hot tower of the bltbcraal proeeee oas be ooaparod to as 
laperfset roboilor ssd tbas i t would provide gas to the cold tower ot a 
sash lover aeaterlsa eoaeeBtmtlm then obtslsod by the pfttte eanversles 
opotatioB of the auaotheiaml proeeee* 

http://toxporolB.ro
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Tot aoaothoraal aad bithorail proooaaoo art ooaparaa 1B Flg.5 1B too 
fora of MoQtbo-lhiola dlagraao* *ba oaaUlbrlBB llaea B»TO a alopo of l / O 
Tho alopo of operating line for tho BoaothorBol oaao la tmlty. Ooo to too 
larco divergaaae batueea tat operatlaf aad eqaHibriaa Usee doalred earlob-
aont oaa be achieve*, with only a f av tbaorotlaal traya. ilao, tho rooorery 
la this oaaa la high sad approaehod « - !)/<_. 

For a bithexaal tag*, tho alopo of tho opera tlag llaaa 11a betvc 
Ifc , aad ifc B oad tha dlvergeaoe botwoaa tho oparatiag aad oqaUlbrloa 
llaoa Xoaa roojalrlag hlfhor Beaber of thoorotloal traya for tho oaao aoparatlTO 
daty. Alaot reaarery la tola aaaa la laaa aad approeebee ("T* - ^») /<•• I* 
1% hoverer, poaalblo to add atrlpplag aeetloaa aa ohova la Flf.4 to tho * l - 0 
thoxaal proooaa tad aohlere high reoorcrloa* 

» 
Blthoraal proooaaoa oro odoptod la aaay aaaoa boaaatt of aoaavalle-

billty of feasible rooetloa for phase coaroraloa for aonothataal oaao aad tho 
largo aaorgy roqaireneBt. It ha a baaa oxtaaalTcly «aod for BgS-BgO ayatea, 
It la alao aaployod for VHg»Bg ayatoa aad haa boot proposed for C Bg Mlg-lg 
ayataa for prodoetloa of beery vator. 

4. ranooa aaLPfmiKJUkm n c n i « (as Proooaa) 

Tha OS (C&rdlor-SBlphlda) doal teaptretare proooaa la tha aala aethoa 
earroatly aaad for hoary water prodaatloa. Orlglaal Sevaaaak Mror aad Daaa 
Flaata 1B 0»S»A* aad all taa Caaadlaa plaata aad tho ploat aoalag ap at abta^ 
Xadia aro Wood oa tola proooaa* It ooablaoa oa adoqaato aaparatloa faotor^ 
with aodoxato aaorgy raoalroaeata. Tha proooaa atlliaaa ahlft la tho Chaaloal 
ogjalllbrlBB of tha reaetleai 

IS0(1) ♦ HD8(f) ; = - BKXl) ♦ H,S(g) ( • ) 

with teaperatare. Tali reaetloa la loalo aad rapid aad therefore, plat* 
affieieaalta l i tha raago 60 - 68 par oaat oaa ba aehlorod vitfaoat a oatalygt, 
Balag ooBTOBtloaal tovtr lateraale* 

• / -
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A eiapllfled flow ahoat for thla dual teaperatare pioaoaa la aheaa 
la Flg.6. the operatiag preeeare la aboat tZ Ig/Ch2 aa4 tha teaperetarea 
are appimdaately 80°C la oold tower aad 1S0°C la tho hot tower, lee eepa-
ratloa faator for tha abort raaatloa la S.E at 50*C aad 1.76 at 180°C glvlag 
aa ortrall aapantioa faetor of approxlaately 1*10 (if.). Deaterlaa la 
tiaaafarrad fioa tha hydregea aalpblda to tha food water la tho oold tovar. 
Baaavaa of tho differomeaa la tho oqallfhrlma ooaitaat at dlfforoat teapera-
taree, tho water leevlag tho hot towor la depleted la Ita daaterlaa aoatoat 
relative to tho food. the deaterla* eoaaeatntloa la OOXIBOB at the hottoa 
of tho oold towor. A part of oarlehed atroaa la vlthdrnai aad f ad to aaotbor 
pair of tevara of the aoxt falfbcr etage for further earleeaeat. IgS olroalatoa 
la a oloeed loop wltfala tho ayetea, aetlag a i a ttaaaport ■ediaa for tho 
doatorlaau Aa water la freely available, plait alto eaa bo ealtebly laeroaaad 
to redaee the laveabient ooat par laatalled eapeeity. !he eexlaBB deaterlaa 
reaorery la Halted to absat tD%. 

a typical Heavy Mater pleat eaployiag tho "gS-JtgO eaehaage prooeee 
oarrlaa eat proMBrlehaeat apto ii% DjO. *hie aoetloa la anaaged la a throe 
etage eeaeade* Plaal eerleheeat apto reeetor grade DjO l e eerrled oat by 
vaeaea dlatUlatioa. 

Peeplto Its prarea eaeeeaa, the OS pmaoaa ha a the followlag 
llaltetloaai 

(1) The overall aeparatlea for the bitheiaal prooaaa laereeaoa aa taa 
toaperatare apread botvooa the hot aad oold tovera la laoroaaad. 
Aleo, oottlpaeat also aaa bo deereeeed If tho opoxatlag preeesre la 
laeraooed, bat proportloa of â a/kgO »l*tBre aietrlet both the 
taapeiatara apraad aad the operatiag praaaaro. lable-* aaaaarlaoo 
the ooadltloaa for aolld hydrate (a^MlgO) foraatdoa aad ftgf Have-
faetloa (17) aa a faaetloa of preeeere. Ibe aastoei oparatlaf 
proaaara la tfaae lladted to about 22 Ig/Oa2 (proaaare of hot towor) 
aad tho aiataaa aold tower teapentare oaaaot bo dosroaaad below 
80°C Aleo tho hot towor toapantert oaaaot be laereaaed bojoad 
H0°c aa the laoroa aa la oaorgy aoaaajptloa beyoad ldO°C acre taaa 
oatwalgBa aarglaal gala la jaaurary daa to laeraaaod eeptratloa 
faetor. 
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(11) taaiaatioa of the Flg.2 abova that the eealllbrlaa ooaataat for 
â S/HfO systea baa the lovaat teaperatare eoeffleieat. This email 
toaperatare ooafflaiaat aoaplad with tha rastrlctloae la tba hot 
aad oold tovar taapontarao, reanlta la a relatlrely small oYerall 
aapaiatloa faetor* la this respeet, othar ehealeel exehaage processes 
Ilka iHg-Hjp aadae-Bg ara superior. 

(i l l) Cerboa ateol la readily attaakad by hydrogea omlphlda la water, aloo 
tho atroaa eorrosloa eraddag aad blisterlag due to bydrogea dlffa* 
alaf lato Betel latrodeeee farther probleas (18,19). Irea thoafb 
dlffereat aecsuree bare boaa designed to eoatrol tho eorroeloB, tha 
eorrosloB eoatlanaa raaoltlaf la rlsirg Belateaaaee «ad repleaeBealqp 
costs la tho process. 

(IT) A 400 tonnes/year 03 pleat requires an Inventory of about 700 toaaoa 
HjS (IB). HES la a highly toxic goo; tha toxicity of ftgS la a boat 
the aaaa as bydrogea cyanide. This constitutes aeroro health oad 
safety b« sards* So extraae care should be takaa la daalga aad engi
neering as vail aa operatioa to prereot aeddeata. 

Although this proeeea aaa bo ased to ooaeaatrate water apto 99.8$ 
020! vacum dlgtlllatioa aad/br vtter aleotrolyals ara invariably 
fsToared a a flaisblag opera tioaa beeaase these ara alapler proeeaaaa 
and the likely looa of ooatly oarlehod aaterlal aaa be prereatoi by 
those aethode. Ihe ooat of thoae flalahlag *peratloae la oaly aboat 
SJt to 6* of the total east. # 

For this proeeee as aeea earlier, the saparatloa faetor la aaah 
larger thaa for the OS proeese, walls the teaporatere ooeffleleat of tho 
separation faetor Is also aarkedly higher (eee flg.e)* For daal teaperatare 
operatioa with oold aad hot tower toaporataroa of -40° aad 70°C, tho overall 
separation Is £.05. this eoaptres amah aore favourably with the value of 
1,86 for the 03 proaoaa. Oa this bstis, the HHJ/HJ OKehsage raaatloa sbotdd 
piwide a aarkodly saperlor raate to doaterlaa eaalebaeBi. b addition, 
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coxroaioa la aot axpeeted to protest a aajor problaa aa eaeeaatared la the 
OS pxoeeea. 

fevcver, exehaage la n«/flg ayatoa does aot pioooed apoBtaaaoaaly* 
The rata of aotebaBge of deaterlaa betoeea Bg aad Big araa vita the potaaalaa 
•aide oetalyat wfalah la tha Boat gaitable aatalyat developed a» far, la ro
le tlTely alow. Value* of Marparee plat* efflelenoy la tha raage of 0.5JL24JC 
have bee* reportad eoapared to 60-65* for tha OS proeaaa (21). 

Though thara hart beam aaraml gtudiee of tha Uaatlaa of tha exehaago 
raaetloa (28, 24, £5), so ooaalataat or eoapletely aatiaaaetory axplaaatloB 
baa aaargad. At Tory low catalyst ooaeaatiatloaa, tha axsbjafa xatee ara pro
portional to tha oatalyst ooaaaatxatloa aad ara aoatrollod by tha xata of 
ahamlaal reaetLoa (24, 25). BigeleisoB (26) aabaooaoBtly aatabllahad that for 
tha catalyst ooaoaatntioaa abora 0.1M QfHg, tha raaatloa rata la at laaat 
partly coatrelled by tha dlffaaloB of hydrogoB through tha liquid f l la . 

Tha followlBg ■ethods aoald ba follovad to laercaaa tha rata of Baa* 
traaafart 

(a) Tha solubility of fydrogaa la liquid aaaoala aoald bo laereased by 
OBployiag hlcbar hydtof ai preaaarea* 

(b) To obtala anfflolaat a«aa tmasfer la aaah gtafa apeeiol eoataetlag 
darleaa o«« ba utilised. 

Ugh temperatures farouro hlgbar aaaa txuaefer rates aad lev taaper-
•tare ia daalxabla for battar aapaiatloa faetore. Tha aold tower teapot* tare 
la Halted by tha fraoalBg point of aaaoala via. -?8°0. Severer, klaotta 
studies ladioate that tba exehaage lata la too low at taapazataraa aaar frees* 
lag poiat. Tha taapaxatora arouad -4O°0 hi a baas aaooptad aa tha lowar Halt 
at praaaat wblob girea aaoaptabla aaee txunsfer tataa (to). 

Tha MHg/lg proaaaa raquiraa a large aourao of altbar aanoala or 
hydiego*. Syathaala gas adxture (Bg ♦ Big) for anaoala prodaotloB la aarroatly 
tha largest aoaraa of desteiluB. A plait to produee 400 toaaaa/yaar of DgO, 
a oMTantloaal also of too OS plaat, wi ld hare to bo llakod to a plaat proda-
•lag 6000 toaaoa/day of aanoBla. Bat BO aaah plaata ara la axlataaaa aid for 
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aofce tlae, plaata baaed oa RHg/B* eacehaage will have to ba lialtad to aboat 
100 toaaea/year throughput, eorreepaadlag to a 1800 toaaaa/day a—oala plaat. 

6.1 PPBgttWiml B i t * 
A aehaaatie dlagiaa of a plaat baaad oa tola proeeaa la glvea la 

Iig.7. 

the flrat cio—iralal aoaothexaal Blg/a* pl*"t vlth a prodnetloa 
eapaelty of £5 toaaoa/yaar vaa ballt at Kaalagarbe, Pnaee la 1967 (l£. Sab-
aaovaatly two each plaata have ooae ap at Baroda aad latleorla idth prodaetlo* 
eapaoltlaa of 65 toaaea/year aad 71 toaaaa/yaar reepeetlTaly (16). 

Speeial praaaatloaa are aaaoaaary to bjadla potaaalaa aside aatalyew 
fehieh la highly reaetlre aad vary eeaaltlTe to water vapoar, air aad other 
oxygemated laparltlaaf I t la apoataaeeaaly fleaaable la air. Obaaeqaeatly 
tha hydrogea food gee aaet ba parlflad to rlforoua eteaderde. Alao haadllaj 
of a large velaae of hydrogea, aa exploelve gaa aad very high preaaarea aall 
for epeelal preeaatloaa both la daalga aad opeiatloa of thaaa plaate. Meao-
tharaal operation haa aa advaatage of a higher eep&rstloa faetora, 5.8. *ae 
adfaatage la partially off eat by the aead of a eoaverter aad a eraekor to 
provide aaeeaaary raflas* 

lover aad ataaa reqolraaenta hare booa eatiaatad to bo 1100 Bat a»d 
8800 tg ateaa/hg Dg0 la ■oaothefleal aaae bat only 800 Kb* aad 1400 kg ateaa/lf 
D.0 la tha blthenal aaao (t7). 

• 
6.2 Bl^Ihera^l f l l l t 

Oenaa raaairah baa earn* that bltharaal aohaaa la both faaalbla aad 
eoapttdtire (27). FUot plaat atadloa here been eoadaeted at Frledrleh Dale, 
Oabh, 

A blthentl B H ^ plaat la belag built at laleher la Itodla aid la 
deeigaed to prodaoe 62.8 toaaei of DgO/year (10). 

A eebaaatie dlagraa of the-plaat baaad oa thla proeeee la gtrea In 
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leery later Pleat based oa IHa/eL proeese eauKAe mads ladepaadeat 
of availability of aithar eyahteete gas or aaaoait provided depleted syataeala 
gas/TIg «aa be aarlehed by oaataetlag with water (u ) la which ease water 
beeaaes the feed aaterlal for heavy water produetloa. 

sariehaaat via HgO/Hg equllibfatlea i s set feasible s t present as ao 
eeanerelally aeeeptsble eetalyat la available. Also as the separetioa faster 
for this ayetea at SD0°C about t, the depleted hydrogea stress could be oaly 
aarlehed to half the aataral abaadaaee of deuteriaa la hydsogea* 

Aaoag the various processes oa whieh B and P activities are folag oa 
la different parts of the world, f or the pxodaetioa of Heavy water, the follow* 
iag look to be proalsiag for so—erolsl cxploltetioai 

(i) AaUe-HydrogeB ExsbaBge Proeesa 

(l i) Hydxogea»VBter Sxohaags Frooese 

( i l l ) Msthaae MstUlstiaa 

(ir) Selective notoebealeal Methods 

9D far ao large seals plants h»vs been set ep based oa this process* 
bat this proeesa aeeas to be aore attractive thsa BAg-Ha process. Stadles 
aadertakan by AKOUSttlser and CM(4) iadleate that this proeesa has ooae to a 
etege where i ts ooaaerelal exploitstloa i s laadaeat. 

The adraatafes of aetbylaalae orer aaawaia are faster deaterlaa exehsafs 
rates, higher hydsogea solubility sal low vapour preeaare of aethflaaiae (80). 
For this purpose also the potaaetua salt of the aethyalalae raaalj petassloa 
•ethylaaide eats as eatalyst for tbs axahaage bstweca aaiae aad bydrogam. 
AEOUSulser stadias (4) iadisate that the p*rforaaaoe of alxed estelyst ef -
lithlaa aad Ibtasalaa aethylaaide i s aaperior. 

The sepasatioa factors of tola proeesa hare beea detenaiaed ami they 
asrs beaa foaad to bs sbout 8 to iO%.higher thaa for **£»>•, aystec*1'9>t 

I; 
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tcaperatere coefficient of eaparatloa faetora i s also qolta Ugh, aaklag 
bithorael proeeee aor* attractive aad feasible* 

Batad on thermal daooaposltioa data of potaaalaa aethyl «adda aad 
■cthylaalae ayatoa the hot tower teaperatare la Halted to 40°C (4). Bo-
eaate of eaperlor klaetiea of ehealeal oxeheag a reaetioB the eold tenor aaa 
operate at about -80°C. 

Synthesis t«a baa been aaed aa a feed atoak for the aaiae hydrogoa 
pilot plaat study wader-takea by ASCUSalaer (4) (5l). The hydrofaa fad to 
the enriehaeat plaat i s already pre-carlehed. the pro-carichBoat la eeblered 
by first eoataetiag the gas vlth aethylaalae (ooataialaf the eatalyat) a a d £ 
aabaaqaoat exchange between calae-water aad ateea-water glvlag earlehed 
•tew Nhlah i s fed to the syatheels gas prodaetloa aalt. This prcoaxieaoft 
gas i s fad to a tuo stage, bitbeiaal aalae-hydrogea oe seeds, where the 
daateriaa ooaaeatTatioa of the aadae la earlehed to 145* This carlehod aaiaa 
la eqaillbrated with water la a aeparate Bait. Farther eariebaeat la the* 
earrled oat by the vaeuaa distillation of water, 

6.2 thdrBfen-Mttar trettewge Proe.. . 

She hydrogen-vater exebaaga proeeae has followiag attraatiTe 
faatarast 

1. Higher aaparatioa faetora 
2* laa-eorroalTe and aoa-toxie arete* -at 
8, fl^gh pressnra operatioa poaalbla 

fioverer, all those advaatagoe are off sot by the slaglc faet that 
the exehaage does aot proceed without a catalyst aad U U today ao catalyst 
has beea deraloped to efficiently redace the coat of beary water prodaotloa 
by this process. There are two types of catalysts which h»re beca tried* 

(a) flu ftint ft \tlrt\v 
aatiaaa oa activated charcoal aad alekol of chrsnlaa oxide, need 

•c catalyst for the Trail fla»* vera act foend to be ccoaoalcal. The gec 
was heated ea orcry stage before i t catered the catalyst bed to prercat 

H / -
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condensation aad eonseaaeat poiaselag of th* catalyst. Tata, apart frea 
eoaplietting the design, laereaaed tha energy eoaseaptloa traaendoualy. b 
of this tha Trail pleat was shut dowa ( i t , IS). 

(a) U.ML& t>h»«« M t > l T « t . 

(1) Thwrrfmil aatalaatai lfany baeoe saeh as seddaa hydroxtdv 
hydrasln* sad KOB act as oatalyat far B̂ /HgO exebsage, bat the axehaagu tataa 
are Bach alover thu eorrespeadiag platlaaa catalyst* ( t t ) . ^creasing temp. 
•xetarea aad satelyat eoaeeatratioas are aot practicable beaaass of tha 
corroslT* aatore of tha selatloaa «td tha catalyst recorery would also beoaao 
a costly proposition. I t ha a beaa saggaatad that aaae traasltloa aetel ^ 
ooaplexae saeh as ntthealaa ablorlda as* eobslt eyaalde eonplexea aet as 
catalyst for >g/lgO exebeage bat tha exeh»age rates are aot eaeo«naglagnBd 
catalyst lareatory aad recovery aoete beeoae prohibitive ( i t ) . 

( i i) BfHlPBMWI WfrlTftt *■• original stadias of etoaa/hydrDgaa 
exchaag* appeared to iadlsata that hetorogeaeoaa eetalyet lose Bach of their 
aetivity vbea brought late soataet with llaald water (14). 

Recently work has beaa doaa to develop hydrophobia catalysts (platiaaaj 
catalysts seated with hydrophobia sabstaaees) to effectively redaee the polso-
alag of tha catalyst oa eeataet with lloaid water. bpcrlatate (4) here shews 
that saeh catalysts saa be developed aad they »re really efficient. Oho saeh 
aatalyst i s highly dispersed plstinaa metal deposited oa r-alaaia. aad the 
satire ectalyst body i s sosted with a rsry thia layer of water rcpellemt 
Material sach as eUieoa polyaer to prarent wcttiag. Catalysts wars also 
prepared by depositing a thia layer of teflon on pleiiawa dispersed oa aetl* 
rated ehsreoal base* Another appxoaob has beai to deposit platiaaa oa eaiboa 
aad to bead the plstlalsed earboa to different eolaaa pecklaga vsiag tefloa as 
bondiag sad water proofing agent* 

*raatheega aa affiaiaBt hotafegeaaaas aatalyst i s dsrslopsd, lev 
solability of hydrogaB la water aad eoasaqoaat lower diffasioa ratea of 
hydrogen fran liquid to gas or froa lioaid to the ectclyst sarftee, any 
Halt the aass trusfer rates. At 0 0 ata. aad 28°C, the solability of 
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aydrofea la water la oaly 0.15 aolea/Litre while oorrespoadiBg solabUlty 
of bydrogea la aaanaia la 0.64 Bolea/Litre. The dlffaaioa praeeee le 
ezpeeted to be quite iBportaat ia the Ig/lgO syatea ( i t ) . 

€ .S l h t l » , . M . t < i l . t t M 

The aeparatfloB faetora for aetbaaa distill* tloa at ataoapherle 
pressor* and below are too low to be weed for beery water produetloa(5V 84). 
fbgorskl (84) has, however, olaiaed that the eeparatlea factor la aore faroarw 
able at high preaaarea. 

If the eeparatloa faotors obaerred by Ibgorski (la the raage of 
0.82 - 0.96) eaa be achieved ia aetoal dlattllatloa ooliams, Betbsae d l o t l ^ 
atioa aould be aa attractive mate to henry water prodaetloB. Mathaae la 
attractive beoaaae It haa a low latest heat aad la prasaat la largo oaaatltles 
la aataral gaa. sataral gaa la frequently stored aader pressure or Hoaefled 
ao the power eoata for the llqoefaetlon of aetL Jie eould be ooDslderably 
redaeed* 

••« atlwttrt ftatoeptuoil Erthrtta (toitr gywnttgri 
A preedslng aethod of isotope seperaUoa whlah baa dxawa eurreat 

laterest la by the wee of loser, k eoaaoa feature of all the laser laotope 
separatios aethods i s the selective exeitetiea of the desired Isotoplo 
eoapoaeats by laser lrradlatloa of saffleleat aoaoahioaatieity aad iateasits', 
followed by reaoval of the exalted Isotopeo by physleal or eladeal aeaas. 
Xbe varies* proposals for Isser Isotope separatloa differ aaialy la the ■dsabad 
eaployad to extract the selected stoa or aoleeule after exeitstioa with laser. 

Two Bethods bare bees so far reported for deateriaa isotope separatlea. 
t •■ 

(1) PhotaastalTtle B w i m s t l a a itf Mettiei»1i 

The first ssseessfal lsotops separatioB aslag laser was aeblered by 
Mayor sad his coworkers (86). 1 CUV laser was asad to separate deateriaa 
f sea hydrogaa by spesifle photosatalysls of the race ties of aetheaol with 
broalsa. CajOlt has stsoBf absorptloa for HP laser while CSsCP does aet hare 
say appreaiabla sbsorptloa. beltatloa of OhgOI by the absorbed beat lacreases 

17/-
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th« rate of reaoral by reeetloa tdth broalae. Xnadlatlea at 90V for 60 
Seca. idth C-V V laser of a 111 fltgOBt CflyOP gas aixtare la tha preeoBoe 
of broadae predated iaotope earlehaaat to creator thaa 95* DgOOD. 

(u) rtotottiiMtottw of rgntMtgrttt 
Poiaeldelyde 10108010 aador aaltablo eoadttioae (86) giroa dlaao-

elatioa prodoeta as glrea bolovt 

1̂ 00 - * - I , ♦ 00 

vitb oaaataa effifeieBey aamr anlty. 

Selective exaltetloa of DjCO la poaaibla aalag a eulteble laaor (87). 
The rate of foznatlaa of piDdaet* by photodieeoolatiaa, tho eeleetirllgr aad 
tha effleleaey of tha prooaaa hare boot dlaonaaed la datalla by letokhoT (8f). 

Iha ooparatioa baa baoa experlaeatelly aehiered by Tatsaf *■* 
Mooro (89), They haTa oarrlad oat aapaiatloa of Of froa aa artiflolally 
praparod alxtare of IgCO aad DgCO. Starttag vlth a H i alxtere, thay hare 
obaorrad aa aariofaaaat of Dgilg m 6il« 

Mash batter aarlobaaat la the laaar aathoda aaa bo aebiered by uelag 
a laaar of aa rawer spectral width to exalte exelaelraly oae iaotopio apeelee* 

Tho votk la floaaoatloa vith laaar aethoda of laotope aapaimtloa io 
t t i l l la the iaitial etegea aad for tha proeeas to beooao oaoaoaleally Tiabloi 
▼ery high aeleetlrity should bo aeblered. 7arthen»ra foraldabla aagiaaarlag 
problaaa will hare to bo aolred. Altbomgh thia pxoaaaa offara poaalblllty of 
amah higher oaparatioa factor thia eoaveatloaal pxeaoaaaa aad thereby algal* 
fieaatty redaalag tha ooat of hairy voter pioduetioa, It-vll l be only after 
a daaada or two i t* eoanerelal exploltatloa aay baeoao faaalbla. 

T. CdtctoaMi 

the OS pxoeeat la the only large eeale ladepeadeat proeeaa aatabliohed 
oo far aad beeaaee of the abnadaat food aaterlal aad ooaaidatablo expcrleaee 
la vorklag vlth thia aethed, i t v l l l retala l to loadiag poattlea for largo aoalo 
hoary water piedaetioa. 

itA 
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Tha proeasaaa «aiag hydrogaa aa a f aai aatarlal Yia. gaaoala~hydrDgaa, 
•aiaa-hydxogaa aad hydrogaa dlatlllatioa ara aoapetltlTa aad la aaay raapaata 
aapailor to OS) proaaaa. fevarar, they hsra tha dlaadvaatage of Halt ad prodi-
otioa aad tha sost of bydrogaa ha a te ba bona by ethar ladastry. Aaoag tha 
tfaraa proaaaaaai Adaa-fydrogea exobaags looks oaita proaislag aad i t la fait 
that i t aay gradoally raplaea BBglg plaata la fatara. 

fljydrogaa-t»tar axefaaage proaaaa araa thoagh aallkaly to ba aoapatltlro 
vlth tha OS proaaaa for larga aaala prodaetloo of haavy water la tha aaar fatars, 
Bay f lad applieatiea with aariahaaat of daplatad hydrogaa la tha hydrogaa baaod 
aathoda. ^ 

Salaetive photoehaaleal aathoda ara la rery early stags of dsralopasat 
aad 51 aaaaa aallkaly that I t eoald soapata vlth aay of tha astabllabad proaaaaas 
for iadastrlal prodaotloa of heavy water la tha aaar faturs. 

• 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A water fed o l c e r n a t i v e t o the ammonia/hydrogen process 
mentioned under Sec t . 5 .4 of the second draf t of t h e 
heavy water a v a i l a b i l i t y report of the INFCE Sub-Group ID 
has been r e c e n t l y developed, as shown on f i g . 1: 

Fresh water i s fed in countercurrent t o depleted ammonia 
vapour in the e x t r a c t i o n tower, and r e j e c t e d as deuterium 
depleted water. Ammonia vapour from the t o p of t h i s 
tower i s condensed and pumped as l i q u i d t o the NH3/H2 
enrichment tower. Enriched ammonia i s converted t o syngas 
N2+3H2 in the ammonia cracking and fed back t o the en
richment tower. Deuterium depleted syngas from the top 
of the enrichment tower i s converted t o ammonia in an 
ammonia s y n t h e s i s loop and subsequently fed t o the ex
trac t ion tower. 

A small part of the deuterium r i c h syngas i s fed t o the 
f inal product treatment and i s converted t o D2O. 

Bas ica l ly t h i s proces s i s i d e n t i c a l with t h e f lowsheet 
shown in f i g . 2 of t h e INFCE Sub-GroUp ID report 
( s impl i f ied monothermal f lowsheet with l i q u i d feed) 
but i t i s implemented by a synthes i s un i t t o convert 
waste synthes i s gas t o depleted ammonia, and by an ex
tract ion tower t o t r a n s f e r deuterium from fresh v**-er 
t o depleted ammonia. 

Sulzer has demonstrated on a p i l o t s c a l e tha t the H2O/NH3 
i so top ic t r a n s f e r i s as rapid as ordinary d i s t i l l a t i o n 
(without c a t a l y s t ) . The general H2O/NH3 technology i s 
well known from r e f r i g e r a t i o n p l a n t s . Furthermore the 
water fed monothermal p lant based on the ammonia/hydrogen 
process can be cons idered as p r a c t i c a l l y proven, because the 
monothermal NH3/H2 enrichment s tage has operated in the 
Mazingarbe, Baroda and Tuticorin p l a n t s . 

In view of t h i s a l t e r n a t i v e we f e e l that t h e report of 
the Sub-Group ID does not g i v e f u l l p i c ture of f e a s i b l e 
heavy water production, and propose there fore the 
following amendments. 
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AMENDMENTS OF THE PRESENT DRAFT 

2.1 Section 4.1 page 6, para 1, 1st line: 
"In principle, deuterium can be extracted from 
either seawater ot fresh water by using the Girdler 
Sulfide (GS) process. Other water fed processes such 
as the water fed monothermal ammonia/hydrogen process 
are fed with fresh water or soft water from a desalination 
plant. Note that deuterium depleted water can be 
re-used as desalinated water. In practice fresh 
water is also used in all GS plants..." 

2.2 Section 5 
Section 5.4: change the title, read: 
"Hydrogen fed ammonia/hydrogen process" 

Introduce a new section immediately after 5.4: 
5.5 Water fed ammonia/hydrogen process 

Fresh water is fed in countercurrent to depleted 
ammonia vapour in the extraction tower, and re
jected as deuterium depleted water. Ammonia 
vapour from the top. of this tower is condensed 
and pumped as liquid to the NH3/H2 enrichment 
tower. Enriched ammonia is converted to syngas 
N2+3H2 in the ammonia cracking and fed back to 
the enrichment tower. Deuterium depleted syngas 
from the top of the enrichment tower is converted 
to ammonia synthesis loop and subsequently fed 
to the extraction tower. 
A small part of the deuterium rich syngas is fed 
to the final product treatment and is converted 
to D2O. 

The advantage compared with the syngas fed process 
is the independence of any hydrogen stream and the 
possibility to provide any desired heavy water 
capacity. 
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The advantage over the H2s/H20 process is the 
improved impact on environment. (NH, and H2 are 
lighter than air and do not accumulate on the 
ground as HjS; NH« is much less toxic, H 2 is 
not toxic; NH, is practically non-inflammable; « the hold-up of gaseous products is smaller.) \ 

2.3 Section 6 
Introduce a new section 6.4: 
6.4 Water fed monothermal ammonia/hydrogen process 

Such a process has the same infrastructure re-
(>, quirement as the hydrogen based processes des

cribed in section 6.3, except that it does not 
need the hydrogen feed stream. Instead of that, 
a very small amount of ammonia is required as 
make-up to compensate for minor losses. 

6.5 Final enrichment and upgrading 
Add the following at the end of this section: 
"The ammonia/hydrogen monothermal process has been 
applied to produce pure ND« and pure N2+3D2 in two 
plants (Baroda, Tuticorin). N2+3D2 is subsequently 
burnt to D-O, Such a final stage is suitable for 
plants using the same principle for the primary 
enrichment." 

# 
2.4 Section 7 

Section 7.1, add between para 1 and 2, new para 2: ' 

"For the water fed monothermal ammonia/hydrogen 
process the requirements are the same as for GS plants, 
although the feedwster requirement per unit D20 capacity 
is less." 

0 
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Section 7.2, page 28, 2nd para, amend: 
"Ammonia and methylamine are less toxic than 
hydrogen but both, particularly methylamine, 
pose odourous problems. However, when evaporated, 
ammonia is lighter than air and readily disappears 
from the site. In terms of public safety..." 

Add at the bottom of page 28, new para: 
"The water fed monothermal process emits deuterium 
depleted water which may contain ammonia traces. 
This water is fed to the cooling towers of the plant 
as make-up water, and most of the remaining ammonia 
traces evaporate there. 

3. NOTE ON HEAVY WATER PLANT SAFEGUARDS 

If safeguards are to be applied to heavy production plants, 
the following points are relevant for the water fed 
monothermal ammonia/hydrogen plant: 

- The only point where deuterium enriched water is 
produced is the very final step where N2+3D~ are burnt 
to produce D20. This is easily submitted to a physical 
safeguard. The rest of the plant contains the following 
deuterium enriched products: 
- NJ+SHJ under high pressure 

- NH, under high pressure, in most sections with KNH2. 
Note KNH2 ignites in presence of air, so that an 
illegal removal of products containing deuterium 
is very difficult even with special equipment. 

- The main enrichment stage is limited to 1 % deuterium 
so that very large quantities of fluid would have to 
be removed illegally to obtain significant amounts of 
deuterium. 



- The final enrichment stage, based on the same mono-
thermal principle, is operated with very small flow 
rates and very small liquid hold-ups. Removal of 
significant quantities would cause this stag^ to trip. 



Co-Chairmcn/to .l/72(D) 

Contribution to draft "HEAVY WATER AVAILABILITY", Section 2, 
INFCE Sub-Group ID (Co-Chairmcn - WG 1/32/D) 

PRODUCTION STRATEGIES TO MEET DEMAND PROJECTIONS 

When a country decides to establish a long-term nuclear power 
plant (NPP) program with reactors using heavy water, one very 
important consideration in view of the limited number of heavy 
water suppliers will be most certainly either to become inde
pendent of imports or to have reliable heavy water supply 
guarantees covering all.NPPs to be built. 
The general trend to utilize existing domestic industrial in-
frastructure and - if necessary - to improve it as well as to 
save foreign currency as far as possible will induce a country 
embarking upon a heavy water NPP program to take into special 
consideration the first alternative, i.e. the construction of 
a heavy water plant at the same time. 

In order to develop a strategy for establishing an indigenous 
D,0-capacity to meet domestic demand, it is worth noting that 
the planning can be orientated almost exclusively to the 
amount of heavy water required for the initial charges of the 
NPPs, because compared with this the additional make-up 
requirements during HPP operation can be neglected: assuming 
that each MWe of installed plant output requires an initial 
charge of 0.75 tonnes of heavy water for filling up the 
primary system and the auxiliary installations with some addi
tional tonnes of heavy water for shutdown and leakage reserve, 
the losses of heavy water during NPP operation will only amount 
to a few percent of the initially required D,0-charge. 
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The capacity which is to be planned fo*. a heavy water plant 
has to be based upon the long-term program for NPP installa
tions, in particular on the unit size of the NPPs and their * 
time sequence. Besides this, also the anticipated load rate t 
of the planned heavy water plant has to be kept in mind. 
Furthermore, the lead times for the construction of the NPP 
and of a heavy water plant have to be brought into a suitable 
relation. As indicated by competent European suppliers of 
heavy water plants, a construction period of about 4 years 
can be assumed which is considerably shorter than the time 
required to build a NPP. 

r i 

It should be mentioned that in case a country is building ,-
only a single or very^few NPPs using 0,0 reactors, the con-*"../ '. 
struction of an indigenous D-0 production capacity is certain
ly not justifiable on economical grounds, provided there is 

» the possibility to obtain ad hoc the required amounts of heavy 
water from heavy water producers like the USA, Canada and/or 
the USSR. 

Based on the specific situation in the country concerned 
(available industrial infrastructure, siting, energy procure
ment) and the projected heavy water demand, one has to decide 
which D20 enrichment process should be applied. Having only a 
relatively small demand, heavy water plants could be installed 
which depend on hydrogen sources if these are available. For 
example, an amount of up to 100 tonnes of heavy water can be 
produced per year with a parasitic process connected to a 
1500 t/day ammonia plant for fertilizer production. Such de- ,, 
pendent heavy water plants offer economical D,0 production 
already at outputs of about 60 tonnes/a if the costs for the 
hydrogen production can largely be passed on to ammonia prices. 
However, a very large heavy water demand cannot be met by 
using dependent heavy water production processes so that one 
has to install D.O enrichment plants operating independently, 
that is, the plants must obtain the deuterium directly from a 
water feedstock. Such independent production of heavy water is 
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possible with the GS process developed in the USA and, 
especially, in Canada. But also other proven processes based 
on the chemical exchange between ammonia or methylamine and 
hydrogen can be made independent of hydrogen sources if by 
me ms of special transfer stages the working medium is conti
nuously regenerated in deuterium extracted from fecdwater. 
With such D-0 enrichment processes using transfer stages, the 
additional cost portion of the transfer stage will be in
creasingly offset by the scale-up effect becoming competitive 

"̂'vith a 60 tonnes/a heavy water plant attached to an ammonia 
production facility at a plant output of about 200 _tonnes of 
heavy water per year. 

It can be concluded that in order to meet a relatively small 
heavy water demand a country has the choice of procuring the 
required amounts of heavy water either by means of purchasing 
the heavy water on t,he world market, limited as it is now, 
and/or to build a small heavy water plant which is connected 
to a hydrogen source. In case heavy water demand is larger 
than could be covered by purchase and/or hydrogen-dependent 
heavy water plants, a comparatively economical heavy water 
production can already be achieved with independent, i.e. 
directly water-fed plants having an output of about 200 tonnes/ 
a. 

This contribution was deliberately confined to the conside
ration of D_0 production processes which are presently con
sidered and sufficiently demonstrated to be technically and 
economically feasible. 
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t I •'. £ FURTHER NOTE ON HYLROGQI AVAILABILITY 
v. f  

* » . * 

Dc-p&j> merit of linergy 
Weshinyton. D.C. 2054r. 

October 19, 1978 

Mr. W.E. Lockerby 
Coordinator, 1KFCE WGl/D 
P.O. Box 3504 
Ottawa, Canada KlY 4G1 

Dear Mr. Lockerby: 

In reply to your letter to John Patterson requesting information 
on large hydrogen-producing plants( we have data on ammonia 
and methanol plants and for refineries for the United States 
and Canada. 

Conversion calculations to determine minimum hydrogen capacity 
for large plants are for 70 million cubic feet of hydrogen 
per day. The following sized plants vould be needed; 

1. Ammonia Production 

70,000,000 cubic feet hydrogen per day 
x_365 days 

25,550,000,000 cubic feet per year 
* 80,000 cubic feet hydrogen used per ton of 

ammonia produced 
319,375 tons per year anvnonia production capacity 

or 320,000 tons per year minimum size for ammonia 
production capacity 

2. Methanol Production 

70,000,000 cubic feet hydrogen per day 
x 365 days 

25,550,000,000 cubic feet per year 
' f 36 cubic feet per pound 

709,700,000 lbs. per year methanol capacity 
? 6.636 pounds per gallon 

107,000,000 gallons per year methanol capacity 
or 100,000,000 gallons per year minimum methanol capacity 



Mr. W.E. Lockerby -2- Oct. 19, l'J7S 

3. Petroleum Refinery 
70,000,000 cubic feet hydrogen per day 

-? 700 cvibic feet per barrel hydrogen used in. 
catalytic reforming 

100,000 barrels per day minimum size for a 
petroleum refining operation 

In the United States there were 31 ammonia plants in 1977 
with a capacity greater than 320,000 tons per day and a 
total capacity of 14,125,000 tons per year of ammonia. By 
1985 four additional plants will produce about 1,718,000 
tons per year. There are two Canadian ammonia plants with 
a capacity greater than 320,000 tons of ammonia per day. 
No data for ammonia is available for countries other than 
the U.S. and Canada. 
There are eight U.S. methanol plants with a capacity 
exceeding 100 million gallons/year and two petroleum 
refineries with catalytic reforming capacity in excess 
of 100,000 barrels per day. 
Although we do not have non-U.S. data except for Canada, 
I trust this information will be useful. 

Sincerely, 

'-'• ; ~ ', ' I ■' >" '"." 

Robert K. pitman 
Supply Evaluation Branch 
Office of Uranium Resources 
and Enrichment 
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I . PEUTERHMI SOURCES 
i . 

Any hydrogen compound is a potential deuterium source 
and consequently a heavy water source, but only few of the* 
are of practical interest. Vhea selecting the deutcriun sources, 
th« following criteria must be taken into considerationt 

- the deuteriua concentration should be aa high as 
possible} 

- it should be available in quantities as large as 
possible; 

- the impurities, it contains, should be easily removed, 
up to the limit vhere the process and the equipment 
are not affected. 

The deuteriuo concentration of the feed stream is ex
tremely inportant for the final cost of heavy water. Each deu-
'.eriua ppa added leads to a heavy water cost decrease of aloost 

V 

1*/kg [l]. In Table 1 it shown the deuterium content of diffe
rent chemical compounds which aay become potential heavy water 
sources. 

Table 1 
Peuteriua content of certain potential heavy water 
sources 

^ #• 0 . 1 0 * . #• 
H + D 

. 1 0 * . 

1 2 

Sea water 153 - 1J8 
River water -close to the seashore llO - 150 
Continental river water 130 - 1*0 
Industrial hydrogen 90 - 150 
"ethane 110 - 135 
/.ydrocarbenf ,. 120 - HO 
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From the above mentioned heavy vater sources, only the 
■ • 

vatcr is available in the desired quantities. River water or 
.sveet lake veter are preferable to the sea vatcr the latter 
being corrosive and difficult to be purified. 

The hydrogen vhich it mainly used for the ammonia 
production, is a cheap heavy vater source. Methane and hydro
carbons are at present indirect heavy vater sources, being, 
used for the obtaining of hydrogen. 

£. HEAVY WATER PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY 

From the multitude of heavy vater separation procenses, 
mentioned in the reference material, only a limited number can 
be applied for an industrial production. Among these procenr.ee 
a major interest shovn H„0 - H„S exchange process. More than 
90% of the vorld heavy vater inventory has been produced using 
this process. Three hydrogen - based processes using hydrogen 
as supply, i.e. WW, - H„ and Amine - H. chemical exchange er.d 
hydrogen distillation, can be economically competitive. 

Vater distillation is being accepted only for the final 
» 

concentration; the electrolysis is in a similar position, both 
of them being expensive. HJ> - H, chemical exchange may be cone 
a competitive process if an adequate catalyst could be found, 

- All these processes imply the processing of large quan
tities of rav material, even with highest separation factor, 
due to the quite small deuterium concentration in the feed aa-
terials. 

2,1, H^O'H^S Chtmltat Exchange. 

The heavy vater separation by means of Ĥ fl-lf-S chemical 

http://procenr.ee
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cxcbnnce is achieved industrially in the' dual temperature 
system. The exchange reaction in the liquid phase is of ionic 
type, and consequently the rate exchange is high enough, so 
that no catalyst is needed. The isotopie transfer between the 
gaseous phase and the liquid one is governed by interface phe
nomena, achieving thus the contact between the phases in a 
classical way. v 

The extraction factor of a dual-temperature separation 
stage, in standard working conditions, is about 1.26, vhich 

* 

leads to a quite modest recovery degree of about 20%. This is 
due to the relatively small temperature effect on tbe reaction 
equilibrium constant. 

By means of this... process, heavy vater is usually en-
riched up to 10 - 30% P.O. , 

The aain restrictive factors vbich determine the choice 
/ -■•'' of the operating parameters are: 

- the process of H^S.iHjO solid hydrate forming at low 
temperatures and high pressures; 

- rapid increase of gas humidity at tempcrctuje over 
130°Ci 

- the necessity'of using a nonstandard equipment at 
high operating pressures [2}. 

!' An important parameter of '.he process is the molar ratio 
L ' ' 

g- between liquid and gas flow rate. Any deviation greater than 
0.$% from its optimal value leads to a considerable decrease of 
tbe stage production [3]. 

The plsnt production is, within certain limits, propor
tional to the feed vater flovrate L since * ratio is kept at 

f 

tbe optimum and the recirculated gas flow G is limited by the 
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nnxiitUR acceptable loading (F - factor) in the towers equips d 
vith sieve trays* 

• .1 The gas purity Bust not be diluted vith BOBS inert c&sen, 
since the production is in fact being proportional to the H2S 

flovrate. 
The main operating parameters, unanimously accepted, 

of H.O'H-S dual teuperature exchange process are shovn in Table 7. 

Table 2 
Main operating paraaeters of H20-HfS dual temperature 

v 
exchange process 

Parameter Cold 
tower 

Hot 
tower 

1 

Temperature, C 
Pressure, KPa 

3 1 / 2 Loading f a c t o r , n / s (kg /m J ) 
Molar r a t i o , l iqu id , Kooles 

gas Knoles 

Caa purity, t H^S vol. 
Liquid pH 

30 - 35 
1.9 ~ 2.1 

1.8 
0.1*85 

99.5. 
3.5 - >» 

125 - 135 
2.0 - 2.2 
2.0 
about 0.51* 

J. - «.5 

; The pH value shovn in the above table strongly influ
ences the corrosion of the medium. While the surface corrosion 
of the carbon steel is moderate, as a result of the iron sul
phide protective coating, the consequences of .the hydrogen 
•tons Arising as reaction product ere much nore conplexe [U] . 

Another disadvantage when using H„S, is the hazard as
sociated vith large HjS inventory, its toxicity being compa
rable to that of hydrogen cyanide. • 

Due to reasons related vith plant construction and 
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operation the industrial plants are built vith two or three 
separation stages. The connection between the stages can be 
either by.gas or liquid. The first stage vhoee processing ca
pacity determines the production of the installation, ensures 
deuterium enrichacnt from 1*5 - 150 ppa up to 600 - 000 ppm. 
The relatively small separation achieved in the first stage 
allovs an easy operation. The last stage is designed to achie 
ve up to 20-30% deuterium enrichment. 

When designing such plants a major problem is to ma
ximise heat recovery. The gas faumidification and dehumidifi-
cation is achieved by gas-liquid direct contact* and the beat 
recovery is achieved mainly by a tbernal exchange between the 
liquid stream recirculated in the humidifIcation section and 
that vhicb flow* through the debumidification section. 

; . t'.t. NH.-H. Clitmical Exchange 

The NH.-tf. asotopic exchange'processtin either of 
its two variant* Uingle'or dual temperature) reprroentf a 

* 

potential challenger of the H-C-H-S exchange process due to 
its cheap cost* however it is hindered by its dependence on 
other industries concerning the row material. The process is 
based upon the exchange reaction between solved bydrocen and 
liquid asaoaia, which takes place with a sufficiently high 
rate only in the presence of a catalyst (potassium amide). 

. The reaction shown a large equilibrium, constant both 
* 

in the s ingle temperature mode (a * 6) end in the dual tern-
a 

perature mode (a ■ 6 for the cold tower and a • 3 for the 
hot tower)* Consequently! the deuterium rteovtry is hicb* 
85% for the single temperature mode and *$• for the dual 
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temperature code. Thus, the required nunWcf theoretical trans
fer units and the processed flov are smaller than in case of 
H*0~HtS process. HoVever, the low efficiency of mass transfer, 
influenced by the catalised reaction, rate and hydrogen"solubi
lity, leads to the necessity of using a great nuaber of spe-

i 
eially designed gas-liquid contactors l5] • 

The operating paraneters urc selected as to provide ; 
the achievement of a good separation factor and acceptable ef
ficiency of sail transfer. The operating temperature of the 
cold tower cannot be lower than -30 C, due to the considera
ble decrease of the reaction rate. At temperatures over 80 C 
in the hot tovcr the ammonia participation in the c&*cous 

- phase is considerable. Operating pressures of 25-35 HPa provi
de a sufficient solubility of hydrogen in the liquid phase. 

To be mentioned that the process is less sensitive 
to the changes of the L/G ratio than the H.0-H„S cxcliancc 
process. The feed gas purity must be high, the main caie beinc 
to reoove oxycen and' vater which have a destructive action on 
the catalyst. 

The two modes disecused above require different types 
of plants. A single temperature plant, with exchange towers, 
placed in stages, should be equipped with catalyst recovery 
units and ammonia cracking units in order to ensure the gase
ous reflux. In the dual temperature mode the function of the 
cracking ur't is fullfiled by the hot tower. The advantages 
and disadvantages of both modes are rather balanced [6, 7]. 

In addition to the considerations mentioned above, it 
should be noticed that the operating medium, liquid ammonia 
and gaseous hydrogen, is a less corrosive one. Moreover, 
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a n o o n i a i s l e e s t o x i c than tf^S. The main hazard i n t h i s c a s e 

s h o u l d be c o n s i d e r e d e x p l o s i o n c a u s e d by o x i g e n und v a t e r a d -

m i t a n c e . 

f .*3. Otherfi Utavtt Watt* Vkoduction ThoctiAfi. 

Boat d i s a d v a n t a g e s o f Wlfj-Hj c h e m i c a l exchange proccfti 

a r e d i a i n i s h e d i n c a s e of Amine - H{ p r o c e s s [ 6 , 9 } * In Table 

3 s e v e r a l p r o p e r t i e s o f m e t h y l a n i n e i n compar i son v i t h t h o s e 

o f t h e ammonia a r e shovn . * £jf' 

Table 3 

Methylamine and ammon i a p r o p e r t i e s 

Methylamine Ammonia 

Vapour p r e s s u r e a t 25°C, bar 3 . 6 . 9 . 8 
F r e e z i n g p o i n t , °C - 93 - 7 7 . 7 
Hydrogen s o l u b i l i t y a t 
70 bar and 25°C moles H» 0 . 0 1 5 

■< 

0 . 0 0 $ 
l i q u i d m o l e s 

0 . 0 1 5 
■< 

0 . 0 0 $ 

Moreover, the Meth'ylamine - H„ exchange reaction 
rate is about 20 tines higher at - 59*0 than that of NHj-Hf 

exchange, for the saae hydrogen and catalyst concentration in 
liquid. ' 

All these facts allovs for designing a dual tempera
ture plant vith the following parameters) 

- cold/hot operating temperature -1»0°C7+70°C 
- operating pressure 6.5 MPs 
- cold/hot separation factor 5.9/2.6 

% 

•■ deuterium recovery 85% 
Although vtry promising, the process is not sufficien

tly developed at present time for comercial operation* 
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In opposition to it, the lf«0-tf. chemical exensm/;* 
process is one of the first processes considered for h«.-cvy -..•;-
ter production. Its {(rest advantage is that deuterium source 
is water. ••■ 

Both the separation factor and deuterium recovery 
are relatively high. Operating Medium is not toxic and its c c -
rosive action is reduced. 

These advantages do not compensate the extremely low 
rate of H-O-H. exchange reaction. Various studies have been 
carried out to develop an adequate catalyst, i.e. cheap, with 
good activity and easy to be recovered. Different options have 

9 

been studied icatalysis in gaseous phase with heterogeneous cr~-
talyst, catalysis in liquid phase with heterogeneous catalyst 
and .catalysis in liquid phase with homogeneous catalyst [lo] . 

Lack of a competitive solution prevents today its ap
plication for industrial production. 

Among the distillation processes, only the hydrogen 
distillation can be competitive for the heavy water produc
tion. This process is characterized by a good separation fac
tor (o « 2 at 25°K), high deuterium recovery (85%), reduced 
operating pressure, non-corrosive and non-toxic medium. The 
difficulties with this process arise form the extremely lov 
operating temperature, which implies the use of a sophistica
ted equipment and observance of the cryogenic principles in 
order to avoid loss of sold. 

Using hydrogen as a feed stream, the process is de
pendent of the available hydrogen source from industry. 

The water distillation and electrolysis are expensive 
processes, which can be used only in quite special conditions 

10 
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as a precnriching stage. On the other hand, due to their sim
plicity and safe operation, they can be U6cd es final enriching 

■ 

* • 
stage. 

•; 
5. INDUSTRIAL INFRASTRUCTURE RlQUIRtHINTS 

i 
FOR HEAVY WATER PJtOVUCTJOU PROGRAM 

Generally speaking, the industrial infrastructure re
quirements for hct-vy vater production plants are sinilar with 
those for the chemical and petrochemical plants. Specific re
quirements are disscused belov. 

The required equipment for the industrial production 
of heavy vater presents several peculiarities. A general fea
ture, common to all processes,is the large volume of primary 
enriching stage, due to the rtry low deuterium content in fc.-o 
material. The equipment volume increases considerably in cau<-
of the processes vith snail.separation factors or small pro
cess efficiency. 

.Tbe long tine necessary to reach the normal operation 
conditions and the vulnerability of the processes at parage-

i
ter variations call for higher reliability of systes; and 
equipment than that usually achieved in cheisical industry. 

Other natter'to be given full consideration consir.tr. 
in use of special materials. 

All these features might considerably influence th> 
capital costs of -he heavy vater production plants. 

• Further on, a short presentation of the particulariti
es of heavy vater production processes is istde, in an u*-
te=.?t to emphasise their effect on designing criteria and o-
peration of the industrial plants.. 

http://consir.tr
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*•*• Ŵ Q-tfj.̂  Exchange PKoce.&i 

Kakinc benefit of an industrial .expertise of over 
three decades,it ctn be considered that this process has couc to 
maturity. Consequently, in the near future essential improve
ments are not expected neither in the technological set-up, 
nor in the equipnent specification* 

The process is characterised by a small separation fac
tor and consequently the processing flows, the number of con
tact elements and the sise of the isotopic exchange towers arc 
high* From the first industrial achievement of the process, se
veral modifications of the isotopie exchange towers have been 
made: 

- diameter has been increased from 3.3 m to 9 m; 
- cold tower was placed above the hot tower, in en wni-

tary construction; 
- the gas humidification and dchumidificntion van 

achieved by direct contact between phases in the towers. 
These modifications led to a simplified layout, re

ducing the number.of equipment items vith an order of magni
tude.' 

f 
f • • 

The difficulties arisen by the errcction of 9 a dia-
i * 

meter and 90 m high towers, as veil as by other operation rea
sons might lead in future to a modular layout of the plant, 
the towers having a somewhat smaller diameter. 

tfg5 corrosive and toxic action determines the adop
tion of every precaution by plant designing and building* 

It is mainly required the followings 
- use of csbon fteoli free of layers And inclusions l*cr 

U 
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nrinufficairir«j those equipment and pipes, vhcre the iron sulp!. ]•■ 
protective coating could not be erroded; 

- use of stainless steel of 18 chroniua - 0 nickel o.-
18 chroniua - 10 nickel - 2 nolybdenua content for the nanufv.-
turing of those equipment coaponcnts vhere that erosion can .-.o» 
be avoided; 

- reduction of aaterial hardness under 22 Rocfcvcll C 
value in order to avoid f-issurc corrosion* 

Material testing and proccedure.qualification represents a 
sajor problem [ll]. For the aetal plates used for tovers and 
other equipoent sanufacturing,100% ultrasonic test aust be 
performed. The weldings of the tovers and pipes are y-ray tou
ted. 

* 

In order to avoid nassive W-S release in atmosphere, 
the equipment ic provided vith rapid insulotinc oystcmr. vhicn 
are connected 'to the flare. 

Smooth operation of the pjlant nust be also observed, 
"he thersal shocks Dust be avoided,otherwise they may introdu
ce remanent tensions. 

In order to reduce the iron sulphide solubility in the 
process liquid, pH check ensure the reduction of surface cor-

< 

rosion. The corrosion decree of equipnent and pipes, including 
the dcvelopaent of hydrogen inclusions, îs of a pcrnancnt con
cern (12). . « ' 

The highest temperature for the forming of solid hy
drate (29 C at 2.C.*:Pa pressure) being higher than environmen
tal tci.port.ture this implies the uee of an extensive cteus 
or electric tr&ci&j system to keep all pipes warmer. 

http://tci.port.ture
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$.t. ItydKOQtn - Gattd Pftoc casts 

* The required infrastructure for the chemical cxehangc-
processes vhich anvolve hydrocen is, to m. great extent,like in 
the anmonia production plants. 

At the NJI-'UM exchange plants the aa'in problems of spe
cial care are tl/e following J 

- to built high pressure equipment, e.g. exchange to
wers, of J»Om high, 2.5» diameter and «00t weight each; . 

•'- to develop highly sophisticated contact elements; 
- to assure in-service tightness, especially in the 

'high hydrogen concentration area, at the operation pressure 
of 30 MPs. 

Regarding material it must be' shown that hydrogen 
involvcent could result in steel fragility. Consequently, it 
is necessary to avoid the use of hard steel which is likely to 
break under these circumstances. 

The catalyst,' potassium-emidc, is not corrosive in 
amncaia or hydrogon medium.But, it CGUOOB a lively picKline 
of the coaaon steel components, favouring their oxidation in 
contact with the air. 

• J-
In comparison with H^O-H^O exchange process, this 

process squired less plant-years of operation, therefore the 
infornstion about the equipment behaviour is scarce. 

This is even more critical for Amine- H* process. 
The required equipment resemble those required by HU^-H* dual 
temperature exchange process. 

The reaction rate of Amine-«2 process being nuch hi
gher than that of NH^-H^ process, the problems arisen by liu 

m 
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achievement of contact clcaents are simpler. Moreover, the 
operation pressure is nuch lover. -

Both processes operate with cold columns at -20 C up 
to -IJO°C temperature, usually found in the chemical industry. 

On the otner hand, hydrogen distilation process takes 
. place at 20°K, vhich complicates considerably the required 
infrastructure. The plants based on this process are achieved 
in cospact construction and sake use of highly sophisticated 
equipment. The plant systeas vhich operate at temperatures 
under 65 K are placed in a pressurized tightened roon, known 
as "cold-box". « 

Taking into- account the fact that HaO-Hj exchange 
processes, vater distillation or water electrolysis could tic-
efficiently used only as final enriching stage, vhich is rc3v 
tiveiy ŝ ali and inexpensive as compared to the balance of 
plant, there is no-need to give here a detailed conr.i dcrali tu 

to their infrastructural requirements. 
i 

4. HEAVY WATER PlAWT SITING CONS 7 PER AT 70.VS 

For H„0-H„S exchange process a synthesis of the selec
tion criteria of an industrial plant site is presented in tn<-
work [l]. 

In short, it is necessary to ensure* 
- adequate quantitatively and qualitatively water sup

ply (pure, Moderate hardnoos.and high deuterium content)t 

- higly reliable power and otesm supply; 
* highly qualified operation staff_vith experience in 

tnu cnenical industry} 
* lees populated region; 
- cospeter.t constructors and designers, vith c;:,'cri •*;.. 
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in the chenic&l industry. 
• • ■ 

These conditions, generally easy to be act, have a 
high decree of freedoa in the site selection. 

Eovever, the plants based upon the hydrogen using pro
cesses can be located only in the neighbourhood of an amnonia 
plant. To be mentioned that, in viev of less toxic operation* 
it is not required to locate this type of plant in a less.popu
lated area. 

\ 
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The Independent UHDE Heavy Water P r o c e s s 

The distinctive feature of the UHDE heavy water process , based on the 

ammonia/hydrogen exchange, i s the dual-temperature principle, i . e . 

the deuterium enrichment stages consist of a pair of two columns each, 

operated at different temperatures. 

The liquid and gaseous s t reams are continuously cycled through the 

plant. The temperature level of the hot columns i s se lected in that way 

'that low-pressure steam can be used for heating up. 

The deuteriu n containing feed material i s hydrogen, e.g.synthesis gas 

for an ammonia plant. Hydrogen should be available with a high purity 

and under high pres sure . Generally a final purification will be necessary 

to reduce catalyst l o s s e s . In order to make the process independent of 

pressure fluctuations of the hydrogen consuming process , the hydrogen 

is cycled to a transfer column (see (1) ) . 

After many years of investigation and development, the UHDE process 

ha's first been real ized in a heavy water plant in India with a capacity of 

62 t /y . There, the deuterium containing feed material i s synthesis gas 

from an ammonia plant * '. In order to make the UHDE process inde

pendent of a hydrogen source, a regeneration step i s necessary to re -

enrich the hydrogen with deuterium. The deuterium exchange mechanism 

between hydrogen and water i s well known, since the equilibrium of the 

H _ / H , 0 exchange favours the liquid phase. The temperature of the rege

neration column should be a s high a s possible in order to get a high-level 

of deuterium in the hydrogen. Specific research work done by UHDE in 

collaboration with Prof, Dr. Schindewolf of Nuclear Research Centre at 

Karlsruhe has shown that of all catalyst investigated sodium hydroxide is 

an excellent catalyst * '. 
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The attached flow diagram shows the basic configuration of the extended 
UHDE process. After a pretreatznent of the water (deaerMion) the cata
lyst is added and then the water is pressurized. The water is heated up 
by direct heat exchange in the upper part of the exchange column. The 
counter cur rent ratio of gas to liquid is selected in such a way as to get 
a high heat recovery. Before entering the regeneration column, the 
hydrogen is washed with water to remove the ammonia vapour. It is 
then saturated with water in a direct heat exchange in the lower part of 
the regeneration column. Before the hydrogen i s fed back to the enrich
ment section the water vapours are wastred out by liquid ammonia. The 
ammonia water mixture from both washing columns is separated in a 
distillation column. 

The enrichment system is a three-stage cascade. The first stage is 
coupled with a stripping system to get a high deuterium recovery, thus 
reducing the size of the regeneration unit. The 2nd and 3rd stage are 
simple hot-cold stages. The cold column i s divided into two columns in 
series , which also applies to the cold column of the 1st stage. 

After transferring the deuterium from ammonia to water, the final enrich-

.ment is obtained in a water distillation step. From the bottom the product 

' heavy water can be withdrawn with a purity of 99.8 %. 

(1) E. Nitschke, H. Ilgner, S. Walter 
The Uboe Process for the Recovery of Deuterium from Synthesis Gas 
ACS Symposium Scries, Washington 1978 (274/280) 

(2) H. Schindewolf, H. Hornke, Chcm.Ing. Techn. 40 (1968) 29 A0 
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